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Laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) and direct laser acceleration (DLA) are two 
different kinds of laser plasma electron acceleration mechanisms. LWFA relies on the 
laser-driven plasma wave to accelerate electrons. The interaction of ultra-short ultra-
intensive laser pulses with underdense plasma leads the LWFA into a highly nonlinear 
regime (“plasma bubble regime”) that attracts particular interest nowadays. DLA 
accelerates electrons by laser electromagnetic wave in the ion channel or the plasma 
bubble through the Betatron resonance. This dissertation presents a hybrid laser plasma 
electron acceleration mechanism. We investigate its features through particle-in-cell 
(PIC) simulations and the single particle model. The hybrid laser plasma electron 
acceleration is the merging concept between the LWFA and the DLA, so called laser 
wakefield and direct acceleration (LWDA). The requirements of the initial conditions of 
the electron to undergo the LWDA are determined. The electron must have a large initial 
transverse energy 𝜖" . Two electron injection mechanisms that are suitable for the 
LWDA, density bump injection and ionization induced injection, are studied in detail. 
The features of electron beam phase space and electron dynamics are explored. Electron 
beam phase space appears several unique features such as spatially separated two groups, 
the correlation between the transverse energy 𝜖" and the relativistic factor 𝛾 and the 
 vii 
double-peak spectrum. Electrons are synergistically accelerated by the wakefield as well 
as by the laser electromagnetic field in the laser-driven plasma bubble. LWDA are also 
investigated in the moderate power regime (10 TW) in regarding the effects of laser color 
and polarization. It is found that the frequency upshift laser pulse has better performance 
on avoiding time-jitter of electron energy spectra, electron final energy and electron 
charge yield. Some basic characters that related to the LWDA such as the effects of the 
subluminal laser wave, the effects of the longitudinal accelerating field, the electron beam 
emittance, the electron charge yield and potentially applications as radiation source are 
discussed. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Plasma-Based Electron Acceleration 
Particle accelerator plays a very important role in our human history. It not only 
helps us to understand the origin of matters and the universe but also provides us the 
broad applications such as radiation source, isotope production, ion implantation, 
electron beam material processing, medical therapy and so on [1]. Conventional RF 
accelerators have typical accelerating gradient up to ~ 100 MV/m due to the limit of 
the dielectric medium. They require long acceleration distance to obtain high energy. 
A seminal paper in 1979 by Tajima and Dawson [2] attracted people’s attention to use 
the plasma as the accelerating medium. Plasma has the nature of supporting ultra-high 
accelerating gradient (e.g. 1018 cm-3 plasma density has ~ 100 GV/m accelerating 
gradient) and is an excellent resource of electrons. These advantages make plasma-
based acceleration as one of the most promising next generation acceleration 
mechanisms. With the rapid advancing of laser technology and decades of exciting 
scientific researches, huge progresses have been made [3]. Scientists experimentally 
demonstrated that plasma-based electron accelerators are able to produce mono-
energetic electron beams [4, 5, 6]. After a few years, GeV level mono-energetic 
electron beams are achieved within centimeters-scales [7, 8, 9, 10]. The applications 
of plasma-based electron accelerators are constantly broadening from the table-top 
high energy electron source to the X-ray or even Gamma-ray source [11, 12]. 
Plasma-based electron acceleration generally can be divided into two groups: one 
group relies on the driven plasma wave to accelerate electrons. The driver can be 
ultra-intensive laser pulse [13], high energy electron beam [14, 15] and high energy 
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proton beam [16]. Laser wakefield acceleration utilizes laser pondermotive force to 
generate the plasma waves as the dynamic accelerating structures while the electron 
beam or proton beam driven plasma wake field acceleration relies on the 
electromagnetic field of the charged particle beams to create the similar accelerating 
structures.  
The lawson-woodard-palmer theorem [17] states that an ultra-relativistic particle 
cannot gain a net energy or momentum from a laser in free space. Therefore, the other 
group of plasma-based acceleration utilizes plasma as a wiggler or undulator to make 
the energy transfer from laser to electrons possible. The laser pulse directly imparts 
its electromagnetic energy into electrons. Direct laser acceleration [18, 19] is one of 
the most important representatives in this group. It accelerates electrons in the ion 
channels [18, 19, 20] or in the plasma bubbles through the Betatron resonance 
mechanism. 
1.1.1 Laser Wakefield Acceleration 
The laser pulse propagating in the under-dense plasma which has the plasma 
density n<nc (nc is the plasma critical density) excites the plasma wave so called 
wakefield. The driving mechanism of the wakefield is the ponderomotive force of the 
laser pulse. The ponderomotive force of the laser pulse is the second-order 
electromagnetic force. We consider the relativistic equation of motion of an electron 
in the collisionless plasma under the influence of electromagnetic field 
 
𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑡 = −𝑒 𝐸 + 𝑣𝑐 ×𝐵 , (1.1) 
The electric field 𝐸	and magnetic field 𝐵	 can be expressed by the vector potential 𝐴	as 𝐸 = −Ro p`pq  and 𝐵 = ∇×𝐴. Therefore, the equation (1.1) can be written as 
follow  
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𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑡 = −𝑒 −1𝑐 𝜕𝐴𝜕𝑡 + 𝑣𝑐 ×∇×𝐴 , (1.2) 
The motion of an electron in the high-frequency electromagnetic field can be split 
into the fast oscillation component and the slow oscillation component, that is  𝑝 =𝑝t + 𝑝u. To the lowest order, the fast oscillation component of the electron can be 
approximated as 
 𝑝t = 𝑒𝐴𝑐 , (1.3) 
After splitting the electron momentum with respect to different time scales and 
applying Eq. (1.3), we reach the equation of motion to the second order 
 
𝑑𝑝u𝑑𝑡 = − 𝑝𝛾𝑚 ∙ ∇𝑝t − 𝑝𝛾𝑚×∇×𝑝t, (1.4) 
The above Eq. (1.4) can be further simplified. Averaging over a laser cycle, we end 
up with the approximated expression of the ponderomotive force 
 𝐹% = 𝑑𝑝u𝑑𝑡 = −mcU∇𝛾, (1.5) 
where 𝛾 = (1 + %z{^{o{ + T{ ` {^{o| )R/U.  
 The ponderomotive force of the laser pulse generates the periodic plasma wave 
called laser wakefield that can be used as the dynamic accelerating structure. The 
structures of laser wakefield strongly depend on the laser pulse. They can range from 
the linear laser wakefield regime to the highly nonlinear wakefield regime so called 
plasma bubble regime. We will briefly derive the linear laser wakefield and this will 
conceptually explain the driving mechanism of laser wakefield acceleration. The 
starting point is the Maxwell equations coupled with the equation of motion in the 
collisionless cold plasma [21] 
 
𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑡 = −𝑒 𝐸 + 𝑣𝑐 ×𝐵 , (1.6) 
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 ∇ ∙ 𝐸 = 4𝜋𝑒(𝑛+ − 𝑛T),  (1.7) 
 ∇×𝐸 = −1𝑐 𝜕𝐵𝜕𝑡 ,  (1.8) 
 ∇ ∙ 𝐵 = 0,  (1.9) 
 ∇×𝐵 = −4𝜋𝑐 𝑒𝑛T𝑣 + 1𝑐 𝜕𝐸𝜕𝑡 , (1.10) 
We assume the laser propagating in the x-direction and change the variable 𝜏 = 𝑡 −𝑥/𝑣%, where 𝑣% is the plasma wave phase velocity. After some algebra, we end up 
with the following equations 
 𝑛T = 𝛽%𝑛+𝛽% − 𝑢6, (1.11) 
 𝑑𝑑𝜏 [ 𝑢6 − 𝛽% 𝑑𝑝6𝑑𝜏 + 𝑢 𝑑𝑝𝑑𝜏 + 𝑢G 𝑑𝑝G𝑑𝜏 ] = 𝜔%U𝛽%U𝑢6𝛽% − 𝑢6, (1.12) 
where 𝛽% = 𝑣%/𝑐 , 𝑢 = 𝑣/𝑐 , the plasma frequency 𝜔%U = 4𝜋𝑒U𝑛+/𝑚T  and 𝑝  is 
normalized to  𝑚T𝑐. For the small pump strength and laser is polarized in the y-
direction, it is reasonable to assume that 𝑝6 ≅ 𝑢6 ≪ 1, 𝑝 ≅ 𝑢 ≪ 1, 𝑢G = 0. The 
Eq. (1.11) and Eq. (1.12) can be further simplified to 
 𝑛 ≡ 𝑛T − 𝑛+ = 𝑢6𝑛+𝛽% , (1.13) 
 𝜕U𝑛𝜕𝑡U + 𝜔%U𝑛 = 𝑛+2 𝜕U𝜕𝑥U 𝑎U, (1.14) 
To derive the Eq. (1.14), we have use the transformation ppq = pp , pp6 = − RoH pp and 
the relation 𝑎 = 𝑣/𝑐. The Eq. (1.14) describes the linear wakefield generation by 
the laser ponderomotive force. It is useful to point out a more common form of Eq. 
(1.14) under the quasi-static approximation pp6 = pp , ppq = pp − 𝑐 pp ≅ −𝑐 pp where 𝜉 = 𝑥 − 𝑐𝑡. The laser pulse is assumed to be slowly varying during the electron 
transit time under the quasi-static approximation. The Eq. (1.14) can be written as 
 
𝜕U𝑛𝜕𝜉U + 𝑘%U𝑛 = 𝑛+2 𝜕U𝜕𝜉U 𝑎U, (1.15) 
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It is clear that the laser wakefield is basically the driven plasma electron density 
perturbation. The plasma electron density perturbation leads to the local breakdown 
of the quasi-neutrality of the plasma and thus induces the electric field that can be 
used to accelerate electrons. The electric fields that the laser wakefield supports are 
on the order of  𝐸∥ = 𝑚T𝑐𝜔%/𝑒. We have a useful estimation of the accelerating 
field in the laser wakefield accelerator 
 𝐸∥(𝑉/𝑚)~ 𝑛+(𝑐𝑚), (1.16) 
We discuss the linear laser wakefield so far. The development of modern laser 
technology (e.g. CPA [22]) has brought us the high-power (e.g. 1 PW) high-intensity 
(e.g. 1018W/cm2) short pulse laser (e.g. femtosecond). The high-power laser pulse 
interacts with the under-dense plasma push the laser wakefield to the nonlinear 
regime.  
Before moving into the nonlinear regime of laser wakefield, it is worth 
mentioning the self-focusing of the laser pulse propagating in the under-dense 
plasma. The self-focusing is from the non-uniformity of the plasma refractive index 𝜂(𝑟) induced by the laser pulse. The refractive index 𝜂(𝑟)~1/𝑎(𝑟) and the laser 
pulse intensity peaks on the axis (𝑟 = 0). Therefore, this kind of shape of the 
refractive index focuses the laser pulse. In general, the critical power of the under-
dense plasma is used to identify the self-focusing of the laser pulse [21] 
 𝑃o ≅ 17.5 𝜔𝜔% U. (1.17) 
It is required that the power of the laser pulse 𝑃 > 𝑃o to trigger the self-focusing. 
The self-focusing usually happens in a laser propagation distance  
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𝑧o = 𝑧(𝑃𝑃o − 1)R/U, 
 
(1.18) 
where 𝑧 = [{  is the Rayleigh Length. The self-focusing distance is on the scale of 
the laser pulse Rayleigh Length and decreases with the increase of the laser power. 
The self-focusing of intense electromagnetic wave was first demonstrated in 
simulations [23, 24]. 
 A high-power short pulse laser pulse propagating in the under-dense plasma is 
able to create an ion cavity that is empty of electrons. The ions can be treated as 
immobile since they have much larger inertia than electrons. This regime of the laser 
wakefield acceleration is called the “bubble regime” or the fully blow-out regime 
[13]. The plasma bubble regime is the most interesting regime in the laser wakefield 
acceleration. Fig. 1.1(a) is the plasma bubble structure from the Particle-In-Cell 
simulation. The high-power laser pulse blows out the electrons behind it and creates a 
quasi-spherical ion cavity. The plasma bubble has the longitudinal fields and 
transverse fields. Fig. 1.1(b) is the sketch of the plasma bubble fields. The electrons 
are accelerated by the plasma bubble longitudinal accelerating field but also focused 
by the plasma bubble transverse focusing fields. These two features open the 
possibility to generate the high quality electron beams. All the fields in the plasma 
bubble are symmetric with respect to the center of the plasma bubble.  
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FIGURE 1.1: (a) The plasma bubble density structure driven by the Texas Peta-watt 
Laser in the plasma density 5´1017cm-3. (b) The schematic demonstration of the fields 
in the plasma bubble. 
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Electrons are decelerated after passing the center of the plasma bubble. This is an 
important concept called dephasing. The dephasing sets the limit of the electron 
energy gain from the laser wakefield. The acceleration distance cannot exceed the 
dephasing length 𝐿J  after which the trapped electrons are decelerated and lose 
energy. Besides the dephasing length 𝐿J, the laser energy is depleted by both the 
diffraction and interaction with the plasma. The electron acceleration can only happen 
before the pump depletion happens. The laser pulse propagation distance before the 
pump depletion is called the pump depletion length 𝐿%J . The estimation of the 
dephasing length 𝐿J and the pump depletion length 𝐿%J in the 3D nonlinear regime 
have the expression [25, 26] 
 𝐿J = 43𝜔+U𝜔%U 𝑎+𝑘% , (1.19) 
 𝐿%J = 𝜔+U𝜔%U 𝑐𝜏, (1.20) 
Eqs. (1.16), (1.19) and (1.20) are commonly used to estimate the maximum electron 
energy gain in the plasma bubble regime of a laser wakefield accelerator. 
1.1.2 Direct Laser Acceleration 
It is surprising that a completely different acceleration mechanism so called direct 
laser acceleration exists in the same laser plasma interaction system as laser wakefield 
acceleration. Direct laser acceleration was first demonstrated in the ion channel via 
Particle-In-Cell simulations [18] and then observed in the experiment [19]. Due to the 
poor electron beam quality and the broad energy spectrum (Boltzmann like), direct 
laser acceleration did not attract much attention for a few years. Recently, people 
renewed interest in the direct laser acceleration because of the possible combination 
between the direct laser acceleration and the laser wakefield acceleration [27, 28] and 
the radiation generation [29, 30]. 
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It uses the ion channel or the plasma bubble as a wiggler and the laser 
electromagnetic field directly accelerates electrons through the Betatron resonance 
mechanism [31, 32]. Betatron resonance is between two frequencies, the Betatron 
frequency 𝜔H that describes the relativistic electron wiggling motion in the plasma 
and the Doppler shifted laser frequency 𝜔J  that describes the laser frequency 
observed by the relativistic electrons. 
 𝜔H = 𝜔%2𝛾, (1.21) 
 𝜔J = (1 − 𝑣∥𝑣%)𝜔+, (1.22) 
where 𝜔%  is the plasma frequency as mentioned above and 𝜔+  is the laser 
frequency. When the Betatron frequency matches the averaged Dopper shifted laser 
frequency 𝜔H = 𝑙 < 𝜔J >, the Betatron resonance happens and the laser directly 
accelerates electrons by its electromagnetic field. The Betatron resonance does not 
need to be in the first order to have the net acceleration. It means that it is possible to 
have 𝑙 = 1,3,5⋯. When 𝑙 ≠ 1, it is called high-order direct laser acceleration [20, 
33]. The electron energy gain from the laser has the expression 𝐴4~ − 𝑒 𝑣" ∙ 𝐸4𝑑𝑡. 
From the micro-point of view, the laser electric field 𝐸4 accelerates the electrons in 
the transverse direction and the laser magnetic field 𝐵4 re-distributes the electron 
energy to the longitudinal direction through the Lorentz force. 
 There is no analytical theory for the direct laser acceleration in the plasma bubble 
regime. [18, 20] developed the comprehensive analytical theory for the direct laser 
acceleration in the ion channel. We will only briefly introduce several important 
properties of the direct laser acceleration in the ion channel. The starting point is the 
Eq. (1.6) under the assumption that the laser fields are linear polarized plane wave 𝐸(4) = 𝐸+𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙 , 𝐵G(4) = 𝐸(4)𝑐/𝑣%&  and 𝜙 = 𝜔4(𝑥/𝑣%& -t). The first important 
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property is the transverse oscillation of the electrons. We use the transverse energy 𝜖" to describe the transverse oscillations of the electrons.  
 𝜖" = 𝑝U2𝑝6 + 𝜔%U𝑚T𝑦U4 , (1.23) 
The direct laser accelerated electrons always have big transverse oscillation since the 
laser field imparts the energy to electrons transversely. The transverse energy is 
derived from the expansion of the electron’s ultra-relativistic factor [20]. There is an 
integral of motion from Eq. (1.16).  
 𝛾 − 𝑣%&𝑐 𝑝6𝑚T𝑐 + 𝜔%U𝑦U4𝑐U = 𝐼+ = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡, (1.24) 
This integral of motion is important since it gives us the relation among the variables 
of the electron motion. Eq. (1.24) can be further simplified using the transverse 
energy 𝜖" and the longitudinal momentum 𝑝6.  
 (1 − 𝑣%&𝑐 ) 𝑝6𝑚T𝑐 + 𝜖"𝑚T𝑐U = 𝐼+ = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡, (1.25) 
Eq. (1.25) indicates that for the luminal direct laser acceleration (𝑣%& = 𝑐), the 
transverse energy 𝜖" is constant during the whole process. The electrons will not 
change their oscillation amplitude. For the super-luminal direct laser acceleration 
(𝑣%& > 𝑐) which is very common in the under-dense plasma [21], the electrons’ 
oscillation amplitude will not be a constant. We have to point out that these 
discussions are under the assumption that there is no longitudinal accelerating field. 
The integral of motion does not exist in the plasma bubble regime that has the spatial 
changing longitudinal accelerating field.  
 Instead of going through all the formulas of the electron dynamics of the DLA in 
the ion channel [20], we show two representative plots to demonstrate the electron 
dynamics of the DLA in the ion channel. 
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FIGURE 1.2: Two electrons are initially placed at rest on the channel axis and 
interact with the luminal laser wave (𝑣%& = 𝑐). Parameters for blue curve: 𝜔%/𝜔+ =0.05  and 𝑎+ = 4  (𝑝∗ = 200  and 𝜔∗ = 𝜔4/400), for brown curve: : 𝜔%/𝜔+ =0.02 and 𝑎+ = 10 (𝑝∗ = 1250 and 𝜔∗ = 𝜔4/2500). (a) The electron longitudinal 
momentum 𝑝6. (b) The electron transverse oscillation 𝑦. 
 
Fig. 1.2(a) shows that the DLA efficiently accelerates electron to high energy (𝑝6 >600𝑚T𝑐	). However, the electron cannot keep the energy and it has the similar 
dephasing concept with the LWFA. The electron will transform from the accelerating 
phase to the decelerating phase after reaching the peak of the energy and this process 
will continue during the whole process. As the prediction of Eq. (1.25), the electron 
oscillation amplitude does not change as shown in Fig.1.2 (b). This dissertation will 
provide a method to avoid the dephasing of the DLA.  
E ! a0ðxp=xLÞ~vphI$3=20 ; (13)
v ! ðI 0=~v2phÞð~vph $ 1Þ=ð2x2p=x2LÞ: (14)
The parameter E characterizes the interplay between the
laser electric field and the electric field generated by the
channel. In the luminal case (vph ! c), v vanishes and this
single parameter determines the key features of the electron
dynamics.22 The parameter v characterizes the super-
luminosity of the laser wave in the channel. As discussed in
Ref. 28, the relative difference between the phase velocity
and the speed of light greatly affects the energy gain during
direct laser acceleration.
Note that the energy conservation law expressed by Eq.
(8) can be recast in dimensionless variables as follows:
~px _~r
2
? þ ~r2? ¼ 1þ v~px: (15)
We note that the paraxial approximation becomes valid only
after a transient period during which electrons acquire energy
from the laser and become highly relativistic. However, once
the electron energy becomes ultra-relativistic, its motion given
by Eqs. (11) and (12) becomes extremely simplified and gov-
erned by just two parameters: E and v. Since electrons gain
most of their energy during this stage, it is reasonable to
assume that the most important aspects of the electron dynam-
ics (e.g., how much energy it gains and over what distance)
are determined only by these two parameters. In the rest of the
paper, we assume for simplicity that the electrons are initially
at rest (c¼ 1, px¼ 0, and p? ¼ 0). However, we do not
assume that they start at r ¼ 0 unless explicitly stated, and no
assumptions are made about their initial longitudinal position
characterized by /ðt ¼ 0Þ.
To illustrate the universality of the electron motion, we
show in Fig. 1 the results of integrating the exact equations
of motion (1)–(3) for two on-axis electrons, each accelerated
by a laser pulse propagating with the speed of light in the ion
channel. The universal laser-plasma parameters (E ¼ 0:2 and
v¼ 0) are the same for the two cases, but they correspond to
different physical parameters a0 and xp=xL. In both cases,
the electrons initially perform irregular oscillations, a d then
gain ultra-relativistic energy while following similar time
evolution [see Fig. 1(a)]. Another interesting feature f the
luminous acceleration illustrated by Fig. 1(b), which follows
from Eq. (15), is that the amplitude of betatron oscillations
remains constant and is equal to r' despite significant varia-
tions of the electron energy cmc2 ( pxc. This is the conse-
quence of the conservation of the transverse energy !?,
which is identical to I0 for luminous laser beams.
III. LASER ACCELERATION IN A CHANNEL: THE
LUMINAL CASE
In this section, we further simplify Eqs. (11) and (12) by
averaging them over the fast time scale of a single betatron
oscillation under the assumption vph ¼ c (or v¼ 0). We also
derive analytic expressions for the maximum attainable elec-
tron energy for arbitrary laser and plasma parameters. We
show that small changes of the laser strength parameter E
can result in dramatic changes in the electron motion.
Specifically, this aspect manifests itself as a threshold depen-
dence of the maximum energy gain on the laser amplitude.
A. Analytical theory
In the paraxial approximation, the dimensionless ampli-
tude of betatron oscillations is equal to unity and thus it is
convenient to introduce a phase of the betatron oscillations
w, such that ~y ¼ sinw. It then follows from Eq. (15) by set-
ting v¼ 0 that _~y ¼ cosw=~px1=2 and _w ¼ 1=~px1=2 ¼ xb=x'.
To make further progress, we utilize the other important
feature evident from Fig. 1, namely, that the particles perform
several (and in some ca es many) betatron scillations while
gaining their energy. Averaging out these oscillations signifi-
cantly simplifies the descriptio of the ultra-relativistic
motion.27,29 Equation (11) for the wave phase then reduces to
h _/i ¼ $2h _~y2i ( $1=~px, where the angle brackets denote
averaging over the betatron period. Here, we have neglected
the difference between h~pxi and ~px because of the slow
change of the longitudinal momentum during the energy gain.
As already pointed out, an effective energy gain requires
for the electron transverse velocity to remain anti-parallel to
the laser electric field over extended segments of the electron
trajectory. Therefore, the phase shift between the phase of
the laser wave and the phase of the transverse oscillations,
h ¼ wþ /, is an important characteristic of the laser-particle
interaction. Combining the expressions for _w and _/, we
obtain
h _hi ¼ 1
~px1=2
$ 1
~px
: (16)
FIG. 1. Dynamics of two electrons initially placed at rest on the channel
axis at /jt¼0 ¼ p2 for the same universal laser-plasma parameters E ¼ 0:2
and v¼ 0 (vph ¼ c) but different physical parameters. Blue curves: xp=xL ¼
0:05 and a0 ¼ 4 (p' ¼ 200 and x' ¼ xL=400); brown curves: xp=x ¼ 0:02
and a0 ¼ 10 (p' ¼ 1250 and x' ¼ xL=2500).
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1.2 Particle-In-Cell Simulation 
Experiments could be too expensive and time-consuming in some situations. 
Some highly nonlinear phenomenon in laser plasma interaction are too complicated to 
give the rigorous theoretical description. Simulation becomes an important alternative 
for the research of the laser plasma interaction. There are two kinds of the most 
commonly used simulation methods in the plasma physics: MagnetoHydroDynamic 
(MHD) simulation [34] and Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulation [35]. MHD simulation 
treats the plasma as the fluid elements and numerically solves the sets of fluid 
equations coupled with Maxwell’s equations. It describes the macroscopic 
phenomenon in general. PIC simulation captures the plasma particle motions and the 
evolution of the electromagnetic fields. It is the most computational demanding. 
PIC simulation is the combination of the particle pusher and the field solver. The 
particle pusher pushes the macro-particles that represent many real particles based on 
newton’s equation. The common method is so-called Boris pusher [36]. Boris pusher 
separates the effects of the electric field 𝐸 and the magnetic field 𝐵. The electric 
field 𝐸	increases the magnitude of the particle momentum 𝑝	and the magnetic field 𝐵	changes the direction of the particle momentum 𝑝. The field solver solves the 
Maxwell’s equations on the spatial and temporal discretized grids and the common 
method is Finite-Difference-Time-Domain (FDTD) [36]. The electric field electric 
field 𝐸, the magnetic field 𝐵 and the current 𝐽 are defined in the Yee Lattice [37]. 
The updates of the electric field 𝐸 and the magnetic field 𝐵 are staggered on the 
time domain. People use various schemes to push fields such Yee scheme [37] and 
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Numerical Dispersion Free scheme (NDF) [38]. Fig. 1.3 (a) shows the Yee Lattice 
and Fig. 1.3 (b) is the brief illustration of PIC algorithm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 1.3: (a) The sketch of the Yee Lattice (courtesy to [39]). (b) The loop of the 
PIC algorithm. 
 
 Besides the above mentioned main PIC algorithm, the charge conservation is the 
other important issue in PIC simulation. There are two commonly used methods to 
(a)
(b)
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face this issue. The first one corrects the electric field by solving Possion’s Equation 
after each time updates. This method is time-consuming and has difficult to 
parallelize [36]. The second one is the rigorous charge conservation method proposed 
by [40]. It automatically keeps the charge conservation when the moving charges 
generate the currents. The rigorous charge conservation scheme is more efficient and 
easy to parallelize. Nowadays, the most of PIC codes implement the rigorous charge 
conservation scheme. 
 
1.3 Recent Experiments on Laser Plasma Electron Acceleration 
Theoretical, computational and experimental researches in the laser plasma 
electron acceleration have had very close collaborations for decades. The electron 
acceleration during the laser plasma interaction was observed [41] a few years after 
the first paper about this concept [2]. Serials of papers was published in 2004 that 
demonstrated the mono-energetic laser plasma electron acceleration to more than 100 
MeV [4, 5, 6]. The operations in these experiments were already in the plasma bubble 
regime. A couple of years later, 1 GeV mono-energetic electron beam was produced 
via the external channel guiding laser wakefield acceleration [7].  
The energy level stayed on 1 GeV for a few years. During these years, peta-watt 
lasers became available in the world. Texas Peta-Watt (TPW) laser which has the 
peak power (1.1 PW [42]) is one of the most important facilities for the laser 
wakefield acceleration in the world. In 2013, 2 GeV quasi-mono-energetic electron 
beam was produced from TPW laser wakefield acceleration [8]. It was the self-guided 
self-injection [43, 44, 45] laser wakefield acceleration in a 7 cm pure helium gas cell. 
The plasma density is below 1018cm-3. In the low density plasma, the dephasing length 
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𝐿J and the pump depletion length 𝐿%J are expected to be long based on Eq. (1.19) 
and Eq. (1.20), which is good for the electron acceleration. Fig.1.4 (a) shows the 
experimental measured electron energy spectrum. There is a mono-energetic peak at 
about 2 GeV.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 1.4: (a) The experimental results for the 2 GeV quasi-mono-energetic 
electron acceleration from TPW laser wakefield acceleration. (b) The PIC simulation 
(WAKE) of the experiment shown in (a), simulation parameters: plasma density 
n=5´1017cm-3, laser energy 100 J, duration 𝜏 = 160	𝑓𝑠, third-order super-Gaussian 
transverse shape with radius 𝑤+ = 275	𝜇𝑚. (courtesy to [8]) 
 
 The PIC simulation well explained the 2 GeV experimental results as shown in 
Fig.1.4 (b). The key issue in the PIC simulation is that the TPW laser pulse had the 
by ionizing K-shell electrons of a high-Z dopant gas species20,21,6.
On the other hand, when this divergence is scaled to sub-GeV
electron energy, it signifies transverse electron momentum similar
to that obtained in the lowest-divergence sub-GeV beams from
uniform undoped gas targets (for example, 2.1±0.5mrad
FWHM at 200MeV18). Analysis of the shape of the fiducial
shadows shows that divergence in the horizontal (that is, energy
dispersion) plane is similar in magnitude, facilitating accurate
energy analysis. In fact, the quasi-monoenergetic peaks in
Fig. 2a,b subtend a horizontal (h) angular width (FWHM)
yðhÞe # 1mrad, only slightly larger than the vertical width. Thus,
although the nominal width of the vertically integrated dN/dE
peaks shown in the fourth column of Fig. 2a,b corresponds to
8–10% energy spread (FWHM), as indicated by the first number
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Figure 2 | Electron spectra and betatron X-ray profiles for three shots from the accelerator. First column: sub-GeV electron spectra recorded on IPLE;
second column: GeV electron spectra recorded on IPHS; third column: detail of high-energy tails; fourth column: vertically integrated spectra around each
high-energy peak; fifth column: betatron X-ray angular distribution recorded on IPHS. (a) Results for shot yielding
quasi-monoenergetic peak at 2.0GeV, with ne¼4.8% 1017 cm& 3, obtained from raw data shown in Fig. 1e. Results for (b) ne¼ 3.4% 1017 cm& 3, yielding
peak at 1.8 GeV, and (c) ne¼ 2.1% 1017 cm& 3, yielding peak at 0.95GeV. Table 1 lists complete laser-plasma conditions and e-beam properties for each
shot. Fiducial wire shadows are labelled as in Fig. 1b. On each vertical scale, ‘0mrad’ denotes the average vertical position of a 30-shot sequence
of GeV electrons. In the fourth column, vertical error bars represent the average uncertainty in the calibration of each of IPHS, high-resolution IP (IPHR) and
LANEX as charge monitors (±10%); horizontal error bars represent 2s uncertainty in the peak position, derived from the uncertainty in fitting the
calculated trajectories of electrons near 2GeV to the observed positions of fiducial shadows on IPHS for each shot. This uncertainty originates in turn from
the combined uncertainty in fiducial wire positions (±25mm transversely, ±2mm longitudinally), fiducial shadow positions (±1/2 pixel, or ±50mm),
electron source position (determined by X-ray triangulation) relative to magnet and detector (±75mm transversely, ±1 cm longitudinally) and magnetic
field (±1%).
Table 1 | Properties of and conditions for producing GeV e-beams.
Shot*
Epeak
(GeV)
% Energy spread
(FWHM) of peakw
Angular divergence
(FWHM)z at peak (mrad)
Charge in
peaky (pC)
Total
chargey
(pC)
Plasma density||
ne (1017cm& 3)
Laser pulse
energyz
Elaser (J)
Pulse
duration**
s (fs)
a 2.0±0.1 10 (6) 0.6±0.1 63±8 540±60 4.8±0.1 100±5 160±10
b 1.8±0.1 8 (5) 0.5±0.1 34±5 400±50 3.4±0.1 120±6 150±10
c 0.95±0.1 11ww (7) 0.5±0.1 13±2 100±20 2.1±0.1 129±6 160±10
FWHM, full width at half maximum.
*This table displays characteristics for the GeV electron beams shown in Fig. 2.
wFirst number denotes FWHM of the spectral peaks in Fig. 2, column 4. Number in parentheses is a calculated spread after unfolding the contribution to the peak width originating from the angular
divergence of the electrons in the energy dispersion plane, assumed equal to the divergence orthogonal to this plane given in column 4 of this Table.
zError bars are due to pixelation of the angular divergence profiles and energy-dependence of the width within the high-energy peaks.
yDetermined from imaging plate data. Error bars reflect uncertainties in charge calibration as described in Methods.
||Error bars reflect uncertainty in the calibration of the pressure sensor.
zError bars reflect uncertainties in the percentage of light leaked to the energy metre and in the calibration of the meter itself.
**Measured by single-shot autocorrelation. Error bars reflect variations in the width of the autocorrelation trace across the spatial profile of the pulse, and uncertainties in the temporal pulse shape
assumed in deconvolving the autocorrelation trace.
wwComputed by doubling the half-width of the high-energy side of the peak.
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Figure 2 | Electron spectra and betatron X-ray profiles for three shots from the accelerator. First column: sub-GeV electron spectra recorded on IPLE;
second column: GeV electron spectra recorded on IPHS; third column: detail of high-energy tails; fourth column: vertically integrated spectra around each
high-energy peak; fifth column: betatron X-ray angular distribution recorded on IPHS. (a) Results for shot yielding
quasi-monoenergetic peak at 2.0GeV, with ne¼4.8% 1017 cm& 3, obtained from raw data shown in Fig. 1e. Results for (b) ne¼ 3.4% 1017 cm& 3, yielding
peak at 1.8 GeV, and (c) ne¼ 2.1% 1017 cm& 3, yielding peak at 0.95GeV. Table 1 lists complete laser-plasma conditions and e-beam properties for each
shot. Fiducial wire shadows are labelled as in Fig. 1b. On each vertical scale, ‘0mrad’ denotes the average vertical position of a 30-shot sequence
of GeV electrons. In the fourth column, vertical error bars represent the average uncertainty in the calibration of each of IPHS, high-resolution IP (IPHR) and
LANEX as charge monitors (±10%); horizontal error bars represent 2s uncertainty in the peak position, derived from the uncertainty in fitting the
calculated trajectories of electrons near 2GeV to the observed positions of fiducial shadows on IPHS for each shot. This uncertainty originates in turn from
the combined uncertainty in fiducial wire positions (±25mm transversely, ±2mm longitudinally), fiducial shadow positions (±1/2 pixel, or ±50mm),
electron source position (determined by X-ray triangulation) relative to magnet and detector (±75mm transversely, ±1 cm longitudinally) and magnetic
field (±1%).
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wFirst number denotes FWHM of the spectral peaks in Fig. 2, column 4. Number in parentheses is a calculated spread after unfolding the contribution to the peak width originating from the angular
divergence of the electrons in the energy dispersion plane, assumed equal to the divergence orthogonal to this plane given in column 4 of this Table.
zError bars are due to pixelation of the angular divergence profiles and energy-dependence of the width within the high-energy peaks.
yDetermined from imaging plate data. Error bars reflect uncertainties in charge calibration as described in Methods.
||Error bars reflect uncertainty in the calibration of the pressure sensor.
zError bars reflect uncertainties in th percentage of light leaked to the energy metre and in the calibration of the meter itself.
**Measured by single-shot autocorrelation. Error bars reflect variations in the width of the autocorrelation trace across the spatial profile of the pulse, and uncertainties in the temporal pulse shape
assumed in deconvolving the autocorrelation trace.
wwComputed by doubling the half-width of the high-energy side of the peak.
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by ionizing K-shell electrons of a high-Z dopant gas species20,21,6.
On he other hand, w n this divergence is scaled to sub-GeV
electron energy, it signifies transverse electron momentum similar
to that obtained in the lowest-divergence sub-GeV beams from
uniform undoped gas targets (for example, 2.1±0.5mrad
FWHM at 200MeV18). Analysis of the shape of the fiducial
shadows shows that divergence in the horizontal (that is, energy
dispersion) pl e is similar in magnitude, facilitating accurate
energy analysis. In fact, the quasi-monoenergetic peaks in
Fig. 2a,b subtend a horizontal (h) angular width (FWHM)
yðhÞe # 1mrad, only slightly larger than the vertical width. Thus,
although the nominal width of the vertically integrated dN/dE
peaks shown in the fo rth column of Fig. 2a,b corresponds to
8–10% energy spread (FWHM), as indicated by the first number
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Figure 2 | Electron spectra and betatron X-ray profiles for three shots from the accelerator. First column: sub-GeV electron spectra recor ed on IPLE;
second column: GeV electron spectra recorded on IPHS; third column: detail of high-energy tails; fourth column: vertically integrated spectra around each
high- nergy peak; fifth column: betatron X-ray angular distribution recorded on IPHS. (a) Results for shot yielding
quasi-monoenergetic peak at 2.0GeV, with ne¼4.8% 1017 cm& 3, obtained from raw data shown in Fig. 1e. Results for (b) ne¼ 3.4% 1017 cm& 3, yielding
peak at 1.8 GeV, and (c) ne¼ 2.1% 1017 cm& 3, yielding peak at 0.95GeV. Table 1 lists complete laser-plasma conditions and e-beam properties for each
shot. Fiducial wire shadows are labelled as in Fig. 1b. On each vertical scale, ‘0mrad’ denotes the average vertical position of a 30-shot sequence
of GeV electrons. In the fourth column, vertical error bars represent the average uncertainty in the calibration of each of IPHS, high-resolution IP (IPHR) and
LANEX as charge monitors (±10%); horizontal error bars represent 2s uncertainty in the peak position, derived from the uncertainty in fitting the
calculated trajectories of electrons near 2GeV to the observed positions of fiducial shadows o IPHS for each shot. This uncertainty originates in turn from
the combined uncertainty in fiducial wire positions (±25mm transversely, ±2mm longitudinally), fiducial shadow positions (±1/2 pixel, or ±50mm),
electron source position (determined by X-ray triangulation) relative to magnet and detector (±75mm transversely, ±1 cm longitudinally) and magnetic
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Table 1 | Properties of and conditions for p oducing GeV e-beams.
Shot*
Epeak
(GeV)
% Energy spread
(FWHM) of peakw
Angular divergence
(FWHM)z at peak (mrad)
Charge in
peaky (pC)
Total
chargey
(pC)
Plasma density||
ne (1017cm& 3)
Laser pulse
energyz
Elaser (J)
Pulse
duration**
s (fs)
a 2.0±0.1 10 (6) 0.6±0.1 63±8 540±60 4.8±0.1 100±5 160±10
b 1.8±0.1 8 (5) 0.5±0.1 34±5 400±50 3.4±0.1 120±6 150±10
0.95±0.1 11ww (7) 0.5±0.1 13±2 100±20 2.1±0.1 129±6 160±10
FWHM, full width at half maximum.
*This tabl displays characteristics for t e GeV electron beams shown in Fig. 2.
wFirst number denotes FWHM of the spectral peaks in Fig. 2, column 4. Number in parentheses is a calculated spread after unfolding the contribution to the peak width originating from the angular
divergenc of the el ctrons in the energy dispersion plane, assumed equal to he divergence orthogonal to this plane given in column 4 of this Table.
zError bars are due to pixelation of the angular diverge ce rofiles and energy-dep nd nce of the width within the high-energy peaks.
yDetermined from imaging plate data. Error bars reflect uncertainties in charge calibration as described in Methods.
||Error bars reflect uncertainty in the calibration of the pressure sensor.
zError bars reflect unc rtai ties in the p rcentage of light leaked to the energy metre and in the calibration of th meter itself.
**Measured by single-shot autocorrelation. Error bars reflect variations in the width of the autocorrelation trace across the spatial profile of the pulse, and uncertainties in the temporal pulse shape
assumed in deconvolving the autocorrelation trace.
wwComputed by doubling the half-width of the high-energy side of the peak.
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focus/defocus cycles near the cell exit. A first electron bunch,
injected in conjunction with the first self focus at B5.8 cm
(Fig. 4a, solid blue curve), accelerated to B2GeV in the
remaining B1.2 cm of plasma (Fig. 4c), in good agreement
with the observed 2GeV peak. The average accelerating field for
this bunch was 1.6 GV cm! 1, somewhat smaller than the
maximum field EzE2GV cm! 1 estimated earlier. A refocus of
the drive laser near the cell exit (Fig. 4a) triggered a second
injection that produced a low-energy electron tail (Fig. 4c), in
qualitative agreement with the observed tail. This scenario also
captures the key observation that betatron X-rays (and thus
accelerated electrons) originated near the gas cell exit (see Fig. 3c).
Finally, this simulation showed that self-injected electrons were
confined withinB2 mm of the axis of theB30 mm radius bubble
(see Fig. 4c, inset), consistent with the observed sub-mrad beam
divergence. In contrast, an iso-intensity contour of the self-
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0
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very wide transverse energy spread. It took very long propagation distance (~ 5 cm) 
for the laser pulse to self-focus and form the plasma bubble. The electron self-
injection and the acceleration happened in the last 2 cm in the gas cell. Except the 
above single stage 2 GeV result, the other 3 GeV result by the dual-stage laser 
wakefield accelerator was demonstrated in 2013 [9]. 
 The most recent world record in the laser wakefield acceleration is the 4.2 GeV 
mono-energetic electron beam which was produced in 2014 [10]. It was the channel 
guiding peta-watt laser driven laser wakefield acceleration. The experimental energy 
record is still pushing forward. The multi-stage laser wakefield acceleration is 
ongoing [46]. 
 People never stop trying to understand the laser wakefield acceleration process. 
The diagnostic techniques for the laser wakefield acceleration are the other important 
experimental research area. The first laboratory real snapshot of the laser wakefield 
was done in 2006 [47]. In 2014, the same group published the first laboratory 
visualization of the evolution of the laser wakefield acceleration in the plasma bubble 
regime by the all-optical streak camera technique [48]. It was the  
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FIGURE 1.5: (a)-(c) The plasma bubble evolution from the 3D PIC simulation 
(VLPL). (d) The electron energy spectrum from the simulation. (e)-(f) The plasma 
bubble phase shift perturbation 𝑧 = 2.0	𝑚𝑚 (e) and 𝑧 = 2.6	𝑚𝑚 (f) for the ideal 
unlimited band-width probe (red), 100 nm probe (blue dashed) and 10 nm probe (blue 
solid). The black lines are measured from experiment for n=2´1019cm-3. Simulation 
parameters: plasma density n=1.5´1019cm-3, UT3 laser system: 800 nm, laser pulse 
energy 0.8 J, duration 𝜏 = 30	𝑓𝑠, spot size 𝑤+ = 10	𝜇𝑚. (courtesy to [48]). 
 
1D visualization of the plasma bubble evolution. The 2D visualization was done one 
year later [49]. It not only captured the plasma bubble evolution but also the self-
injection process during the bubble elongation. 
 The electron motion in the laser wakefield acceleration has the multi-dimensional 
property. From the well-known synchrotron radiation formula [50], it is natural to 
explore the possibility of be an excellent radiation source. The experiments of the 
quasimonoenergetically to 100 MeV [Fig. 2(c), top] with
low shot-to-shot fluctuations and high pointing stability.
Here Ld ∼ 0.5 mm, so electrons injected into the bubble at
z ∼ 2.0 mm would accelerate to the dephasing point
near z ∼ 2.5 mm. For z > 2.5 mm, the phase dip shifted
backward from the pump and widened. At n¯e ∼ 2.2 ×
1019 cm−3 [Fig. 2(d)], the phase dip formed fully (2 rad
depth) at z ≈ 1.5 mm due to faster self-focusing. But with
Ld ∼ 0.3 mm, injected electrons accelerated only to
z ∼ 1.8 mm, after which the phase dip again shifted back-
wards from the pump and widened. These dynamics
yielded lower energy electrons with a broad spectrum
and poor beam quality [Fig. 2(d), top].
To help understand the results in Fig. 2, we used the 3D
particle-in-cell code Virtual Laser Plasma Lab (VLPL) [18]
to simulate a 30 fs Gaussian pump pulse with a0 ¼ 1.2
and w0 ¼ 10 μm propagating into 3-mm plasma with
1 < n¯e < 2 × 1019 cm3. The simulations revealed trends
that closely mirrored those in Fig. 2, except that a given
bubble dynamic and electron spectrum occurred at 20% to
30% lower n¯e than in the experiments. This discrepancy is
due to the higher quality and more effective self-focusing of
the simulated drive pulse, and highlights the need for
laboratory visualization to supplement simulations and for
simulations with nonideal beams [19].
Figure3 shows representative simulation results.Optimum
acceleration was observed at n¯e ¼ 1.5 × 1019 cm−3. As in
experiments at 2.0 × 1019 cm−3 [Fig. 2(c)], the simulated
pump formed a bubble at z ≈ 1.6 mm [Fig. 3(a)] after self-
focusing. Electrons self-injected into a deepening, length-
ening bubble [6] near z ¼ 2.0 mm [Fig. 3(b)], and accel-
erated to z ≈ 2.4 mm,where the primary bubblemergedwith
the trailing one due to beam loading, forming a long blowout
channel [Fig. 3(c)]. These bubble dynamics closelymirror the
phase dip dynamics in Fig. 2(c). Moreover, the simulation
yielded quasimonoenergetic 100 MeV electrons [Fig. 3(d)],
in agreement with experiment [Fig. 2(c), top] and with the
prediction of Lu’s phenomenological model [16]. Moreover,
the simulation revealed the function of the short dephasing
region (z > 2.5 mm)observed by FDSC: it decelerated faster
electrons just enough that slower electrons caught up,
compressing the spectrum [20].
To relate simulated plasma density profiles neðt; x;
y; zÞ to FDSC results, we calculated the phase
shift ψðt; zÞ ¼ ð2π=λpr sin θÞ
R
ηðt; x; y0; zÞdx that the
plasma refractive index profile ηðt; x; y; zÞ ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − neðt; x; y; zÞ=γðt; x; y; zÞnc
p
induced on the probe
for selected z. Here, t denotes time behind the center of
the pump, and the integration over x describes drift of
the index object across the probe profile. Red curves in
Figs. 3(e), 3(f), and Fig. 4 show calculated phase shift
lineouts ψðtpr; zÞ for an ideal probe with unlimited band-
width. In practice, finite probe bandwidth limits temporal
resolution to δt ≈ 30 fs, and was taken into account by
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radiation generation are always the important part of the laser plasma electron 
acceleration. The Betatron radiation experiments in the laser wakefield acceleration 
produced KeV X-rays more than a decade ago [51, 52]. The resonant betatron 
oscillation in the plasma bubble regime has extended the radiation to the Gamma-ray 
regime (more than 100 KeV) [12]. This experiment also imaged the amplified 
electron oscillation and might be the direct evidence of the DLA in the plasma bubble 
regime. Other methods were also employed to generate the high energy radiation. By 
adding a plasma mirror, the all-optical Gamma-ray source were created [53, 54]. The 
thin solid target was placed after the under-dense plasma. The laser pulse was 
reflected by the solid target and interacted with the laser wakefield accelerated 
electron beam. The high energy radiation was emitted through the Compton scattering 
process. This method produced very broad-band radiation spectrum that extended to 
the Gamma-ray regime. People also used two laser pulses instead of the thin solid 
target. The laser wakefield accelerated electrons collided with the scattering laser 
beam. The quasi-mono-energetic tunable X-ray was observed by colliding the tens of 
MeV electron beam with the scattering laser beam [55]. The multi-MeV Gamma-ray 
was reached by colliding the hundreds of MeV electron beam with the scattering laser 
beam [56]. More experiments are ongoing based on even larger laser system and even 
higher electron beam energy. It is promising to get higher energy radiation. 
 
1.4 Summary 
In summary, the plasma-based electron acceleration has huge advantages 
compared with the conventional accelerators and has very promising future 
applications. LWFA and DLA are two different major plasma-based electron 
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acceleration mechanisms. They have been studied for decades but are still the shining 
stars. Computational research plays a very important role in the area of the plasma-
based electron acceleration and PIC is the main tool for the simulations. Experimental 
research is always the most important part. Many experiments have demonstrated the 
promising applications such as table-top high energy electron source and X-ray or 
Gamma-ray source. There are ongoing experiments to explore more exciting 
applications, approach the real daily applications and feed our human thirst for new 
physics.   
This dissertation explores the hybrid LWFA and DLA (laser wakefield and 
direction acceleration LWDA) electron acceleration mechanism in the under-dense 
plasma. The chapters are organized as follow: Chapter 2 introduces the main injection 
mechanisms in the LWFA and the two suitable injection mechanisms we investigate 
for the LWDA. Chapter 3 studies the characters for the LWDA. We analyze the 
effects of the DLA laser pulse phase velocity and the plasma bubble accelerating field 
on the LWDA. The requirements of the electrons’ initial conditions are determined. 
The dynamics of LWDA electrons are investigated in this chapter. Chapter 4 goes to 
the LWDA in the moderate laser power regime. Interesting effects regarding the laser 
polarizations and laser colors are discovered. Based on the discovery, we propose the 
more reliable and well-performed LWDA in the moderate laser power regime. 
Chapter 5 summarizes the whole dissertation and discusses the future possible 
research directions in this field. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Electron Injection and Acceleration in Laser Wakefield and Direct 
Acceleration1,2 
 
2.1 Electron Injection in Laser Wakefield Acceleration 
One of the most important issues in the LWFA concerns the electron injection. 
Laser wakefield is an excellent electron accelerating structure. However, the electrons 
must be injected into the wakefield to get acceleration. In general, electron injection 
mechanism in all plasma based electron accelerators can be divided into two classes: 
density-based injection mechanism and laser-based injection mechanism. We focus 
on the electron injection in the plasma bubble regime of LWFA, in which most of the 
researches are done in this regime nowadays [3]. 
The electron motion in the plasma bubble regime of LWFA can be described by 
using the Moving Frame Hamiltonian (MFH) [26, 43, 44, 45] 
 𝐻 = 𝛾𝑚T𝑐U − 𝑣𝑝6 − 𝑒Ψ, (2.1) 
where	γ = 1 + (𝑃 + To 𝐴)U and 𝑃 is the canonical momentum, Ψ = ¡¢o 𝐴6 − Φ is 
the wake potential constructed from its vector potential 𝐴6 and its scalar potential Φ. 𝑣 is the plasma bubble group velocity and has the approximate expression 𝑣 =1 − (¤¤¥)U. The MFH is derived from the electron averaged Hamiltonian in the 
slowly varying plasma bubble electromagnetic field [26]. The MFH is the integral of 
motion which does not explicitly depend on time. When the electrons are trapped in 
the plasma bubble, they must satisfy the condition 𝑣6 ≥ 𝑣 that is the electrons’ 
                                                
1X. Zhang, V. N. Khudik, G. Shvets, Physical Review Letters 114 (18), 184801, 2015. Contribution: studied the DLA in the plasma bubble regime; carried out the single 
particle simulations, PIC simulations and analyzed the results; wrote the paper draft. 
2X. Zhang, V. N. Khudik, A. Pukhov, G. Shvets, Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion 58 (3), 034011, 2016. Contribution: studied the DLA in the plasma bubble regime based 
on ionization injection; carried out the single particle simulations, PIC simulations and analyzed the results; wrote the paper draft. 
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longitudinal velocity is larger than the plasma bubble group velocity. This condition 
is also equivalent to the condition Ψ¦ − Ψt ≈ ^§o{T . The initial and final (after 
trapping) wake potential have the difference about one unit. Initially, the electron 
kinetic momentum can be considered as zero. After trapping, the electrons are ultra-
relativistic 𝛾𝑚T𝑐U ≈ 𝑣𝑝6 . There are many different methods for satisfying this 
trapping condition and we introduce the density-based electron injection and the 
laser-based electron injection briefly. 
2.1.1 Density-Based Electron Injection 
Density-based approaches involve shaping the longitudinal plasma density profile 
as a single or multiple density ramps. The plasma density variation leads to the 
variation of the wakefield group velocity 𝑣 and the structure of the wakefield. 
These sudden changes of the wakefield make the electron injection possible in the 
density changing plasma. 
Density-based electron injection was first proposed as a method to inject electron 
in the electron beam driven plasma wakefield acceleration [58]. A short electron 
pulse travel through a sharp, localized and downward density transition. The 
background plasma electrons can be trapped in in the plasma wake due to the rapid 
change of the plasma wavelength. It can also be understood as the rapid change of the 
wake group velocity 𝑣. The wake group velocity in the density changing plasma has 
the relation ¡¢o ≈ 1 − ( Ui) JiJ6 where 𝜉 = 𝑥 − 𝑐𝑡 [3]. After the driving beam 𝜉 < 0 
and during the density down-ramp JiJ6 < 0 , the wake group velocity 𝑣  is 
decreasing. Therefore, the trapping condition 𝑣6 ≥ 𝑣 is satisfied for some electrons. 
This theory was demonstrated by 2D PIC simulation [58]. The electron beam driven 
plasma wakefield acceleration usually uses the slowed down driving beam electrons 
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as the accelerated electrons [14, 15]. The density down ramp injection was 
demonstrated experimentally in the laser wakefield acceleration [59]. It generated low 
momentum spread electron bunches. The tunable hundreds of MeV electron beams 
were produced by the density down-ramp injection [60]. 
People considered the very short density bump injection [27] and even the density 
shock injection [61, 62]. The density bump injection drastically changes the plasma 
bubble structure and the injected electrons have complicated phase space [27]. The 
density shock injection utilizes the very rapid plasma density variation ( a few micro-
meters) to sudden change the wake group velocity 𝑣. The injection is localized and 
the electron energy spread is small [61, 62]. The method of density shock injection 
does not require complicated engineering. People usually uses the combination of a 
thin razor blade and the gas jet. 
2.1.2 Laser-Based Electron Injection 
 Laser-based electron injection mechanisms do not require any plasma density 
engineering but are closely related to the laser propagation in the plasma. Due to the 
more complicated laser evolution dynamics in the plasma, there are more types of the 
laser-based electron injection mechanisms.  
 The first laser-based electron injection mechanism was the so called 
ponderomotive injection [63]. Two laser pulses that propagate perpendicular to one 
another are used. The pump pulse generates a standard plasma wakefield via LWFA 
mechanism and the injection pulse intersects the wakefield some distance behind the 
pump pulse. The ponderomotive force Eq. (1.5) of the injection pulse accelerates a 
fraction of the plasma electrons that they can be trapped in the wakefield. A colliding 
pulse injection mechanism was proposed after the ponderomotive injection [64]. 
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Originally, it used a three short pulses scheme. Two pulses go forward, the pump 
pulse and the less intensive injection pulse. The forward injection pulse is polarized 
perpendicular to the pump pulse. The third injection pulse that has a similar intensity 
and polarization with the forward injection pulse goes backward. The two injection 
pulses collide at some distance after the pump pulse. The slow ponderomotive beat 
wave traps and heats the background plasma electrons, thus, some of the background 
plasma electrons are trapped in the plasma wakefield. The position of the forward 
injection pulse determines the electron injection location. Two pulses colliding pulse 
injection is also proposed [65]. 
 Evolving plasma bubble injection is a one laser pulse induced electron self-
injection mechanism. The electron injection is caused by the slow temporal expansion 
of the plasma bubble [43]. The bubble contraction and expansion are from the laser 
pulse self-focusing and de-focusing. During this process, the change of the electron 
Hamiltonian ∆𝐻 < −1 if the plasma bubble is expanding fast enough. These kind of 
electrons are injected into the plasma bubble and have mono-energetic energy 
spectrum. The evolving plasma bubble injection has been demonstrated by a few 
experiments [8, 48, 49]. 
 Ionization induced injection [66] is laser-based mechanism but it also related to 
the property of the plasma ions. In LWFA, the plasma is formed by the laser itself. 
The pre-pulse of the laser pulse ionizes the neutral gas and creates the plasma. The 
laser intensity 𝐼~10R=𝑊/𝑐𝑚U is enough to fully ionize the pure helium [67]. LWFA 
has laser intensity 𝐼 > 10R©𝑊/𝑐𝑚U  and the main laser pulse is considered to 
interact with the fully ionized plasma. However, the plasma can also be formed via 
the ionization of some High-Z gas (e.g. Nitrogen and Oxygen). The High-Z gases 
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release the out-shell electrons when interact with the pre-pulse and the inner-shell 
electrons when interact with the main pulse. For Nitrogen, the significant ionizations 
for 𝑁=> → 𝑁@> (ionization potential 552	𝑒𝑉) and 𝑁@> → 𝑁ª>	(ionization potential 667	𝑒𝑉) happen when the normalized vector potential 𝑎 ≥ 1.5 for 0.8𝜇𝑚 laser 
corresponding to laser intensity 𝐼 > 5×10R©𝑊/𝑐𝑚U. For Oxygen, the ionization 
potentials of the inner-shell electrons are even higher. Therefore, some of the 
electrons have the chance to be released in the wakefield and satisfy the trapping 
condition Ψ¦ − Ψt ≈ ^§o{T . There are a few models to describe the ionization process 
of the noble gas such as the barrier-suppression ionization theory (BSI) [67], 
Ammosov-Delone-Krainov Theory (ADK) [68], Keldysh Theory [69] and so on. The 
most common model in high-intensity LWFA is ADK model. The ionization rate has 
the expression 
 𝑊(𝑡) = 𝜔«𝐶 𝐸¦­i𝐸4(𝑡) J 𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝐸¦­i𝐸4(𝑡) , (2.2) 
where ω« = 𝛼U𝑐/𝑟T is the atomic frequency unit, 𝛼 = 1/137 is the fine structure 
constant. 𝐶 and 𝑑 are the coefficient that related to the gas. 𝐸¦­i is the ionization 
electric field that is also the property of the gas. 
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FIGURE 2.1: The fraction of ionization 𝑁=> → 𝑁@> in 1D configuration based on 
ADK tunneling ionization model. The normalized vector potential 𝑎 = 1.8 and laser 
pulse duration 𝜏 = 25𝑓𝑠. 
 Fig. 2.1 is the numerical demonstration of the 𝑁=> → 𝑁@> ionization by the 
high-intensity laser pulse. We solve the equation of state of Nitrogen atom by 
introducing the laser electric field and the ADK tunneling ionization model. The 
High-Z gas inner shell ionization has very fast grow when the laser intensity reaches 
certain level. The laser pulse propagates from left to right. It is clear that about 60% 𝑁=> are ionized. Many electrons are released within the high laser intensity region 
where the wake potential is deep enough to get them trapped. In reality, there are also 
ionization events for 𝑁@> → 𝑁ª> in this laser intensity. 
 Ionization induced injection has been observed in many experiments e.g. [54, 70, 
71]. Ionization induced injection is stable and has small shot-to-shot variation. 
However, it has its own drawbacks, such as broad energy spectrum and large electron 
beam emittance. The reason is that ionization induced injection happens whenever the 
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laser intensity is high. It usually injects electrons during all the acceleration process. 
The laser intensity has a transverse distribution so the initial emittance could be high.  
2.2 Electron Injection in Laser Wakefield and Direct Acceleration 
2.2.1 Requirements of Initial Conditions 
We explore the hybrid laser wakefield and direct acceleration (LWDA) in the 
plasma bubble regime. The first question that we need to answer is how the electrons 
can be injected and get efficient LWDA. The injection is associated with the electron 
initial conditions in LWDA. It is extremely difficult to rigorously understand the 
initial condition requirements of LWDA through the self-consistent PIC simulations. 
Thus, we introduce the single particle model. This model describes the electron 
dynamics under the influence of the combination of the plasma bubble fields and the 
laser electromagnetic fields. Due to the complexity of the real plasma bubble fields 
and the laser electromagnetic fields, we simplify the plasma bubble fields to the ideal 
case and the laser electromagnetic fields are under the assumption of the plane wave. 
The electron motion is assumed to be in a 2D plane and this is enough to capture most 
of the features of LWDA. The equations of motion are then given by 
 
𝑑𝑝6𝑑𝑡 = −𝑒 𝑊6 − 𝑣G𝑐 𝐵(4) , (2.3) 
 
𝑑𝑝G𝑑𝑡 = −𝑒 𝑊G + 𝐸G(4) + 𝑣6𝑐 𝐵(4) , (2.4) 
where 𝑊6 = 𝑚𝜔%U 𝑥 − 𝑟 − 𝑣𝑡 /2𝑒 is the plasma bubble accelerating field and 𝑊G = 𝑚𝜔%U𝑧/2𝑒 is the plasma bubble focusing field respectively. The wakefields are 
the combinations of the electric and magnetic forces [26]. 𝜔%  is the plasma 
frequency that is defined in the chapter 1. For simplicity, the linear polarized laser 
field were assumed to be planar and given by 𝐸G(4) = −𝐸+𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔4(𝑡 − 6¡±)  and 𝐵(4) = 𝐵+𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔4(𝑡 − 6¡±) where 𝐵+ = 𝑐𝐸+/𝑣%&. The parameters are scaled to the 
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laser wavelength 𝜆4. We need the laser and the plasma bubble parameters to start the 
single particle simulation. There is always synergy between the theory and the 
experiment in the field of the plasma-based electron acceleration. The similar 
parameters in experiment [12] are used in our single particle simulations and they 
were chosen as follows: ¤¤¥ = 0.032  (corresponding to plasma density 𝑛 =1.8×10R©𝑐𝑚 ), 𝑟 = 22𝜆4 , 𝛾 = 18 and 𝐸+ ≈ 2.5^§o¤¥T . For these parameters 
the peak accelerating gradient 𝐸^«6²  at the back of the bubble (𝑥 = 𝑣𝑡) is 𝐸^«6² ≈𝐸+/40 ≈ 2𝐺𝑉/𝑐𝑚. These parameters were also chosen to approximately mimic the 
parameters of PIC simulations presented in the next section. It is normal that the laser 
wave has a super-luminal phase velocity 𝑣%& > 𝑐 propagating in the under-dense 
plasma (𝑣%& = 𝑐 1 + (¤¤¥)U) but it is difficult to rigorously derive the laser phase 
velocity in the plasma bubble regime. We reasonably assume that the laser phase 
velocity in our single particle simulation is 𝑣%& = 1.00036𝑐. 
 The electron initial phase space color-coded by the electron energy gain from the 
laser wave and the representative test electrons are shown in Fig. 2.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 2.2 
(ii) Laser-delayed dephasing is apparent from Fig. 1(d)
(solid lines), where the wake energy gain of the DLD
electron persists much longer than that of the non-DLD
electron: Ld2 ≈ 2Ld1. The dephasing rate dζ=dt ¼ vx − vb
is suppressed by the resonant excitation of the betatron
oscillation according to
dζ
dðctÞ ≈
1
2γ2b
−
1þ hp2z=m2ec2i
2γ2
; ð2Þ
where hp2zi ≈ γmeϵ⊥ represents the time-averaged betatron
oscillation momentum. An important manifestation of the
delayed dephasing for DLD electrons is that they experi-
ence much greater energy gain AW ¼ −
R
eWxvxdt from
the wakefield compared with non-DLD electrons. Note,
however, that the total energy gain A ¼ AW þ AL is smaller
for DLD electrons because they amplify the laser pulse at
the expense of the energy gained from the wake.
Next, we consider a more realistic case of the super-
luminal phase velocity (vp ¼ 1.00036c corresponding to
laser propagation in a plasma with n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3;
all other laser or wake parameters and initial conditions of
the test electrons are the same as in the subluminal case). In
the vph > c case the electrons gaining transverse energy are
also gaining energy from the laser, i.e., AL > 0. It is
apparent from Fig. 2(a) that, while AL depends on the
initial phase of the electron’s betatron oscillation (i.e., on
the specific values of pz0 and z0), a large initial value of the
transverse energy is a precondition for DLA.
Laser and wake energy gains of two representative DLA
(blue) and non-DLA (red) electrons with initial transverse
energies ϵ⊥0 ¼ 0.8mec2 and ϵ⊥0 ¼ 0.1mec2, respectively,
are compared in Fig. 2(b). The synergistic nature of the
hybrid DLA and LWFA is apparent: the DLA electron
gains more energy from the wake than a non-DLA electron,
with the difference of ΔAW ≈ 0.2 GeV being due to
delayed dephasing. At the same time, the DLA electron
gains AL ≈ 0.7 GeV energy from the laser, thereby almost
doubling its total final energy ϵtot ≡ γmec2 compared with
its non-DLA counterpart.
Based on the results of single-particle modeling, we
can now formulate the conditions for achieving synergistic
DLA and LWFA in a realistic laser-plasma accelerator.
First, considerable overlap between the laser field and
injected electrons is required for effective DLA. Second,
electrons must be injected into the bubble with large trans-
verse energy. We use a 2D PIC code VLPL [42] to model the
self-consistent interaction of a multiterawatt laser pulsewith
tenuous (n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3) plasma to demonstrate that
these two conditions can be met. The first condition is
satisfied by employing two laser pulses [labeled as pump
and DLA in Fig. 3(a); see the caption for laser or plasma and
computational grid parameters], where a much weaker
time-delayed DLA pulse has no observable effect on the
bubble shape and accelerating field, yet enables DLA by
overlapping with self-injected electrons.
The second condition is met by engineering the self-
injection of the background plasma electrons into the bubble.
A short injection density bump shown in Fig. 3(a) is utilized
to rapidly deform the plasma bubble, thereby causing
self-injection [23,24,43–46] of plasma electrons. Note that,
although the bubble is fully formed for x < L1 þ L2, no
self-injection occurs prior to or after the laser’s encountering
FIG. 2 (color online). Single-particle dynamics in combined
wake and laser fields with vph > c. (a) Same as in Fig. 1(b).
(b) Energy gain from the laser or wake (AL, dashed lines; AW ,
solid lines) for two test electrons with initial conditions marked in
(a) by the black dots. Blue lines: DLA. Red lines: non-DLA test
electrons. All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Schematic representation of the laser
pulse formatandplasmadensityprofile. (b)Plasmaelectrondensity in
the bubble regime at x ¼ 1 cm; self-injected electron bunch has
advanced approximately to the middle of the bubble. (c) Zoom
in of the self-injected electrons color coded according to their
relativistic factor γ. Black vertical line: bubble’s center. Plasma
parameters: L1 ¼ L3 ¼ L4 ¼ L5 ¼ 0.1 mm, L2 ¼ 1.6 mm; n0 ¼
1.8 × 1018 cm−3,n1 ¼ 3n0, λp ≡ 2πc=ωp ¼ 26 μm.Laser param-
eters: wavelengths λL ¼ 0.8 μm, intensities Ipump ¼ 2 × 1019 W=
cm2 and IDLA ¼ Ipump=5, pulse durations τpump ¼ 50 fs and
τDLA ¼ 30 fs, interpulse time delay Δτ ¼ 67 fs, spot sizes
wL ¼ 20 μm. Simulation parameters: numerical grid’s cell size
Δx × Δz ¼ λL=50 × λp=50, moving window size Wx ×Wz ¼
120 × 166.4 μm, four macroparticles per cell.
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FIGURE 2.2: (a) Color-coded laser energy gain 𝐴4  as a function of the initial 
conditions in the 𝑧+, 𝑝G+ 	phase space. Elliptical curves represent the transverse 
energy 𝜀" = %µ{U¶^§ + ¶^§¤·{G{U = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡  curves. (b) Betatron frequency 𝜔H  and 
averaged Dopper-shifted laser frequency < 𝜔J > (< 𝜔J >: dotted lines, 𝜔H: solid 
lines) for two test electrons with initial conditions marked in (a) by circles. Blue lines: 
DLA, red lines: non-DLA test electrons. 
It is apparent from Fig. 2.2(a) that, while 𝐴4 depends on the initial phase of 
the electron's Betatron oscillation (i.e. on the specific values of  𝑝G+ and 𝑧+), a large 
initial value of the transverse energy is a pre-condition for DLA. The Betatron 
frequency 𝜔H  and the averaged Dopper-shifted laser frequency < 𝜔J > of two 
representative DLA (blue) and non-DLA (red) electrons with initial transverse 
energies 𝜀"+ = 0.8𝑚T𝑐U  and 𝜀"+ = 0.1𝑚T𝑐U , respectively, are compared in Fig. 
2.2(b). The ultra-relativistic limits of the Eqs. (1.21, 1.22) can be written as follows 
 𝜔H = 𝜔%2𝛾, (2.5) 
 𝜔J = ( 12𝛾%&U + 1 + 𝑝GU /𝑚T𝑐U2𝛾U )𝜔4, (2.6) 
where 𝛾%& = 1/ 𝑣%&U − 1 . The two frequencies of DLA electron (blue) crosses 
each other. This is evidence for the Betatron resonance. It means that the LWDA 
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happens for the electrons with large initial transverse energy 𝜀"+. On the contrary, 
the two frequencies of non-DLA electron (red) never approaches to each other and no 
resonance happens. In the LWDA system, the electron 𝛾 increases drastically by the 
wakefield acceleration. Based on Eqs. (2.5, 2.6), a large initial transverse energy 𝜀"+ 
is able to compensate this initial acceleration and makes the Betatron resonance 
possible. 
The electrons undergo significant DLA must have large initial transverse 
energy. Meanwhile, the laser wave always exists in the single particle model. Based 
on the results of the above single-particle modeling, we can now formulate the 
requirements of electron initial conditions for achieving synergistic LWDA in a 
realistic laser-plasma accelerator. First, considerable overlap between laser field and 
injected electrons is required for effective DLA. Second, electrons must be injected 
into the bubble with large transverse energy to maintain the Betatron resonance. The 
requirements for operating the LWDA is clear and we start the self-consistent PIC 
simulation to demonstrate it. 
2.2.2 Density bump electron injection 
We use a 2D PIC code VLPL [38] to model the self-consistent interaction of a 
multi-terawatt laser pulse with tenuous (	𝑛 = 1.8×10R©𝑐𝑚) plasma to demonstrate 
that two conditions can be met. The first requirement needed is that the intensive laser 
wave in the accelerating part of the plasma bubble. It is a little unusual since the 
plasma bubble regime requires the ultra-short high power laser pulse [3, 13]. 
Therefore, we introduce the second time-delayed less intensive laser pulse co-
propagates with the pump pulse. The second time-delayed laser pulse fills the 
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accelerating part of the plasma bubble but has no observable effect on the plasma 
bubble accelerating structure.  
The second condition is met by engineering the self-injection of the 
background plasma electrons into the bubble. As discussed above, there are two 
possible ways to inject electrons in general. We explore the density-based injection in 
this section. The density down-ramp injection usually inject electron from the bottom 
of the plasma bubble with small transverse energy 𝜀". A short injection density bump 
shown in Fig. 2.3(a) is utilized to rapidly deform the plasma bubble, thereby causing 
self-injection [43, 44, 45, 58, 70, 72] of plasma electrons. Note that, although the 
bubble is fully formed for 𝑥 < 𝐿R + 𝐿U, no self-injection occurs prior or after the 
laser encountering the density bump. Experimental approaches to generating such 
density bumps have been described elsewhere [73, 74]. Due to the drastic change of 
the plasma density, the plasma bubble structure is strongly deformed and the 
electrons that are in the sheath of the plasma bubble are shaked into the plasma 
bubble. The bump-facilitated injection can be thought of as a less "gentle" version of 
transverse injection [72] that imparts self-injected electrons with large transverse 
energy 𝜀" needed for efficient DLA as illustrated in Fig. 2.2(a). After passing by the 
plasma density bump, the plasma bubble is re-formed and stably propagates more 
than 1 cm. 
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FIGURE 2.3: (a) Schematic representation of the laser pulse format and plasma 
density profile. (b) Plasma electron density in the bubble regime at 𝑥 = 1	𝑐𝑚; self-
injected electron bunch inside the plasma bubble has advanced approximately to the 
middle of the bubble. Plasma parameters: 𝐿R = 𝐿U = 𝐿 = 𝐿¸ = 𝐿= = 0.1	𝑚𝑚, 𝐿U =1.6	𝑚𝑚; 𝑛+ = 1.8×10R©𝑐𝑚 , 𝑛R = 3𝑛+ . Laser parameters: 𝐼%]^% = 2×10R¹𝑊/𝑐𝑚U , 𝐼_4` = 𝐼%]^%/5 , pulse durations 𝜏%]^% = 50𝑓𝑠  and 𝜏_4` = 30𝑓𝑠 , inter-
pulse time delay ∆𝜏 = 67𝑓𝑠. 
 The plasma bubble density structure is shown in Fig. 2.3(b). The plasma bubble 
has a well-defined sheath and the electrons are almost completely blown out. The 
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(ii) Laser-delayed dephasing is apparent from Fig. 1(d)
(solid lines), where the wake energy gain of the DLD
electron persists much longer than that of the non-DLD
electron: Ld2 ≈ 2Ld1. The dephasing rate dζ=dt ¼ vx − vb
is suppressed by the resonant excitation of the betatron
oscillation according to
dζ
dðctÞ ≈
1
2γ2b
−
1þ hp2z=m2ec2i
2γ2
; ð2Þ
where hp2zi ≈ γmeϵ⊥ represents the time-averaged betatron
oscillation momentum. An important manifestation of the
delayed dephasing for DLD electrons is that they experi-
ence much greater energy gain AW ¼ −
R
eWxvxdt from
the wakefield compared with non-DLD electrons. Note,
however, that the total energy gain A ¼ AW þ AL is smaller
for DLD electrons because they amplify the laser pulse at
the expense of the energy gained from the wake.
Next, we consider a more realistic case of the super-
luminal phase velocity (vp ¼ 1.00036c corresponding to
laser propagation in a plasma with n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3;
all other laser or wake parameters and initial conditions of
the test electrons are the same as in the subluminal case). In
the vph > c case the electrons gaining transverse energy are
also gaining energy from the laser, i.e., AL > 0. It is
apparent from Fig. 2(a) that, while AL depends on the
initial phase of the electron’s betatron oscillation (i.e., on
the specific values of pz0 and z0), a large initial value of the
transverse energy is a precondition for DLA.
Laser and wake energy gains of two representative DLA
(blue) and non-DLA (red) electrons with initial transverse
energies ϵ⊥0 ¼ 0.8mec2 and ϵ⊥0 ¼ 0.1mec2, respectively,
are compared in Fig. 2(b). The synergistic nature of the
hybrid DLA and LWFA is apparent: the DLA electron
gains more energy from the wake than a non-DLA electron,
with the difference of ΔAW ≈ 0.2 GeV being due to
delayed dephasing. At the same time, the DLA electron
gains AL ≈ 0.7 GeV energy from the laser, thereby almost
doubling its total final energy ϵtot ≡ γmec2 compared with
its non-DLA counterpart.
Based on the results of single-particle modeling, we
can now formulate the conditions for achieving synergistic
DLA and LWFA in a realistic laser-plasma accelerator.
First, considerable overlap between the laser field and
injected electrons is required for effective DLA. Second,
electrons must be injected into the bubble with large trans-
verse energy. We use a 2D PIC code VLPL [42] to model the
self-consistent interaction of a multiterawatt laser pulsewith
tenuous (n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3) plasma to demonstrate that
these two conditions can be met. The first condition is
satisfied by employing two laser pulses [labeled as pump
and DLA in Fig. 3(a); see the caption for laser or plasma and
computational grid parameters], where a much weaker
time-delayed DLA pulse has no observable effect on the
bubble shape and accelerating field, yet enables DLA by
overlapping with self-injected electrons.
The second condition is met by engineering the self-
injection of the background plasma electrons into the bubble.
A short injection density bump shown in Fig. 3(a) is utilized
to rapidly deform the plasma bubble, thereby causing
self-injection [23,24,43–46] of plasma electrons. Note that,
although the bubble is fully formed for x < L1 þ L2, no
self-injection occurs prior to or after the laser’s encountering
FIG. 2 (color online). Single-particle dynamics in combined
wake and laser fields with vph > c. (a) Same as in Fig. 1(b).
(b) Energy gain from the laser or wake (AL, dashed lines; AW ,
solid lines) for two test electrons with initial conditions marked in
(a) by the black dots. Blue lines: DLA. Red lines: non-DLA test
electrons. All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Schematic representation of the laser
pulse formatandplasmadensityprofile. (b)Plasmaelectrondensity in
the bubble regime t x ¼ 1 cm; self-injected electron bunch has
advanced approximately to the middle of the bubble. (c) Zoom
in of the self-injected electrons color coded according to their
relativistic factor γ. Black vertical line: bubble’s center. Plasma
parameters: L1 ¼ L3 ¼ L4 ¼ L5 ¼ 0.1 mm, L2 ¼ 1.6 mm; n0 ¼
1.8 × 1018 cm−3,n1 ¼ 3n0, λp ≡ 2πc=ωp ¼ 26 μm.Laser param-
eters: wavelengths λL ¼ 0.8 μm, intensities Ipump ¼ 2 × 1019 W=
cm2 and IDLA ¼ Ipump=5, pulse durations τpump ¼ 50 fs and
τDLA ¼ 30 fs, interpulse time delay Δτ ¼ 67 fs, spot sizes
wL ¼ 20 μm. Simulation parameters: numerical grid’s cell size
Δx × Δz ¼ λL=50 × λp=50, moving window size Wx ×Wz ¼
120 × 166.4 μm, four macroparticles per cell.
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density bump injected electrons are trapped in the plasma bubble and accelerated for 
more than 1 cm. In Fig. 2.3(b), the electron beam has passed the center of the plasma 
bubble and reached the dephasing regime. This one-time injected electron beam has 
some unique LWDA features such as the different spatial distributions of the groups 
within the electron beam and wide transverse diverge. We will come back to the 
LWDA electron beam later. In conclusion, the density-bump injection is efficient to 
inject electrons that meet the LWDA requirements. 
2.2.3 Ionization Induced electron injection 
Laser-based electron injection mechanisms can also be used in LWDA. The 
injection must provide the electrons with certain initial transverse energy 𝜀"+. It is 
also important that the injection mechanism is stable and relatively easy to realize.  
We investigate the ionization induced injection. Ionization injection is considered 
particularly straightforward because of its relative controllable and stable features. It 
produces electron beams with high emittance. Recently, it has been theoretically 
shown to be promising for producing low-emittance beams [75, 76]. We want that the 
ionization produce electrons have certain initial transverse energy 𝜀"+ to fulfill the 
initial requirement of LWDA. This is on the opposite way of the above mentioned 
research for LWFA but it may turn one of the drawbacks of the ionization induced 
injection to an advantage. The first requirement of LWDA is still fulfilled by the 
time-delayed DLA pulse. 
We use in 2D PIC code VLPL with the ADK DC ionization model [77] to study 
the ionization injection in LWDA. The schematic representation is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
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FIGURE 2.4: Schematic representation of the laser pulse format and plasma density 
profile. Plasma parameters: 𝐿R = 80	𝜇𝑚 , mixed gas length 𝐿U = 100	𝜇𝑚 , 𝐿 =3	𝑚𝑚 ; 𝑛+ = 4.0×10R©𝑐𝑚 , 𝑛º»¼ = 0.1𝑛+ , ionization potential for 𝑂ª> → 𝑂©> 𝑈¦­i ≈ 871.4	𝑒𝑉  𝜆% = Uo¤ = 17𝜇𝑚 . Laser parameters: wavelength 𝜆4 = 0.8𝜇𝑚 , 𝐼%]^% = 2.3×10R¹𝑊/𝑐𝑚U , 𝐼_4` = 𝐼%]^%/2 , pulse durations 𝜏%]^% = 20𝑓𝑠  and 𝜏_4` = 15𝑓𝑠, spot size 𝑊%]^% = 17𝜇𝑚 and 𝑊_4` = 13𝜇𝑚, inter-pulse time delay ∆𝜏 = 61𝑓𝑠. 
 
 Multi-terawatt (𝑃%]^% = 96𝑇𝑊 and 𝑃_4` = 28𝑇𝑊) pump and the time-delayed 
DLA pulses are assumed in the simulation. Instead of engineering a density bump 
[27] for injecting electrons with large transverse energy, the injection due to the 
ionization of high-Z oxygen ions (𝑂ª> → 𝑂©>) is modeled in the simulation. The 100	𝜇𝑚 gas mixture region consisting of 90% He and 10% O2 is shown as a dark 
area in Fig. 2.4. The leading edge of the pump pulse fully ionizes helium and the low-
charge states of oxygen ions, thereby creating a background plasma with the density 𝑛+ = 4.0×10R©𝑐𝑚 which is pushed aside by the pump pulse to create a plasma 
bubble. The K-shell oxygen's electrons are produced via ionization close to the peak 
of the pump pulse intensity. Therefore, these electrons are injected and get trapped 
inside the plasma bubble [70, 78, 79, 80]. The pump pulse thus serves a dual role of 
Δτ
τDLA τpump
DLA
pulse
Pump
pulse
L1 L2 L3
ne
x
ionization region
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producing the plasma bubble and injecting the electrons into it. From the 
experimental point of view, ionization injection is easier to implement than a short 
density bump. The basic setup is similar as the density bump injection discussed 
above but we have the uniform plasma density now. The plasma bubble is not 
destroyed during all the propagation distance. The dark region is the mixed gas of the 
helium and the oxygen. As discussed above, the inner shell electrons of the oxygen 
atom have high ionization potential. They are used as the dopping gas for the 
ionization injection. There are experiments that used oxygen as the dopping gas to do 
the ionization injection [78].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 2.5: (a) Plasma electron density (top) and the on-axis laser field 𝐸N at 𝑥 =320𝜇𝑚. (b) Same as (a), but at 𝑥 = 2.6𝑚𝑚. 
The results of the PIC simulations are presented in Figs. 2.5 (a,b) for 𝑥 =320𝜇𝑚 (right after the lasers passing though the ionization region) and 𝑥 = 2.6𝑚𝑚 
(peak energy gain), respectively. The ADK tunneling ionization model [68, 77, 81] is 
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used to describe the release of the K-shell electrons from the oxygen ion. Fig. 2.5(a) 
represents the propagation distance that the laser pulse just exits the mixed gas region. 
The ionization induce injection has already happened. It is apparent from the top 
panel of Fig. 2.5(a) that the majority of trapped electrons are concentrated at the 
bottom of plasma bubble where the DLA pulse is located. As the laser pulses and the 
plasma bubble propagates through the plasma, the injected electrons advanced 
forward through the bubble due to dephasing. Even after the electrons reach the 
middle of the bubble as shown in Fig. 2.5(b), their overlap with the DLA pulse is well 
maintained. The reason is that the DLA pulse, which propagates inside the plasma 
bubble, has a highly relativistic group velocity (𝛾_4` ≈ 40) that is larger than that of 
the bubble group velocity (𝛾]ÁT ≈ 15) and very close to the longitudinal velocity 
of the DLA electrons. The expansion of the plasma bubble [43, 44, 45] observed by 
comparing the top panels of Figs. 2.5(a) and (b) also plays a role in maintaining 
excellent overlap between the DLA pulse and the injected electrons near the middle 
of the plasma bubble. 
The results presented in Fig. 2.5 explain the requirement of the overlap 
between the DLA pulse and the injected electrons. It is not surprising that the 
ionization injection happens. To understand how laser-ionized electrons can acquire 
large transverse energy necessary for DLA, we need to recall the specifics of ionizing 
an atom in a laser field that greatly exceeds the atomic electric field 𝐸« = 𝑒/𝑟TU ≈5.1𝐺𝑉/𝑐𝑚, where 𝑟T = 𝑒U/𝑚T𝑐U is the classical electron radius. According to the 
ADK tunneling ionization model [68, 77, 81], the ionization rate is given Eq. (2.2). 
For the 𝑂ª> → 𝑂©> oxygen ionization we estimate that 𝐶 ≈ 8.4×10¸, 𝑑 ≈ 1 and 𝐸Â^ ≈ 1.7×10𝐺𝑉/𝑐𝑚. ADK tunneling ionization model implemented in VLPL [77, 
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81] assumes that the ionization rate is given by Eq. (2.2). From Eq. (2.2) we conclude 
that for the peak on-axis electric field of the laser 𝐸+ = 3.5𝑚T𝑐𝜔4/𝑒 and the pulse 
duration of 𝜏%]^% = 20𝑓𝑠, the product 𝑊(𝐸+)𝜏%]^% ≫ 1. This means that an 𝑂ª> 
laser axis is ionized to its 𝑂©> state with nearly 100% probability. This also implies 
that an atom experiencing a weaker instantaneous field 𝐸4 < 𝐸+ can also lose an 
electron with significant probability. In the near-static tunneling limit of 𝜔4 < 𝜔« 
electron tunneling may occur according to the following scenarios: (a) at 𝑧 ≠ 0 (off-
axis tunneling), or (b) at 𝑧 = 0, but at the electric field's phase 𝜑 that does not 
correspond to its maximum (off-peak phase ionization). Of course, all intermediate 
scenarios are also possible, so the (a) and (b) are the two limiting cases that supply 
ionization-produced electrons with finite transverse energy 𝜀"necessary for DLA 
acceleration. The scenarios (a) and (b) are illustrated by Fig. 2.6(a) and Fig. 2.6(b) 
respectively. 
The motion of an ionized electron born at rest inside the pump pulse can be 
broken up into three stages: (i) ionization and direct interaction with the pump laser 
pulse, (ii) initial trapping in the bubble, and (iii) final acceleration by the combination 
of LWFA and DLA mechanisms. The first two stages are very short and results in the 
electron's energy gain of the order of 𝛾𝑚T𝑐U. The third stage is the longest one; it 
results in the final energy gain exceeding 𝛾U𝑚T𝑐U. Because the third stage of the 
electron acceleration in an LWDA will be studied after the discussion of the injection, 
below we concentrate mostly on the first and second acceleration stages, as well as on 
the earliest times of the third stage. 
During the first stage of the duration ∆𝜏R ≈ 𝜏%]^% the electron born at 𝑡¦ at (𝑥 = 𝑥¦, 𝑧 = 𝑧¦) interacts primarily with the pump pulse. This interaction is best 
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described using the (approximate) conservation of the transverse canonical 
momentum as mentioned in the chapter 1: %µ q^§o − 𝑎G 𝑧 𝑡 , 𝑡 = %µ qÅ^§o − 𝑎G(𝑧¦ − 𝑡¦) 
where 𝑎G = 𝑒𝐴G/𝑚T𝑐U is the normalized canonical momentum of the laser. This 
approximation is valid as long as the laser spot size satisfies 𝑊%]^% ≫ 𝑧[¦ÆÆÁT 
where 𝑧[¦ÆÆÁT is the wiggling amplitude of the newly-ionized electron in the laser 
field. Combining the 𝑎G 𝑡 = 0 for 𝑡 > 𝑡¦ + 𝜏%]^% condition with 𝑝G 𝑡¦ = 0, we 
obtain %µ^§o = −𝑎G(𝑧¦, 𝑡¦) at the end of the first stage. 
Assuming that 𝐴G = 𝑐𝑔 𝑧 𝐸+ cos 𝜔4 𝑡 − 6¡± /𝜔4 , where 𝑔(𝑧)  is the 
transverse laser profile normalized as 𝑔 𝑧 = 0 = 1, we obtain [75, 76] 
 𝑝G+ = −𝑔GÅ 𝑒𝐸+𝑚T𝑐𝜔4 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑¦, (2.7) 
where 𝜑¦ = 𝜔4(𝑡¦ − 𝑥¦/𝑣%&) is the laser phase at the moment of electron's tunneling 
from an oxygen ion in the electric field of the magnitude 𝐸¦ = 𝐸+𝑔(𝑧¦) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑¦ . By 
definition, the peak-phase ionization corresponds to 𝜑¦ = 𝜋/2 and vanishes for 
transverse momentum 𝑝G+, while the off-peak ionization corresponds to 𝜑¦ ≠ 𝜋/2 
and 𝑝G+ ≠ 0. Therefore, those electrons born far off-axis are likely to be produced by 
peak-phase ionization and to have small 𝑝G+. On the other hand, the on-axis electrons 
can be ionized during the off-peak phase of the laser and have a relativistic 𝑝G+ ≈𝑒𝐸+/𝑚T𝑐𝜔4. However, both off-axis and off-peak electrons can have a substantial 
initial transverse energy 𝜀+" = %µ{U¶^§ + 𝑚T𝜔%U𝑧+U/4  (where 𝑧+ = 𝑧¦)  that is 
necessary for effective DLA. 
The second stage involves electron motion toward the back of the bubble and 
its subsequent trapping. Because of the brevity of the first stage, we assume that the 
electron's initial conditions established for the second stage are (𝑧+, 𝑝G+, 𝑥¦, 𝑝6+ = 0). 
Assuming that the bubble does not have sufficient time to evolve during the second 
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stage, we can take advantage of the conservation of the Moving Frame Hamiltonian 
(MFH) [26, 43, 44, 45, 70] given by Eq. (2.1). Using the results of the PIC 
simulations, we can approximately calculate Ψ(𝜉, 𝑧)  at any instance of time 
according to Ψ = 𝐸6𝑑𝜉ÊËÌÊÅÍ , where 𝐸6 is the longitudinal electric field, and the 
integration is carried out over the entire moving computational window that 
encompasses the plasma bubble. The contours of constant 𝑒Ψ(𝜉, 𝑧)/𝑚T𝑐U calculated 
at 𝑥 = 120𝜇𝑚 inside the ionization region shown in Fig. 2.4 are presented in Fig. 
2.6(a) and Fig. 2.6(b). For this particular case we have found that the maximum value 
of Ψ reached at the center of the bubble is Ψ^«6 ≈ 3.1𝑚T𝑐U while its minimum 
value at the bottom of the bubble is Ψ^¦i ≈ 0.1𝑚T𝑐U. 
It is instructive to simplify the expression for the MFH in the two important 
limits: at the end of the first acceleration stage, when 𝑝6/𝑚T𝑐 ≪ 𝛾+ ≈ 1, and at the 
end of the second stage, when 𝛾 ≤ 𝛾+ ≪ 𝛾U. In the former case we can assume that 𝐻+ ≈ 𝛾+𝑚T𝑐U − 𝑒Ψ(𝜉¦, 𝑧¦)  while in the latter case 𝐻t ≈ −𝑒Ψ(𝜉q, 𝑧q) , where (𝜉q,¦, 𝑧q,¦), are the coordinates of electrons birth/trapping inside the plasma bubble. 
From 𝐻+ = 𝐻t we derive the following trapping condition for the electrons: 
 Ψ¦ − Ψt ≈ 𝑚T𝑐U𝑒 𝛾+~1, (2.8) 
where Ψ¦ = Ψ(𝜉¦, 𝑧¦) and Ψt = Ψ(𝜉t, 𝑧t).  
The constant-Ψ contours can be used for a simple graphical interpretation of 
the trapping condition given by Eq. (2.8). If an electron is born on the Ψ¦ contour, 
then it will slip out of the bubble if Ψ¦ < Ψ^¦i + 𝛾+𝑚T𝑐U/𝑒. This condition is 
exemplified by a representative magenta-colored electron shown in Fig. 2.6(b) born at 
the leading edge of the pump. This electron, which starts insufficiently deep inside 
the bubble with Ψ¦ ≈ 0.5𝑚T𝑐U, does not get trapped inside the bubble. On the other 
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hand, all other representative electrons shown in Figs. 2.6 that are born deep inside 
the bubble (Ψ¦ > 1.2𝑚T𝑐U) end up trapped inside the bubble because the trapping 
condition Ψ¦ > Ψ^¦i + 𝛾+𝑚T𝑐U/𝑒 is satisfied for them. 
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relatively small when it is off-axis or off-peak phase. So the 
number of DLA electrons is smaller than the number of non-
DLA electrons.
Due to the 2D geometry, we can only roughly estimate 
the charge yield. The beam density is ∼ ×n 8 1017 cm−3at 
the propagation distance x  =  2.6 mm as shown in figure  4. 
The length of the beam is about ∼L 6b  µm and the radius is 
about ∼r 4b  µm. We estimate that there is about 40pC charge 
in the beam.
Another intriguing difference between DLA and non-DLA 
electrons is revealed in figure 4(c) which shows the bifurcated 
( )γ ⊥ε,  phase space of the accelerated electrons. The DLA 
group exhibits a clear positive correlation between γ and ⊥ε  
while there is no such correlation for the non-DLA group. 
Both the double-peaked energy spectrum and the birurcated 
phase space are reminiscent of the earlier results [20] obtained 
using the density bump injection. However, the key finding 
of the present work is that the synergistic LWFA and DLA 
mechanisms can be realized in an accelerator with ionization 
injection. In the next section  we examine the mechanisms 
responsible for providing large initial transverse energies to 
the electrons produced using tunneling ionization.
4. Mechanisms of ionization injection
To understand how laser-ionized electrons can acquire large 
transverse energy necessary for DLA, we need to recall the 
specifics of ionizing an atom in a laser field that greatly 
exceeds the atomic electric field = !E e r/ 5.1a e
2  GV cm−1, 
where =r e m c/e e2 2 is the classical electron radius. According 
to the ADK tunneling ionization model [44–46], the ioniz-
ation rate is given by the following expression:
( )
( ) ( )
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥ω= −W t C
E
E t
E
E t
exp ,a
d
ion
L
ion
L
 (4)
where ω α= c r/a e2  is the atomic frequency unit, α = 1/137 
is the fine structure constant, and for the →+ +O O7 8  
oxygen ionization we estimate that ≈ ×C 8.4 104, ≈d 1 and 
≈ ×E 1.7 10ion 3 GV cm−1. ADK tunneling ionization model 
implemented in VLPL [45, 46] assumes that the ionization 
rate is given by equation (4).
From equation (4) we conclude that for the peak on-axis 
electric field of the laser ω=E mc e3.5 /0 L  and the pulse dura-
tion of τ = 20pump  fs, the product ( )τ ≫W E 10 pump . This means 
that an O7+ ion located on the laser axis is ionized to its O8+ 
state with nearly 100% probability. This also implies that an 
atom experiencing a weaker instantaneous field ( )<E t EL 0 
can also lose an electron with significant probability. In the 
near-static tunneling limit of ω ω≪ aL  electron tunneling may 
occur according to the following scenarios: (a) at ≠z 0 (off-
axis tunneling), or (b) at z  =  0, but at the electric field’s phase 
φ that does not correspond to it’s maximum (off-peak phase 
ionization). Of course, all intermediate scenarios are also pos-
sible, so the (a) and (b) are the two limiting cases that supply 
ionization-produced electrons with finite transverse energy ⊥ε  
necessary for DLA acceleration. The scenarios (a) and (b) are 
illustrated by figures 5(a) and 6(a) respectively.
The motion of an ionized electron born at rest inside the 
pump pulse can be broken up into three stages: (i) ionization 
and direct interaction with the pump laser pulse, (ii) initial 
trapping in the bubble, and (iii) final acceleration by the com-
bination of LWFA and DLA mechanisms. The first two stages 
are very short and result in the electron’s energy gain of the 
order of γ m cb e 2. The third stage is the longest one; it results 
Figure 5. The evolution of ionization-injected electrons in the plasma bubble. (a) Trajectories of the representative DLA (red solid curve) 
and non-DLA (blue solid curve) electrons. Colored dotted curves: the labelled Ψ =e m c/ conste 2  contours of the wake’s potential. Black 
dashed curves: =E E/ 0.45z z
max  contour inside which 99% of ionization events takes place. (b)–(e) The long-term evolution of the transverse 
momentum pz, relativistic factor γ, the work Aw done by the wake, and work AL done by the laser for the same representative electrons as in 
(a). Simulation parameters: same as in figure 2.
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FIGURE 2.6: The ionization injection process in the plasma bubble. Colored dotted 
curves: the labelled TÎ ,G^§o{ = 	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 contours of the wake's potential. Black dashed 
curves: ÏµÏµÊËÌ = 0.45 contour inside which 99% of ionization events takes place. (a) 
Trajectories of the off-axis DLA (red solid curve) and non-DLA (blue solid curve) 
electrons. (b) Same as in (a), but for a different set of ionization-injected electrons: 
the untrapped (magenta line), the deeply trapped non-DLA (brown line), and the 
ricochet DLA (green line) electrons. 
2.3 Electron Dynamics in Laser Wakefield and Direct Acceleration 
2.3.1 Electron Distribution and Phase Space 
We demonstrated the density bump injection and the ionization induced injection 
are able to produce the electron beams that satisfy the initial condition requirements. 
The time-delayed DLA pulse is capable of providing sufficient DLA without 
disturbing the plasma bubble too much. In this section, we focus on the acceleration 
of LWDA for both the density bump injection and the ionization induced injection. 
We first look into the density bump injection LWDA in detail. The density 
structure of the plasma bubble and the injected electron beam after propagating for 𝑥 = 1𝑐𝑚 through the plasma are shown in Fig. 2.3(b). As the injected electrons, they 
advance towards the center of the bubble and experience dephasing, a clear separation 
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in the final energy gain exceeding γ m c2 b e
2 2. Because the third 
stage of the electron acceleration in an LWDA was previously 
analyzed in some detail [20], below we concentrate mostly 
on the first a d second acceler tion stages, as well as on the 
earliest times of the third stage.
During the first stage of the duration τ τ∆ ∼1 pump the elec-
tron born at t  =  ti at ( )= =x x z z,i i  interacts primarily with 
the pump pulse. This interaction is best described using 
the (approximate) conservation of the transverse canonical 
momentum: ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( )− = −p t m c a z t t p t m c a z t/ , / ,z e z z i e z i i , 
where =a eA m c/z z e 2 is the normalized canonical momentum 
of the laser. This approximation is valid as long as the laser 
spot size satisfies ≫w zpump wiggle, where zwiggle is the wig-
gling amplitude of the newly-ionized electron in the laser 
field. Combining the az(t)  =  0 for τ> +t ti pump condition with 
( ) =p t 0z i , we obtain ( )= −p m c a z t/ ,z e z i i0  at the end of the first 
stage.
Assuming that ( ) ( )ω ω= −A cg z E t x vcos / /z 0 L ph L, where 
g(z) is the transverse laser profile normalized as g(z  =  0)  =  1, 
we obtain [40, 41]
( )
ω
φ= −p g z eE
mc
cos ,z i i0
0
L
 (5)
where ( )φ ω= −t x v/i i iL ph  is the laser phase at the moment of 
electron’s tunneling from an oxygen ion in the electric field 
of the magnitude ( ) φ| |= | |E E g z sini i i0 . By definition, the peak-
phase ionization corresponds to /2iφ π=±  and vanis ing 
transverse momentum pz0 while the off-peak ionization cor-
re ponds to /2iφ π≠±  and ≠p 0z0 . Therefor , those electrons 
born far off-axis are likely to be produced by peak-phase 
ioniz ation and to have small pz0. On the other hand, the on-axis 
electrons can be ionized during the off-peak phase of the laser 
and have a relativistic ω∼p eE mc/z0 0 L. However, both off-axis 
and off-peak electrons can have a substantial initial transverse 
energy p m m z/2 /4z e e p0 0
2
0
2
0
2γ ω= +⊥ε  (where =z zi0 ) that is 
necessary for effective DLA.
The second stage involves electron’s motion toward the 
back of the bubble and its subsequent trapping. Because 
of the brevity of the first stage, we assume that the elec-
tron’s initial conditions established for the second stage 
are ( )=z p x p, , , 0z i x0 0 0 . Assuming that the bubble does not 
have sufficient time to evolve during the second stage, we 
can take advantage of the conservation of the moving frame 
Hamiltonian (MFH) [29, 34, 42] given by
γ= − − ΨH m c v p ee b x2 (6)
where Ψ = − ΦAv
c x
b  is the wake potential constructed from its 
vector potential and scalar potentials Ax and Φ, respectively. 
Using the results of the PIC simulations, we can approxi-
mately calculate ( )ζΨ z,  at any instance of time according to 
∫ ζΨ = ζ
ζ
E dx
min
max , where Ex is the longitudinal electric field, and 
the integration is c rried out over the entire moving compu-
tational window that encompasses the plasma bubble. The 
contours of consta t ( )ζΨe z m c, / e 2 calculated at x  =  120 µm 
inside the ionization region shown in figure 2 are presented in 
figures 5(a) and 6(a). For this particular case we have found 
that the maximum value of Ψ at the center of the bubble is 
Ψ ≈ m c e3.1 /emax 2  while its minimum value at the bottom of 
the bubble is Ψ ≈ m c e0.1 /emin 2 .
It is instructive to simplify the expression for the MFH 
in the two important limits: at the end of the first accel-
eration stage, when γ ∼≪p m c/ 1x e 0 , and at the end of the 
second stage, when ⩽γ γ γ≪b b0
2. In the former case we can 
assume that ( )γ ζ≈ − ΨH m c e z,e i i0 0 2  while in the latter case 
( )ζ≈− ΨH e z,f t t , where ( )ζ z,i t i t, ,  are the coordinates of elec-
trons birth/trapping inside the plasma bubble. From =H Hf0  
we derive the following trapping condition for the electrons:
Figure 6. Same as in figure 5, but for a different set of ionization-injected electrons: the untrapped (magenta line), the deeply trapped  
non-DLA (brown line), and the ricochet DLA (green line) electrons. (b)–(e): same as in figure 5, but for the deeply trapped non-DLA and 
the DLA ricochet electrons.
Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 58 (2016) 034011
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into DLA and non-DLA groups occurs. Electrons color-coded according to their final 
energy are shown in Fig. 2.7(a), which is a zoom-in of Fig. 2.3(b) in the vicinity of 
the bubble's center indicated by a vertical black line. Clearly, the highest energy 
electrons comprising the DLA group have a much larger betatron oscillation 
amplitude, and are spatially located behind the lower-energy non-DLA group of 
electrons. The laser-delayed dephasing is apparent. The dephasing rate JJq = 𝑣6 − 𝑣 
is suppressed by the resonant excitation of the Betatron oscillation according to Eq. 
(2.6). DLA electrons advance slower through the bubble because they have much 
higher transverse momentum (up to 𝑝G = 100𝑚T𝑐) imparted directly by the DLA 
pulse. 
 
𝑑𝜉𝑑(𝑐𝑡) = 12𝛾U − 1 + 𝑝GU/𝑚TU𝑐U2𝛾U , (2.9) 
In Eq. (2.9), the first term in the right hand side is determined by the plasma 
bubble and the second term in the right hand side is changing due to the electron 
acceleration. Large transverse momentum 𝑝G increases this term and decreases the 
dephasing rate. The DLA electrons have larger transverse momentum 𝑝G and smaller 
dephasing rate than non-DLA electrons. 
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FIGURE 2.7 
 
(ii) Laser-delayed dephasing is apparent from Fig. 1(d)
(solid lines), where the wake energy gain of the DLD
electron persists much longer than that of the non-DLD
electron: Ld2 ≈ 2Ld1. The dephasing rate dζ=dt ¼ vx − vb
is suppressed by the resonant excitation of the betatron
oscillation according to
dζ
dðctÞ ≈
1
2γ2b
−
1þ hp2z=m2ec2i
2γ2
; ð2Þ
where hp2zi ≈ γmeϵ⊥ represents the time-averaged betatron
oscillation momentum. An important manifestation of the
delayed dephasing for DLD electrons is that they experi-
ence much greater energy gain AW ¼ −
R
eWxvxdt from
the wakefield compared with non-DLD electrons. Note,
however, that the total energy gain A ¼ AW þ AL is smaller
for DLD electrons because they amplify the laser pulse at
the expense of the energy gained from the wake.
Next, we consider a more realistic case of the super-
luminal phase velocity (vp ¼ 1.00036c corresponding to
laser propagation in a plasma with n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3;
all other laser or wake parameters and initial conditions of
the test electrons are the same as in the subluminal case). In
the vph > c case the electrons gaining transverse energy are
also gaining energy from the laser, i.e., AL > 0. It is
apparent from Fig. 2(a) that, while AL depends on the
initial phase of the electron’s betatron oscillation (i.e., on
the specific values of pz0 and z0), a large initial value of the
transverse energy is a precondition for DLA.
Laser and wake energy gains of two representative DLA
(blue) and non-DLA (red) electrons with initial transverse
energies ϵ⊥0 ¼ 0.8mec2 and ϵ⊥0 ¼ 0.1mec2, respectively,
are compared in Fig. 2(b). The synergistic nature of the
hybrid DLA and LWFA is apparent: the DLA electron
gains more energy from the wake than a non-DLA electron,
with the difference of ΔAW ≈ 0.2 GeV being due to
delayed dephasing. At the same time, the DLA electron
gains AL ≈ 0.7 GeV energy from the laser, thereby almost
doubling its total final energy ϵtot ≡ γmec2 compared with
its non-DLA counterpart.
Based on the results of single-particle modeling, we
can now formulate the conditions for achieving synergistic
DLA and LWFA in a realistic laser-plasma accelerator.
First, considerable overlap between the laser field and
injected electrons is required for effective DLA. Second,
electrons must be injected into the bubble with large trans-
verse energy. We use a 2D PIC code VLPL [42] to model the
self-consistent interaction of a multiterawatt laser pulsewith
tenuous (n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3) plasma to demonstrate that
these two conditions can be met. The first condition is
satisfied by employing two laser pulses [labeled as pump
and DLA in Fig. 3(a); see the caption for laser or plasma and
computational grid parameters], where a much weaker
time-delayed DLA pulse has no observable effect on the
bubble shape and accelerating field, yet enables DLA by
overlapping with self-injected electrons.
The second condition is met by engineering the self-
injection of the background plasma electrons into the bubble.
A short injection density bump shown in Fig. 3(a) is utilized
to rapidly deform the plasma bubble, thereby causing
self-injection [23,24,43–46] of plasma electrons. Note that,
although the bubble is fully formed for x < L1 þ L2, no
self-injection occurs prior to or after the laser’s encountering
FIG. 2 (color online). Single-particle dynamics in combined
wake and laser fields with vph > c. (a) Same as in Fig. 1(b).
(b) Energy gain from the laser or wake (AL, dashed lines; AW ,
solid lines) for two test electrons with initial conditions marked in
(a) by the black dots. Blue lines: DLA. Red lines: non-DLA test
electrons. All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Schematic representation of the laser
pulse formatandplasmadensityprofile. (b)Plasmaelectrondensity in
the bubble regime at x ¼ 1 cm; self-injected electron bunch has
advanced approximately to the middle of the bubble. (c) Zoom
in of the self-injected electrons color coded according to their
relativistic factor γ. Black vertical line: bubble’s center. Plasma
parameters: L1 ¼ L3 ¼ L4 ¼ L5 ¼ 0.1 mm, L2 ¼ 1.6 mm; n0 ¼
1.8 × 1018 cm−3,n1 ¼ 3n0, λp ≡ 2πc=ωp ¼ 26 μm.Laser param-
eters: wavelengths λL ¼ 0.8 μm, intensities Ipump ¼ 2 × 1019 W=
cm2 and IDLA ¼ Ipump=5, pulse durations τpump ¼ 50 fs and
τDLA ¼ 30 fs, interpulse time delay Δτ ¼ 67 fs, spot sizes
wL ¼ 20 μm. Simulation parameters: numerical grid’s cell size
Δx × Δz ¼ λL=50 × λp=50, moving window size Wx ×Wz ¼
120 × 166.4 μm, four macroparticles per cell.
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the density bump. Experimental approaches to generating
such density bumps have been described elsewhere [47,48].
The bump-facilitated injection can be thought of as a less
“gentle” version of transverse injection [46] that imparts
self-injected electrons with large tr nsv r e energy ϵ⊥
needed for efficient DLA as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
As the injected electrons, shown in Fig. 3(b) after
propagating for x ¼ 1 cm through the plasma, advance
towards the center of the bubble and experience dephasing,
a clear separation into DLA and non-DLA groups occurs.
Electrons color coded according to their final energy are
shown in Fig. 3(c), which is a zoom in of Fig. 3(b) in the
vicinity of the bubble’s center indicated by a vertical black
line. Clearly, the highest energy electrons comprising the
DLA group have a much larger betatron oscillation
amplitude, and are spatially located behind the lower-
energy non-DLA group of electrons. According to
Eq. (2), DLA electrons advance slower through the bubble
because they have much higher transverse momentum (up
to pz ¼ 100mec) imparted directly by the DLA pulse.
The bifurcated (x − ct; γ) phase space and the total
energy spectrum of the accelerated electrons are plotted
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively (blue colored). The
DLA (black circled) and non-DLA (red circled) electrons
are clearly separated in energy and space, with their
energy spectra peaking at ϵDLAtot ¼ 1.1 GeV and ϵn-DLAtot ¼
0.65 GeV, respectively. To illustrate the role of the time-
delayed DLA laser pulse on phase space bifurcation, we
carried out PIC simulations for the single-pulse LWFA
case, i.e., with the same bubble-producing pump pulse
(Ipump ¼ 2 × 1019 W=cm2 corresponding to apump ¼ 3) but
no DLA pulse. The resulting electron phase space shown in
Fig. 4(a) (black dots) does not show any phase space
fragmentation, thus indicating that no DLA electrons are
produced. We note in passing that the energy gain in the
single-pulse case is somewhat smaller than for non-DLA
particles in the two-pulse case because of the slightly
weaker accelerating wake in the former case, apparently
due to stronger on-axis beam loading.
The synergistic nature of the DLA and LWFA mecha-
nisms can be demonstrated by comparing the LWFA gains
AW plotted in Fig. 4(c) for two representative DLA and
non-DLA electrons. Because it is impossible to rigorously
separate laser and wake fields in PIC simulations, the
energy gains AL and AW from the laser and wake were
estimated [5] as AL ¼ −
R
eEzvzdt and AW ¼ −
R
eExvxdt,
respectively, where Ex;z is the electric field extracted from
the PIC simulations. Even though the finite Ex component
of the laser pulse makes a nonvanishing contribution to AW
for the off-axis electrons, we estimate that this contribution
is much smaller than the contribution of the plasma wake.
From Fig. 4(c) we observe that the non-DLA electron
gains less energy than the DLA electron, and promptly
moves into the decelerating phase of the bubble’s field
(red solid line). The DLA electron does not experience
dephasing (blue solid line), resulting in a much larger wake
energy gain AW . Additionally, the DLA electron gains
considerable energy (AL ≈ 900mec2) directly from the
laser. The combination of larger gains from the wake
(ΔAW ≈ 400mec2) and from the laser (ΔAL ≈ 800mec2)
explains why DLA electrons acquire much higher total
energy γmec2 than non-DLA electrons [see Fig. 4(c) for
definitions of ΔAW and ΔAL]. A very strong positive
correlation between γ and ϵ⊥ within the DLA group
of electrons is observed by plotting the (γ; ϵ⊥) phase space
in Fig. 4(d). No such correlation is observed for the
non-DLA group.
In conclusion, we have proposed and theoretically
demonstrated a new type of a plasma-based accelerator:
a hybrid laser-wakefield and direct-laser accelerator. The
synergistic nature of the LWFA and DLA mechanisms
manifests itself in compounding the distinct energy gains
from the plasma wake and directly from the laser pulse
while increasing the former because of the delayed dephas-
ing caused by the latter. Phase space bifurcation of the self-
injected electrons into two distinct groups of high-energy
DLA and lower-energy non-DLA particles is demonstrated.
Future work will explore the possibility of developing
incoherent and coherent radiation sources based on DLA
electrons.
FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Phase space of self-injected electrons
for double-pulse (blue dots) and single-pulse (black dots) laser
formats. (b) Energy spectrum for double-pulse (pumpþ DLA)
formats. Energy spreads: δE1 ≃ 350mec2, δE2 ≃ 600mec2.
(c) Energy gain from the wake (AW , solid lines) and laser (AL,
dashed line) fields for DLA (blue) and non-DLA (red) repre-
sentative electrons. (d) Bifurcated phase space (γ; ϵ⊥) shows
correlation between total and transverse energies for DLA
electrons.
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FIGURE 2.7: (a) Zoom-in of the self-injected electrons color-coded according to their 
relativistic factor 𝛾; black vertical line: bubble's center. (b) Phase space of self-
injected electrons for double-pulse (blue dots) and single-pulse (black dots) laser 
formats. (c) Energy spectrum for double-pulse (pump + DLA) formats. Energy 
spreads: 𝛿𝐸R ≈ 350𝑚T𝑐U , 𝛿𝐸U ≈ 600𝑚T𝑐U . (d) Bifurcated phase space (𝛾, 𝜖") 
shows correlation between total and transverse energies for DLA electrons. 
the density bump. Experimental approaches to generating
such density bumps have been described elsewhere [47,48].
The bump-facilitated injection can be thought of as a less
“gentle” version of transverse injection [46] that imparts
self-injected electrons with large transverse energy ϵ⊥
needed for efficient DLA as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
As the injected electrons, shown in Fig. 3(b) after
propagating for x ¼ 1 cm through the plasma, advance
towards the center of the bubble and experience dephasing,
a clear separation into DLA and non-DLA groups occurs.
Electrons color coded according to their final energy are
shown in Fig. 3(c), which is a zoom in of Fig. 3(b) in the
vicinity of the bubble’s center indicated by a vertical black
line. Clearly, the highest energy electrons comprising the
DLA group have a much larger betatron oscillation
amplitude, and are spatially located behind the lower-
energy non-DLA group of electrons. According to
Eq. (2), DLA electrons advance slower through the bubble
because they have much higher transverse momentum (up
to pz ¼ 100mec) imparted directly by the DLA pulse.
The bifurcated (x − ct; γ) phase space and the total
energy spectrum of the accelerated electrons are plotted
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively (blue colored). The
DLA (black circled) and non-DLA (red circled) electrons
are clearly separated in energy and space, with their
energy spectra peaking at ϵDLAtot ¼ 1.1 GeV and ϵn-DLAtot ¼
0.65 GeV, respectively. To illustrate the role of the time-
delayed DLA laser pulse on phase space bifurcation, we
carried out PIC simulations for the single-pulse LWFA
case, i.e., with the same bubble-producing pump pulse
(Ipump ¼ 2 × 1019 W=cm2 corresponding to apump ¼ 3) but
no DLA pulse. The resulting electron phase space shown in
Fig. 4(a) (black dots) does not show any phase space
fragmentation, thus indicating that no DLA electrons are
produced. We note in passing that the energy gain in the
single-pulse case is somewhat smaller than for non-DLA
particles in the two-pulse case because of the slightly
weaker accelerating wake in the former case, apparently
due to stronger on-axis beam loading.
The synergistic nature of the DLA and LWFA mecha-
nisms can be demonstrated by comparing the LWFA gains
AW plotted in Fig. 4(c) for two representative DLA and
non-DLA electrons. Because it is impossible to rigorously
separate laser and wake fields in PIC simulations, the
energy gains AL and AW from the laser and wake were
estimated [5] as AL ¼ −
R
eEzvzdt and AW ¼ −
R
eExvxdt,
respectively, where Ex;z is the electric field extracted from
the PIC simulations. Even though the finite Ex component
of the laser pulse makes a nonvanishing contribution to AW
for the off-axis electrons, we estimate that this contribution
is much smaller than the contribution of the plasma wake.
From Fig. 4(c) we observe that the non-DLA electron
gains less energy than the DLA electron, and promptly
moves into the decelerating phase of the bubble’s field
(red solid line). The DLA electron does not experience
dephasing (blue solid line), resulting in a much larger wake
energy gain AW . Additionally, the DLA electron gains
considerable energy (AL ≈ 900mec2) directly from the
laser. The combination of larger gains from the wake
(ΔAW ≈ 400mec2) and from the laser (ΔAL ≈ 800mec2)
explains why DLA electrons acquire much higher total
energy γmec2 than non-DLA electrons [see Fig. 4(c) for
definitions of ΔAW and ΔAL]. A very strong positive
correlation between γ and ϵ⊥ within the DLA group
of electrons is observed by plotting the (γ; ϵ⊥) phase space
in Fig. 4(d). No such correlation is observed for the
non-DLA group.
In conclusion, we have proposed and theoretically
demonstrated a new type of a plasma-based accelerator:
a hybrid laser-wakefield and direct-laser accelerator. The
synergistic nature of the LWFA and DLA mechanisms
manifests itself in compounding the distinct energy gains
from the plasma wake and directly from the laser pulse
while increasing the former because of the delayed dephas-
ing caused by the latter. Phase space bifurcation of the self-
injected electrons into two distinct groups of high-energy
DLA and lower-energy non-DLA particles is demonstrated.
Future work will explore the possibility of developing
incoherent and coherent radiation sources based on DLA
electrons.
FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Phase space of self-injected electrons
for double-pulse (blue dots) and single-pulse (black dots) laser
formats. (b) Energy spectrum for double-pulse (pumpþ DLA)
formats. Energy spreads: δ 1 ≃ 350 ec2, δE2 ≃ 600mec2.
(c) Energy gain from the wake (AW , solid lines) and laser (AL,
dashed line) fields for DLA (blue) and non-DLA (red) repre-
sentative electrons. (d) Bifurcated phase space (γ; ϵ⊥) shows
correlation between total and transverse energies for DLA
electrons.
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(c) t e density bump. Experimental approaches to generating
such density bumps have been described elsewhere [47,48].
The bump-facilitated injection can be thought of as a less
“gentle” version of transverse injection [46] that imparts
self-injected electrons with large transverse energy ϵ⊥
needed for efficient DLA as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
As the injected electrons, shown in Fig. 3(b) after
propagating for x ¼ 1 cm through the plasma, advance
towards the center of the bubble and experience dephasing,
a clear separation into DLA and non-DLA groups occurs.
Electrons color coded according to their final energy are
shown in Fig. 3(c), which is a zoom in of Fig. 3(b) in the
vicinity of the bubble’s center indicated by a vertical black
line. Clearly, the highest energy electrons comprising the
DLA group have a much larger betatron oscillation
amplitude, and are spatially located behind the lower-
energy non-DLA group of electrons. According to
Eq. (2), DLA electrons advance slower through the bubble
because they have much higher transverse momentum (up
to pz ¼ 100mec) imparted directly by the DLA pulse.
The bifurcated (x − ct; γ) phase space and the total
energy spectrum of the accelerated electrons are plotted
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively (blue colored). The
DLA (black circled) and non-DLA (red circled) electrons
are clearly separated in energy and space, with their
energy spectra peaking at ϵDLAtot ¼ 1.1 GeV and ϵn-DLAtot ¼
0.65 GeV, respectively. To illustrate the role of the time-
delayed DLA laser pulse on phase space bifurcation, we
carried out PIC simulations for the single-pulse LWFA
case, i.e., with the same bubble-producing pump pulse
(Ipump ¼ 2 × 1019 W=cm2 corresponding to apump ¼ 3) but
no DLA pulse. The resulting electron phase space shown in
Fig. 4(a) (black dots) does not show any phase space
fragmentation, thus indicating that no DLA electrons are
produced. We note in passing that the energy gain in the
single-pulse case is somewhat smaller than for non-DLA
particles in the two-pulse case because of the slightly
weaker accelerating wake in the former case, apparently
due to stronger on-axis beam loading.
The synergistic nature of the DLA and LWFA mecha-
nisms can be demonstrated by comparing the LWFA gains
AW plotted in Fig. 4(c) for two representative DLA and
on-DLA electrons. Because it is impossible to rigorously
separate laser and wake fields in PIC simulations, the
nergy gains AL and AW from the laser and wake were
estimated [5] as AL ¼ −
R
eEzvzdt and AW ¼ −
R
eExvxdt,
respectively, wh re Ex;z is th lectric field extracted from
the PIC simulations. Even though the f nite Ex component
of the laser pulse makes a nonvanishing contribution to AW
for the off-axis electrons, w estimate that this contribution
is much smaller than the contribution of the plasma wake.
From Fig. 4(c) we observe tha the non-DLA lectron
gains less nergy than the DLA lectron, and promptly
moves into the d c lerating phase of the bu ble’s field
(red solid line). The DLA lectron does not experience
dephasing (blue solid line), resulting in a much larger wake
energy gain AW . Additionally, the DLA electron gains
considerable energy (AL ≈ 900mec2) directly from the
laser. The combination of larger gains from the wake
(ΔAW ≈ 400mec2) and from the laser (ΔAL ≈ 800mec2)
explains why DLA electrons acquire much higher total
energy γmec2 than non-DLA electrons [see Fig. 4(c) for
definitions of ΔAW and ΔAL]. A very strong positive
correlation between γ and ϵ⊥ within the DLA group
of electrons is observed by plotting the (γ; ϵ⊥) phase space
in Fig. 4(d). No such correlation is observed for the
non-DLA group.
In conclusion, we have proposed and t e reticall
demonstrated a new type of a plas a-based a l r t r:
a hybrid laser-wakefield and direct-laser acceler t r.
synergistic nature of the L FA and i
manifests itself in compounding the distinct e r
from the plasma wake and directly fro the l s r
while increasing the former because of the dela
ing caused by the la ter. Phase space bifurcati f t
injected electrons into two distinct groups of i -
DLA and lower-energy non-DLA particles is de t
Future work will explore the possibility of l
incoherent and coherent radiation sources base
electrons.
FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Phase space of self-injected electrons
for double-pulse (blue dots) and single-pulse (black dots) laser
formats. (b) Energy spectrum for double-pulse (pumpþ DLA)
formats. Energy spre s: δE1 ≃ 350mec2, δE2 ≃ 600mec2.
(c) Energy gain from the wake (AW , solid lines) and laser (AL,
dashed line) fields for DLA (blue) and non-DLA (red) repre-
sentative electrons. (d) Bifurcated phase space (γ; ϵ⊥) shows
correlation between total and transverse energies for DLA
electrons.
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The bifurcated (𝑥 − 𝑐𝑡, 𝛾) phase space and the total energy spectrum of the 
accelerated electrons are plotted in Figs. 2.7(b, c), respectively (blue-colored). The 
DLA (black-circled) and non-DLA (red-circled) electrons are clearly separated in 
energy and space, with their energy spectra peaking at 𝜀q­q_4` = 1.1	𝐺𝑒𝑉 and 𝜀q­q_4` =0.65	𝐺𝑒𝑉, respectively. To illustrate the role of the time-delayed DLA laser pulse on 
phase space bifurcation, we carried out PIC simulations for the single-pulse LWFA 
case, i.e. with the same bubble-producing pump pulse (𝐼%]^% = 2×10R¹𝑊/𝑐𝑚U 
corresponding to 𝑎%]^% = 3) but no DLA pulse. The resulting electron phase space 
shown in Fig. 2.7(b) (black dots) do not show any phase space fragmentation, thus 
indicating that no DLA electrons are produced. We note in passing that the energy 
gain in the single-pulse case is somewhat smaller than for non-DLA particles in the 
two-pulse case because of the slightly weaker accelerating wake in the former case, 
apparently due to stronger on-axis beam loading. The injected electrons have wider 
transverse spread in the two-pulse scenario than the injected electron in pump-pulse 
scenario. Another intriguing difference between the two groups of electrons is 
observed by plotting the (𝛾, 𝜖") phase space in Fig. 2.7(d). While there is no 
correlation between 𝛾 and 𝜖" for the non-DLA group, a strong positive correlation 
exists for the DLA group. A relativistic beam with finite emittance and energy spread 
possessing such correlation between total energy and transverse action of its electrons 
is referred to as conditioned [82]. It has been suggested that beam conditioning [82, 
83, 84, 85, 86] can considerably improve gain and efficiency of FELs if the 
correlation between 𝛾 and 𝜖" is such that any deviation of individual electron's 
energy ∆𝛾¦ = 𝛾¦ − 𝛾J  from the design energy 𝛾J  is compensated by the 
 45 
corresponding increase in its transverse energy 𝜖"¦ so that there is no spread in the 
longitudinal velocity ∆𝑣6¦ is minimized. 
We have investigated all the electron distribution and the phase space of 
LWDA in the density bump injection. The next step is to study the LWDA electrons 
in the ionization induced injection. The same techniques and phase space are used for 
the reason of the easy comparisons. We show the electron spatial distribution, energy 
spectrum and the (𝛾, 𝜖") phase space in the following Figs. 2.8. 
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Therefore, these electrons are injected and get trapped inside 
the plasma bubble [29, 37–39]. The pump pulse thus serves 
a dual role of producing the plasma bubble and injecting the 
electrons into it.
The results of the PIC simulations are presented in figures 3(a) 
and (b) for x  =  320 µm (right after the lasers passing though 
the ionization region) and x  =  2.6 mm (peak energy gain), 
respectively. The ADK tunneling ionization model [44–46] is 
used to describe the release of the K-shell electrons from the 
oxygen ion. It is apparent from the top panel of figure 3(a) 
that the majority of trapped electrons are concentrated at the 
bottom of plasma bubble where the DLA pulse is located. The 
plasma bubble also serves as a guiding structure for the DLA 
pulse. As the laser pulses and the plasma bubble propagates 
through the plasma, the injected electrons advanced forward 
through the bubble due to dephasing according to [20]:
( )
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γ γ
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z e
2
2 2 2
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where ζ = −x v tb . Even after the electrons reach the middle 
of the bubble as shown in figure 3(b), their overlap with the 
DLA pulse is well maintained. The reason is that the DLA 
pulse, which propagates inside the plasma bubble, has a highly 
relativistic group velocity (γ ! 40DLA ) that is larger than the 
bubble group velocity (γ ∼ 15b ) and very close to the longi-
tudinal velocity of the DLA electrons. The expansion of the 
plasma bubble [33, 34] observed by comparing the top panels 
of figures 3(a) and (b) also plays a role in maintaining excel-
lent overlap between the DLA pulse and the injected electrons 
near the middle of the plasma bubble.
Close observation of figure 3(b) and its zoomed-in version 
in figure 4(a) shows that DLA and non-DLA particles are spa-
tially separated in x. This is the consequence of equation (3) 
which predicts that DLA electrons with large betatron ampl-
itudes advance less through the bubble than the non-DLA 
electrons. The resulting phase space bifurcation in the LWDA 
is apparent from figure 4(a), where the injected electrons are 
color-coded according their total energy γmc2, and the ver-
tical black line indicates the center of plasma bubble( !E 0x ). 
The high-energy DLA group of electrons is located behind the 
lower-energy non-DLA group, which is already in the decel-
erating region of the bubble.
The total energy spectrum of the accelerated electrons are 
plotted in figure 4(b). The spectrum has two peaks which rep-
resent the DLA (γ ≈mc 770DLA 2  MeV) and non-DLA elec-
trons (γ ≈− mc 450n DLA 2  MeV), respectively. The DLA effect 
does not compromise the beam’s energy spread; in fact, the 
energy distribution of the DLA electrons is considerably 
lower than that of the non-DLA electrons.
Below we present a quantative statistics of the ionized 
electrons. The number of trapped electrons is about 90% of 
all electrons released by oxygen ionization. There are about 
13% of electrons undergoing significant DLA within the group 
of trapped electrons or about 11% within the group of all 
electrons released by ionization. DLA electrons form a sub- 
population of high transverse energy electrons, that were born 
either off-axis or off-peak phase. The ADK ionization rate is 
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the laser pulse 
format and plasma density profile. Plasma parameters: 
L1  =  80 µm, mixed gas length L2  =  100 µm, !L 33  mm; 
= × =− +n n n4.0 10 cm , 0.1O0
18 3
07 , ionization potential for 
→+ +O O7 8   !U 871.4 evion , λ π ω= =c2 / 17p p  µm. Laser 
parameters: wavelength λ = 0.8L  µm, = ×I 2.3 10pump 19 W cm2, 
=I I /2DLA pump , pulse durations τ = 20pump  fs and τ = 15DLA  fs, 
spot size =w 17pump  µm and =w 13DLA  µm, inter-pulse time 
delay τ∆ = 61 fs. Simulation parameters: numerical grid cell size 
λ λ∆ ×∆ = ×x z /50 /70pL , four macroparticles per cell.
Figure 3. (a) Plasma electron density (top) and the on-axis laser 
field Ez at x  =  320 µm. (b) Same as (a), but at x  =  2.6 mm.
Figure 4. (a) Spatial distribution of the ionization injected electrons 
color-coded according to their relativistic factor γ at x  =  2.6 mm; 
black vertical line: bubble’s center. (b) Energy spectrum for injected 
elelctrons. Energy spreads: δ !E 601  MeV, δ !E 2302  MeV.  
(c) Bifurcated phase space ( )γ ⊥ε,  shows positive correlation 
between total and transverse energies for DLA electrons.
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FIGURE 2.8: Spatial distribution of the ionization injected electrons color-coded 
according to their relativistic factor 𝛾 at 𝑥 = 2.6	𝑚𝑚; black vertical line: bubble's 
center. (b) Energy spectrum for injected elelctrons. Energy spreads: 𝛿𝐸R ≈ 60	𝑀𝑒𝑉, 𝛿𝐸U ≈ 230	𝑀𝑒𝑉 . (c) Bifurcated phase space (𝛾, 𝜖")  shows positive correlation 
between total and transverse energies for DLA electrons. 
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Therefore, these electrons are injected and get trapped inside 
the plasma bubble [29, 37–39]. The pump pulse thus serves 
a dual role of producing the plasma bubble and injecting the 
electrons into it.
The results of the PIC simulations are presented in figures 3(a) 
and (b) for x  =  320 µm (right after the lasers passing though 
the ionization region) and x  =  2.6 mm (peak energy gain), 
respectively. The ADK tunneling ionization model [44–46] is 
used to describe the release of the K-shell electrons from the 
oxygen ion. It is apparent from the top panel of figure 3(a) 
that the majority of trapped electrons are concentrated at the 
bottom of plasma bubble where the DLA pulse is located. The 
plasma bubble also serves as a guiding structure for the DLA 
pulse. As the laser pulses and the plasma bubble propagates 
through the plasma, the injected electrons advanced forward 
through the bubble due to dephasing according to [20]:
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where ζ = −x v tb . Even after the electrons reach the middle 
of the bubble as shown in figure 3(b), their overlap with the 
DLA pulse is well maintained. The reason is that the DLA 
pulse, which propagates inside the plasma bubble, has a highly 
relativistic group velocity (γ ! 40DLA ) that is larger than the 
bubble group velocity (γ ∼ 15b ) and very close to the longi-
tudinal velocity of the DLA electrons. The expansion of the 
plasma bubble [33, 34] observed by comparing the top panels 
of figures 3(a) and (b) also plays a role in maintaining excel-
lent overlap between the DLA pulse and the injected electrons 
near the middle of the plasma bubble.
Close observation of figure 3(b) and its zoomed-in version 
in figure 4(a) shows that DLA and non-DLA particles are spa-
tially separated in x. This is the consequence of equation (3) 
which predicts that DLA electrons with large betatron ampl-
itudes advance less through the bubble than the non-DLA 
electrons. The resulting phase space bifurcation in the LWDA 
is apparent from figure 4(a), where the injected electrons are 
color-coded according their total energy γmc2, and the ver-
tical black line indicates the center of plasma bubble( !E 0x ). 
The high-energy DLA group of electrons is located behind the 
lower-energy non-DLA group, which is already in the decel-
erating region of the bubble.
The total energy spectrum of the accelerated electrons are 
plotted in figure 4(b). The spectrum has two peaks which rep-
resent the DLA (γ ≈mc 770DLA 2  MeV) and non-DLA elec-
trons (γ ≈− mc 450n DLA 2  MeV), respectively. The DLA effect 
does not compromise the beam’s energy spread; in fact, the 
energy distribution of the DLA electrons is considerably 
lower than that of the non-DLA electrons.
Below we present a quantative statistics of the ionized 
electrons. The number of trapped electrons is about 90% of 
all electrons released by oxygen ionization. There are about 
13% of electrons undergoing significant DLA within the group 
of trapped electrons or about 11% within the group of all 
electrons released by ionization. DLA electrons form a sub- 
population of high transverse energy electrons, that were born 
either off-axis or off-peak phase. The ADK ionization rate is 
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the laser pulse 
format and plasma density profile. Plasma parameters: 
L1  =  80 µm, mixed gas length L2  =  100 µm, !L 33  mm; 
= × =− +n n n4.0 10 cm , 0.1O0
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07 , ionization potential for 
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parameters: wavelength λ = 0.8L  µm, = ×I 2.3 10pump 19 W cm2, 
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spot size =w 17pump  µm and =w 13DLA  µm, inter-pulse time 
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Figure 3. (a) Plasma electron density (top) and the on-axis laser 
field Ez at x  =  320 µm. (b) Same as (a), but at x  =  2.6 mm.
Figure 4. (a) Spatial distribution of the ionization injected electrons 
color-coded according to their relativistic factor γ at x  =  2.6 mm; 
black vertical line: bubble’s center. (b) Energy spectrum for injected 
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(c) Bifurcated phase space ( )γ ⊥ε,  shows positive correlation 
between total and transverse energies for DLA electrons.
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Therefore, these electrons are injected and get trapped inside 
the plasma bubble [29, 37–39]. The pump pulse thus serves 
a dual role of producing the plasma bubble and injecting the 
electrons into it.
The results of the PIC simulations are presented in figures 3(a) 
and (b) for x  =  320 µm (right after the lasers passing though 
the ionization region) and x  =  2.6 mm (peak energy gain), 
respectively. The ADK tunneling ionization model [44–46] is 
used to describe the release of the K-shell electrons from the 
oxygen ion. It is apparent from the top panel of figure 3(a) 
that the majority of trapped electrons are concentrated at the 
bottom of plasma bubble where the DLA pulse is located. The 
plasma bubble also serves as a guiding structure for the DLA 
pulse. As the laser pulses and the plasma bubble propagates 
through the plasma, the injected electrons advanced forward 
through the bubble due to dephasing according to [20]:
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where ζ = −x v tb . Even after the electrons reach the middle 
of the bubble as shown in figure 3(b), their overlap with the 
DLA pulse is well maintained. The reason is that the DLA 
pulse, which propagates inside the plasma bubble, has a highly 
relativistic group velocity (γ ! 40DLA ) that is larger than the 
bubble group velocity (γ ∼ 15b ) and very close to the longi-
tudinal velocity of the DLA electrons. The expansion of the 
plasma bubble [33, 34] observed by comparing the top panels 
of figures 3(a) and (b) also plays a role in maintaining excel-
lent overlap between the DLA pulse and the injected electrons 
near the middle of the plasma bubble.
Close observation of figure 3(b) and its zoomed-in version 
in figure 4(a) shows that DLA and non-DLA particles are spa-
tially separated in x. This is the consequence of equation (3) 
which predicts that DLA electrons with large betatron ampl-
itudes advance less through the bubble than the non-DLA 
electrons. The resulting phase space bifurcation in the LWDA 
is apparent from figure 4(a), where the injected electrons are 
color-coded according their total energy γmc2, and the ver-
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trons (γ ≈− mc 450n DLA 2  MeV), respectively. The DLA effect 
does not compromise the beam’s energy spread; in fact, the 
energy distribution of the DLA electrons is considerably 
lower than that of the non-DLA electrons.
Below we present a quantative statistics of the ionized 
electrons. The number of trapped electrons is about 90% of 
all electrons released by oxygen ionization. There are about 
13% of electrons undergoing significant DLA within the group 
of trapped electrons or about 11% within the group of all 
electrons released by ionization. DLA electrons form a sub- 
population of high transverse energy electrons, that were born 
either off-axis or off-peak phase. The ADK ionization rate is 
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spot size =w 17pump  µm and =w 13DLA  µm, inter-pulse time 
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Figure 3. (a) Plasma electron density (top) and t e on-axis laser 
field Ez at x  =  320 µm. (b) Same as (a), but at x  =  2.6 mm.
Figure 4. (a) Spatial distribution of the ionization injected electrons 
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Close observation of Fig. 2.5(b) and its zoomed-in version in Fig. 2.8(a) 
shows that DLA and non-DLA particles are spatially separated in 𝑥. This is the 
consequence of Eq. (2.6) which predicts that DLA electrons with large betatron 
amplitudes advance less through the bubble than the non-DLA electrons. The 
resulting phase space bifurcation in the LWDA is apparent from Fig. 2.8(a), where 
the injected electrons are color-coded according their total energy 𝛾𝑚𝑐U, and the 
vertical black line indicates the center of plasma bubble (𝐸6 ≈ 0). The high-energy 
DLA group of electrons is located behind the lower-energy non-DLA group, which is 
already in the decelerating region of the bubble. 
The total energy spectrum of the accelerated electrons is plotted in Fig. 2.8(b). 
The spectrum has two peaks which represent the DLA (𝛾_4`𝑚𝑐U ≈ 770	𝑀𝑒𝑉) and 
non-DLA electrons (𝛾i_4`𝑚𝑐U ≈ 450	𝑀𝑒𝑉), respectively. The DLA effect does not 
compromise the beam's energy spread; in fact, the energy distribution of the DLA 
electrons is considerably lower than that of the non-DLA electrons. 
Below we present a quantitative statistics of the ionized electrons. The number 
of trapped electrons is about 90% of all electrons released by oxygen ionization. 
There are about 13% of electrons undergoing significant DLA within the group of 
trapped electrons or about 11% within the group of all electrons released by 
ionization. DLA electrons form a sub-population of high transverse energy electrons, 
that were born either off-axis or off-peak phase. The ADK ionization rate is relatively 
small when it is off-axis or off-peak phase. So the number of DLA electrons is 
smaller than the number of non-DLA electrons. 
Due to the 2D geometry, we can only roughly estimate the charge yield. The 
beam density is 𝑛 ≈ 8×10Rª𝑐𝑚  at the propagation distance 𝑥 = 2.6𝑚𝑚  as 
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shown in Fig. 2.8. The length of the beam is about 𝐿 ≈ 6𝜇𝑚 and the radius is about 𝑟 ≈ 4𝜇𝑚. We estimate that there is about 40pC charge in the beam. 
Another intriguing difference between DLA and non-DLA electrons is revealed in 
Fig. 2.8(c) which shows the bifurcated (𝛾, 𝜖")  phase space of the accelerated 
electrons. The DLA group exhibits a clear positive correlation between 𝛾 and 𝜖" 
while there is no such correlation for the non-DLA group. Both the double-peaked 
energy spectrum and the bifurcated phase space are reminiscent of the earlier results 
obtained using the density bump injection [27]. Therefore, the synergistic LWFA and 
DLA mechanisms can be realized in an accelerator with ionization injection. 
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FIGURE 2.9: (a) Single particle model: Energy gain from the laser/wake (𝐴4: dashed 
lines, 𝐴[: solid lines) for two test electrons with initial conditions marked in Fig. 
2.2(a) by circles. Blue lines: DLA, red lines: non-DLA test electrons. (b) PIC 
simulation: Energy gain from the wake (𝐴[: solid lines) and laser (𝐴4: dashed line) 
fields for DLA (blue) and non-DLA (red) representative electrons. 
 
(ii) Laser-delayed dephasing is apparent from Fig. 1(d)
(solid lines), where the wake energy gain of the DLD
electron persists much longer than that of the non-DLD
electron: Ld2 ≈ 2Ld1. The dephasing rate dζ=dt ¼ vx − vb
is suppressed by the reson nt exci ation of the betatron
oscillation according to
dζ
dðctÞ ≈
1
2γ2b
−
1þ hp2z=m2ec2i
2γ2
; ð2Þ
where hp2zi ≈ γmeϵ⊥ represents the time-averaged betatron
oscillation momentum. An important manifestation of the
delayed dephasing for DLD electrons is that they experi-
ence much greater energy gain AW ¼ −
R
eWxvxdt from
the wakefield compared with non-DLD electrons. Note,
however, that the total energy gain A ¼ AW þ AL is smaller
for DLD electrons because they amplify the laser pulse at
the expense of the energy gained from the wake.
Next, we consider a more realistic case of the super-
luminal phase velocity (vp ¼ 1.00036c corresponding to
laser propagation in a plasma with n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3;
all other laser or wake parameters and initial conditions of
the test electrons are the same as in the subluminal case). In
the vph > c case the electrons gaining transverse energy are
also gaining energy from the laser, i.e., AL > 0. It is
apparent from Fig. 2(a) that, while AL depends on the
initial phase of the electron’s betatron oscillation (i.e., on
the specific values of pz0 and z0), a large initial value of the
transverse energy is a precondition for DLA.
Laser and wake energy gains of two representative DLA
(blue) and non-DLA (red) electrons with initial transverse
energies ϵ⊥0 ¼ 0.8mec2 and ϵ⊥0 ¼ 0.1mec2, respectively,
are compared in Fig. 2(b). The synergistic nature of the
hybrid DLA and LWFA is apparent: the DLA electron
gains more energy from the wake than a non-DLA electron,
with the difference of ΔAW ≈ 0.2 GeV being due to
delayed dephasing. At the same time, the DLA electron
gains AL ≈ 0.7 GeV energy from the laser, thereby almost
doubling its total final energy ϵtot ≡ γmec2 compared with
its non-DLA counterpart.
Based on the results of single-particle modeling, we
can now formulate the conditions for achieving synergistic
DLA and LWFA in a realistic laser-plasma accelerator.
First, considerable overlap between the laser field and
injected electrons is required for effective DLA. Second,
electrons must be injected into the bubble with large trans-
verse energy. We use a 2D PIC code VLPL [42] to model the
self-consistent interaction of a multiterawatt laser pulsewith
tenuous (n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3) plasma to demonstrate that
these two conditions can be met. The first condition is
satisfied by employing two laser pulses [labeled as pump
and DLA in Fig. 3(a); see the caption for laser or plasma and
computational grid parameters], where a much weaker
time-delayed DLA pulse has no observable effect on the
bubble shape and accelerating field, yet enables DLA by
overlapping with self-injected electrons.
The second condition is met by engineering the self-
injection of the background plasma electrons into the bubble.
A short injection density bump shown in Fig. 3(a) is utilized
to rapidly deform the plasma bubble, thereby causing
self-injection [23,24,43–46] of plasma electrons. Note that,
although the bubble is fully formed for x < L1 þ L2, no
self-injection occurs prior to or after the laser’s encountering
FIG. 2 (color online). Single-particle dynamics in combined
wake and laser fields with vph > c. (a) Same as in Fig. 1(b).
(b) Energy gain from the laser or wake (AL, dashed lines; AW ,
solid lines) for two test electrons with initial conditions marked in
(a) by the black dots. Blue lines: DLA. Red lines: non-DLA test
electrons. All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Schematic representation of the laser
pulse formatandplasmadensityprofile. (b)Plasmaelectrondensity in
the bubble regime at x ¼ 1 cm; self-injected electron bunch has
advanced approximately to the middle of the bubble. (c) Zoom
in of the self-injected electrons color coded according to their
relativistic factor γ. Black vertical line: bubble’s center. Plasma
parameters: L1 ¼ L3 ¼ L4 ¼ L5 ¼ 0.1 mm, L2 ¼ 1.6 mm; n0 ¼
1.8 × 1018 cm−3,n1 ¼ 3n0, λp ≡ 2πc=ωp ¼ 26 μm.Laser param-
eters: wavelengths λL ¼ 0.8 μm, intensities Ipump ¼ 2 × 1019 W=
cm2 and IDLA ¼ Ipump=5, pulse durations τpump ¼ 50 fs and
τDLA ¼ 30 fs, interpulse time delay Δτ ¼ 67 fs, spot sizes
wL ¼ 20 μm. Simulation parameters: numerical grid’s cell size
Δx × Δz ¼ λL=50 × λp=50, moving window size Wx ×Wz ¼
120 × 166.4 μm, four macroparticles per cell.
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(a) the density bump. Experimental approaches to generating
such density bumps have been described elsewhere [47,48].
The bump-facilitated injection can be thought of as a less
“gentle” version of transverse injection [46] that imparts
self-injected electrons with large transverse energy ϵ⊥
needed for efficient DLA as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
As the injected electrons, shown in Fig. 3(b) after
propagating for x ¼ 1 cm through the plasma, advance
towards the center of the bubble and experience dephasing,
a clear separation into DLA and non-DLA groups occurs.
Electrons color coded according to their final energy are
shown in Fig. 3(c), which is a zoom in of Fig. 3(b) in the
vicinity of the bubble’s center indicated by a vertical black
line. Clearly, the highest energy electrons comprising the
DLA group have a much larger betatron oscillation
amplitude, and are spatially located behind the lower-
energy non-DLA group of electrons. According to
Eq. (2), DLA electrons advance slower through the bubble
because they have much higher transverse momentum (up
to pz ¼ 100mec) imparted directly by the DLA pulse.
The bifurcated (x − ct; γ) phase space and the total
energy spectrum of the accelerated electrons are plotted
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively (blue colored). The
DLA (black circled) and non-DLA (red circled) electrons
are clearly separated in energy and space, with their
energy spectra peaking at ϵDLAtot ¼ 1.1 GeV and ϵn-DLAtot ¼
0.65 GeV, respectively. To illustrate the role of the time-
delayed DLA laser pulse on phase space bifurcation, we
carried out PIC simulations for the single-pulse LWFA
case, i.e., with the same bubble-producing pump pulse
(Ipump ¼ 2 × 1019 W=cm2 corresponding to apump ¼ 3) but
no DLA pulse. The resulting electron phase space shown in
Fig. 4(a) (black dots) does not show any phase space
fragmentation, thus indicating that no DLA electrons are
produced. We note in passing that the energy gain in the
single-pulse case is somewhat smaller than for non-DLA
particles in the two-pulse case because of the slightly
weaker accelerating wake in the former case, apparently
due to stronger on-axis beam loading.
The synergistic nature of the DLA and LWFA mecha-
nisms can be demonstrated by compa i g the LWFA gains
AW plotted in Fig. 4(c) for two representative DLA and
non-DLA electrons. Because it is impossible to rigorously
separate laser and wake fields in PIC simulations, the
energy gains AL and AW from the laser and wake were
estimated [5] as AL ¼ −
R
eEzvzdt and AW ¼ −
R
eExvxdt,
respectively, where Ex;z is the electric field extracted from
the PIC simulations. Even though the finite Ex component
of the laser pulse makes a nonvanishing contribution to AW
for the off-axis electrons, we estimate that this contribution
is much smaller than the contribution of the plasma wake.
From Fig. 4(c) we observe that the non-DLA electron
gains less energy than the DLA electron, and promptly
moves into the decelerating phase of the bubble’s field
(red solid line). The DLA electron does not experience
dephasing (blue solid line), resulting in a much larger wake
en rgy gain AW . Addition lly, the DLA electron gains
considerable energy (AL ≈ 900mec2) directly from the
laser. The combination of larger gains from the wake
(ΔAW ≈ 400mec2) and from the laser (ΔAL ≈ 800mec2)
explains why DLA electrons acquire much higher total
energy γmec2 tha non-DLA electrons [see Fig. 4(c) for
definitions of ΔAW and ΔAL]. A very strong positive
correlation between γ and ϵ⊥ within the DLA group
of electrons is observed by plotting the (γ; ϵ⊥) phase space
in Fig. 4(d). No such correlation is observed for the
non-DLA group.
In conclusion, we have proposed and theoretically
demonstrated a new type of a plasma-based accelerator:
a hybrid laser-wakefield and direct-laser accelerator. The
synergistic nature of the LWFA and DLA mechanisms
manifests itself in compounding the distinct energy gains
from the plasma wake and directly from the laser pulse
whil increasing the former because of the delayed dephas-
ing caused by the latter. Phase space bifurcation of the self-
injected electrons into two distinct groups of high-energy
DLA and lower-energy non-DLA particles is demonstrated.
Future work will explore the possibility of developing
incoherent and coherent radiation sources based on DLA
electrons.
FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Phase space of self-injected electrons
for doubl -pulse (b u d ts) and single-pulse (black dots) laser
formats. (b) Energy spectrum for double-pulse (pumpþ DLA)
formats. Energy spreads: δE1 ≃ 350mec2, δE2 ≃ 600mec2.
(c) Energy gain from the wake (AW , solid lines) and laser (AL,
dashed line) fields for DLA (blue) and non-DLA (red) repre-
sentative electron . (d) Bi urcated phase space (γ; ϵ⊥) shows
corr lation be ween total and transverse energies for DLA
electrons.
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2.3.2 Synergestic Nature of Electron Acceleration 
The density bump injection and the ionization induced injection perform well 
in the LWDA. The LWDA can significant boost the electron energy by combining the 
LWFA and the DLA in the plasma bubble regime. We have studied the electron 
distribution and phase space. In this section, we look into the detail of the electron 
dynamics during the acceleration stage of both the density bump injection and the 
ionization injection. 
Before moving into the self-consistent PIC simulations, we first investigate 
the laser and wake energy gains of two representative DLA (blue) and non-DLA (red) 
electrons marked by the black circles in Fig. 2.2(a) with initial transverse energies 𝜖"+ = 0.8𝑚T𝑐U and 𝜖"+ = 0.1𝑚T𝑐U, respectively, are compared in Fig. 2.9(a). One 
important phenomenon is clear from the comparison. The synergistic nature of the 
hybrid DLA/LWFA: the DLA electron gains more energy from the wake than a non-
DLA electron, with the difference of (∆𝐴[ ≈ 0.2	𝐺𝑒𝑉𝑠) being due to delayed 
dephasing. At the same time, the DLA electron gains (∆𝐴4 ≈ 0.7	𝐺𝑒𝑉) energy from 
the laser, thereby almost doubling its total final energy 𝜀q­q = 𝛾𝑚T𝑐U compared with 
its non-DLA counterpart. From our single particle model, we find that the LWDA is 
not simply the energy add-up. The DLA electrons have much larger wiggling motion 
than the non-DLA electrons. They stay in the plasma bubble accelerating field longer 
than the non-DLA electrons. Therefore, the DLA electrons gain more energy than the 
non-DLA electrons. 
We move into the self-consistent PIC simulation to confirm the synergistic nature 
of the LWDA. The synergistic nature of the DLA and LWFA mechanisms can be 
demonstrated by comparing the LWFA gains 𝐴[  plotted in Fig. 2.9(b) for two 
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representative DLA and non-DLA electrons. Because it is impossible to rigorously 
separate laser and wake fields in PIC simulations, the energy gains 𝐴4 and 𝐴[ from 
the laser and wake were estimated [19] as 𝐴4 = − 𝑒𝐸G𝑣G𝑑𝑡  and 𝐴[ =− 𝑒𝐸6𝑣6𝑑𝑡, respectively, where 𝐸6;G is the electric field extracted from the PIC 
simulations. Even though the finite 𝐸6  component of the laser pulse makes a non-
vanishing contribution to 𝐴[  for the off-axis electrons, we estimate that this 
contribution is much smaller than the contribution of the plasma wake. From Fig. 
2.9(b) we observe that the non-DLA electron gains less energy than the DLA electron, 
and promptly moves into the decelerating phase of the bubble’s field (red solid line). 
The DLA electron does not experience. dephasing (blue solid line), resulting in a 
much larger wake energy gain 𝐴[ . Additionally, the DLA electron gains 
considerable energy (𝐴4 ≈ 900𝑚T𝑐U) directly from the laser. The combination of 
larger gains from the wake (∆𝐴[ ≈ 400𝑚T𝑐U) and from the laser (∆𝐴4 ≈ 800𝑚T𝑐U) 
explains why DLA electrons acquire much higher total energy 𝛾𝑚T𝑐U than non-
DLA electrons [see Fig. 2.9(b) for definitions of ∆𝐴[ and ∆𝐴4]. The synergistic 
acceleration in LWDA with the density bump injection is clear by looking into the 
time evolution of the electron energy gain. We study more details of the electron 
dynamics in the ionization injection. 
Now we consider the acceleration stage involving the long-term interaction of the 
trapped electrons with the DLA pulse and with the bubble's wakefield. The long-term 
trajectories of two typical trapped electrons that are shown in Fig. 2.6(a) are plotted 
over a distance of 𝑥 < 0.8𝑚𝑚 after their ionization in Figs. 2.10. The electrons are 
chosen to belong to the DLA (red) and non-DLA (blue) groups. The pump laser's 
intensity contour shown with a dashed line was chosen in such a way that 99% of all 
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ionization events take place inside the contour based on ADK the tunneling ionization 
model [68, 77]. We observe that the non-DLA electron is born near the axis and 
during the peak ionization phase 𝜙¦ ≈ 𝜋/2. Therefore, this electron does not acquire 
any significant initial transverse energy 𝜖"+ during the first acceleration stage.  
Even though the non-DLA electron spatially overlaps with the DLA laser pulse as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.6(a), its interaction with the laser is weak because its initial 
transverse energy is small. On the other hand, the DLA electron is produced via off-
axis peak-phase ionization at 𝑧¦ = 11𝜆 with considerable 𝜖"+. 
The long time acceleration of these two representative electrons shown confirms 
their classification as DLA and non-DLA. The energy gains 𝐴4 = − 𝑒𝐸G𝑣G𝑑𝑡 and 𝐴[ = − 𝑒𝐸6𝑣6𝑑𝑡 from the wake are plotted in Figs. 2.10(c, d), respectively. The 
DLA electron gains much more energy (∆𝐴4 ≈ 700𝑚T𝑐U) directly from the laser 
than non-DLA electron. Meanwhile, the DLA electron also gains more energy 
(∆𝐴[ ≈ 100𝑚T𝑐U) from the wake than a non-DLA electron because of the delayed 
dephasing predicted by Eq. (2.6) due to its large transverse momentum 𝑝G as shown 
in Fig. 2.10(a). The delayed dephasing of the DLA electron with respect to the non-
DLA one is observed by comparing the peaks of the two 𝐴[(𝑥) curves in Fig. 
2.10(c). The non-DLA electrons lose about 50-100 MeV due to the dephasing. The 
combination of these two factors provide the DLA electron with much larger higher 
peak energy 𝛾𝑚T𝑐U as shown in Fig. 2.10(b). 
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relatively small when it is off-axis or off-peak phase. So the 
number of DLA electrons is smaller than the number of non-
DLA electrons.
Due to the 2D geometry, we can only roughly estimate 
the charge yield. The beam density is ∼ ×n 8 1017 cm−3at 
the propagation distance x  =  2.6 mm as shown in figure  4. 
The length of the beam is about ∼L 6b  µm and the radius is 
about ∼r 4b  µm. We estimate that there is about 40pC charge 
in the beam.
Another intriguing difference between DLA and non-DLA 
electrons is revealed in figure 4(c) which shows the bifurcated 
( )γ ⊥ε,  phase space of the accelerated electrons. The DLA 
group exhibits a clear positive correlation between γ and ⊥ε  
while there is no such correlation for the non-DLA group. 
Both the double-peaked energy spectrum and the birurcated 
phase space are reminiscent of the earlier results [20] obtained 
using the density bump injection. However, the key finding 
of the present work is that the synergistic LWFA and DLA 
mechanisms can be realized in an accelerator with ionization 
injection. In the next section  we examine the mechanisms 
responsible for providing large initial transverse energies to 
the electrons produced using tunneling ionization.
4. Mechanisms of ionization injection
To understand how laser-ionized electrons can acquire large 
transverse energy necessary for DLA, we need to recall the 
specifics of ionizing an atom in a laser field that greatly 
exceeds the atomic electric field = !E e r/ 5.1a e
2  GV cm−1, 
where =r e m c/e e2 2 is the classical electron radius. According 
to the ADK tunneling ionization model [44–46], the ioniz-
ation rate is given by the following expression:
( )
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where ω α= c r/a e2  is the atomic frequency unit, α = 1/137 
is the fine structure constant, and for the →+ +O O7 8  
oxygen ionization we estimate that ≈ ×C 8.4 104, ≈d 1 and 
≈ ×E 1.7 10ion 3 GV cm−1. ADK tunneling ionization model 
implemented in VLPL [45, 46] assumes that the ionization 
rate is given by equation (4).
From equation (4) we conclude that for the peak on-axis 
electric field of the laser ω=E mc e3.5 /0 L  and the pulse dura-
tion of τ = 20pump  fs, the product ( )τ ≫W E 10 pump . This means 
that an O7+ ion located on the laser axis is ionized to its O8+ 
state with nearly 100% probability. This also implies that an 
atom experiencing a weaker instantaneous field ( )<E t EL 0 
can also lose an electron with significant probability. In the 
near-static tunneling limit of ω ω≪ aL  electron tunneling may 
occur according to the following scenarios: (a) at ≠z 0 (off-
axis tunneling), or (b) at z  =  0, but at the electric field’s phase 
φ that does not correspond to it’s maximum (off-peak phase 
ionization). Of course, all intermediate scenarios are also pos-
sible, so the (a) and (b) are the two limiting cases that supply 
ionization-produced electrons with finite transverse energy ⊥ε  
necessary for DLA acceleration. The scenarios (a) and (b) are 
illustrated by figures 5(a) and 6(a) respectively.
The motion of an ionized electron born at rest inside the 
pump pulse can be broken up into three stages: (i) ionization 
and direct interaction with the pump laser pulse, (ii) initial 
trapping in the bubble, and (iii) final acceleration by the com-
bination of LWFA and DLA mechanisms. The first two stages 
are very short and result in the electron’s energy gain of the 
order of γ m cb e 2. The third stage is the longest one; it results 
Figure 5. The evolution of ionization-injected electrons in the plasma bubble. (a) Trajectories of the representative DLA (red solid curve) 
and non-DLA (blue solid curve) electrons. Colored dotted curves: the labelled Ψ =e m c/ conste 2  contours of the wake’s potential. Black 
dashed curves: =E E/ 0.45z z
max  contour inside which 99% of ionization events takes place. (b)–(e) The long-term evolution of the transverse 
momentum pz, relativistic factor γ, the work Aw done by the wake, and work AL done by the laser for the same representative electrons as in 
(a). Simulation parameters: same as in figure 2.
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relatively small when it is off-axis or off-peak phase. So the 
number of DLA electrons is smaller than the number of non-
DLA electrons.
Due to the 2D geometry, we can only roughly stimate 
the charge yield. The beam dens ty is ∼ ×n 8 1017 cm−3at 
the propagation distance x  =  2.6 mm as shown in figure  4. 
The length of the beam i  about ∼L 6b  µm and the radius is 
about ∼r 4b  µm. We estimate that there is about 40pC charge 
in the beam.
Another intriguing difference between DLA and non-DLA 
electrons is revealed in figure 4(c) which shows the bifurcated 
( )γ ⊥ε,  phase space of the accelerated electrons. The DLA 
group exhibits a clear positive correlation between γ and ⊥ε  
while there is no such correlation for the non-DLA group. 
Both the double-peaked energy spectrum and the birurcated 
phase space are reminiscent of the earlier results [20] obtained 
using the density bump injection. However, the key finding 
of the present work is that the synergistic LWFA and DLA 
mechanisms can be realized in an accelerator with ionization 
injection. In the next section  we exami e the mechanisms 
responsible for providing large initial transverse energies to 
the electrons produced using tunneling ionization.
4. Mechanisms of ionization inj ction
To understand how laser-ionized electrons can acquire large 
transverse energy necessary for DLA, we need to recall the 
specifics of ionizing an atom in a laser field that greatly 
exceeds the atomic electric field = !E e r/ 5.1a e
2  GV cm−1, 
where =r e m c/e e2 2 is the classical electron radius. According 
to the ADK tunneling ionization model [44–46], the ioniz-
ation rate is given by the following expression:
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where ω α= c r/a e2  is the atomic frequency unit, α = 1/137 
is the fine structure constant, a d for the →+ +O O7 8  
oxygen ionization we estimate that ≈ ×C 8.4 104, ≈d 1 and 
≈ ×E 1.7 10ion 3 GV cm−1. ADK tunneli g ionization model 
implemented in VLPL [45, 46] assumes that the ionization 
rate is given by equation (4).
From equation (4) we conclude that for the peak on-axis 
el ctric field of the laser ω=E mc e3.5 /0 L  and the pulse dura-
tion of τ = 20pump  fs, the product ( )τ ≫W E 10 pump . This means 
that an O7+ ion located on the laser axis is ionized to its O8+ 
state with nearly 100% probability. This also implies that an 
atom experiencing a weaker instantaneous field ( )<E t EL 0 
can also lose an electron with significant probability. In the 
near-static tunneling limit of ω ω≪ aL  electron tunneling may 
occur according to the following scenarios: (a) at ≠z 0 (off-
axis tunneling), or (b) at z  =  0, but at the electric field’s phase 
φ that does not correspond to it’s maximum (off-peak phase 
ionization). Of course, all intermediate scenarios are also pos-
sible, so the (a) and (b) are the two limiting cases that supply 
ionization-produced electrons with finite transverse e ergy ⊥ε  
necessary for DLA acceleration. The scenarios (a) and (b) are 
illustrated by figures 5(a) and 6(a) respectively.
The motion of an ionized electron born at rest inside the 
pump pulse can be broken up into three stages: (i) ionization 
and direct interaction with the pump laser pulse, (ii) initial 
trapping in the bubble, and (iii) final acceleration by the com-
bination of LWFA and DLA mechanisms. The first two stages 
are very short and result in the electron’s energy gain of the 
order of γ m cb e 2. The third stage is the longest one; it results 
Figure 5. The evolution of ionization-injected electrons in the plasma bubble. (a) Trajectories of the representative DLA (red solid curve) 
and non-DLA (blue solid curve) electrons. Colored dotted curves: the labelled Ψ =e m c/ conste 2  contours of the wake’s potential. Black 
dashed curves: =E E/ 0.45z z
max  contour inside which 99% of ionization events takes place. (b)–(e) The long-term evolution of the transverse 
momentum pz, relativistic fac or γ, the work Aw done by the wake, and work AL done by t e las r for the same representative electrons as in 
(a). Simulation parameters: same as in figure 2.
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FIGURE 2.10: (a)-(d) The long-term evolution of the transverse momentum 𝑝G, 
relativistic factor 𝛾, the work 𝐴[ done by the wake, and work 𝐴4 done by the laser 
for the same representative electrons as in Fig. 2.6(a). 
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relatively small when it is off-axis or off-peak phase. So the 
number of DLA electrons is smaller than the number of non-
DLA electrons.
Due to the 2D geometry, we can only roughly estimate 
the charge yield. The beam density is ∼ ×n 8 1017 cm−3at 
the propagation distance x  =  2.6 mm as shown in figure  4. 
The length of the beam is about ∼L 6b  µm and the radiu  is 
about ∼r 4b  µm. We estimate that there is about 40pC charge 
in the beam.
Another intriguing difference between DLA and non-DLA 
electrons is revealed in figure 4(c) which shows the bifurcated 
( )γ ⊥ε,  phase space of the accelerated electrons. The DLA 
group exhibits a clear positive correlation between γ and ⊥ε  
while there is no such correlation for the non-DLA group. 
Both the double-peaked energy spectrum and the birurcated 
phase space are reminiscent of the earlier results [20] obtained 
using the density bump injection. However, the key finding 
of the present work is that the synergistic LWFA and DLA 
mechanisms can be realized in an accelerator with ionization 
injection. In the next section  we examine the mechanisms 
responsible for providing large initial transverse energies to 
the electrons produced using tunneling ionization.
4. Mechanisms of ionization injection
To understand how laser-ionized electrons can acquire large 
transverse energy necessary for DLA, we need to recall the 
specifics of ionizing an atom in a laser field that greatly 
exceeds the atomic electric field = !E e r/ 5.1a e
2  GV cm−1, 
where =r e m c/e e2 2 is the classical electron radius. According 
to the ADK tunneling ionization model [44–46], the ioniz-
ation rate is given by the following expression:
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where ω α= c r/a e2  is the atomic frequency unit, α = 1/137 
is the fine structure constant, and for the →+ +O O7 8  
oxygen ionization we estimate that ≈ ×C 8.4 104, ≈d 1 and 
≈ ×E 1.7 10ion 3 GV cm−1. ADK tunneling ionization model 
implemented in VLPL [45, 46] assumes that the ionization 
rate is given by equation (4).
From equation (4) we conclude that for the peak on-axis 
electric field of the laser ω=E mc e3.5 /0 L  and the pulse dura-
tion of τ = 20pump  fs, the product ( )τ ≫W E 10 pump . This means 
that an O7+ ion located on the laser axis is ionized to its O8+ 
state with nearly 100% probability. This also implies that an 
atom experiencing a weaker instantaneous field ( )<E t EL 0 
can also lose an electron with significant probability. In the 
near-static tunneling limit of ω ω≪ aL  electron tunneling may 
occur according to the following scenarios: (a) at ≠z 0 (off-
axis tunneling), or (b) at z  =  0, but at the electric field’s phase 
φ that does not correspond to it’s maximum (off-peak phase 
ionization). Of course, all intermediate scenarios are also pos-
sible, so the (a) and (b) are the two limiting cases that supply 
ionization-produced electrons with finite transverse energy ⊥ε  
necessary for DLA acceleration. The scenarios (a) and (b) are 
illustrated by figures 5(a) and 6(a) respectively.
The motion of an ionized electron born at rest inside the 
pump pulse can be broken up into three stages: (i) ionization 
and direct interaction with the pump laser pulse, (ii) initial 
trapping in the bubble, and (iii) final acceleration by the com-
bination of LWFA and DLA mechanisms. The first two stages 
are very short and result in the electron’s energy gain of the 
order of γ m cb e 2. The third stage is the longest one; it results 
Figure 5. The evolution of ionization-injected electrons in the plasma bubble. (a) Trajectories of the representative DLA (red solid curve) 
and non-DLA (blue solid curve) electrons. Colored dotted curves: the labelled Ψ =e m c/ conste 2  contours of the wake’s potential. Black 
dashed curves: =E E/ 0.45z z
max  contour inside which 99% of ionization events takes place. (b)–(e) The long-term evolution of the transverse 
momentum pz, relativistic factor γ, the work Aw done by the wake, and work AL done by the laser for the same representative electrons as in 
(a). Simulation parameters: same as in figure 2.
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relatively small when it is off-axis or off-peak phase. So the 
number of DLA electrons is smaller than the number of non-
DLA electrons.
Due to the 2D geometry, we can only roughly estimate 
the charge yield. The beam density is ∼ ×n 8 1017 cm−3at 
the propagation distance x  =  2.6 mm as shown in figure  4. 
The length of the beam is about ∼L 6b  µm and the radius is 
about ∼r 4b  µm. We estimate that there is about 40pC charge 
in the beam.
Another intriguing difference between DLA and non-DLA 
electrons is revealed in figure 4(c) which shows the bifurcated 
( )γ ⊥ε,  phase space of the accelerated electrons. The DLA 
group exhibits a clear positive correlation between γ and ⊥ε  
while there is no such correlation for the non-DLA group. 
Both the double-peaked energy spectrum and the birurcated 
phase space are reminiscent of the earlier results [20] obtained 
using the density bump injection. However, the key finding 
of the present work is that the synergistic LWFA and DLA 
mechanisms can be realized in an accelerator with ionization 
injection. In the next section  we examine the mechanisms 
responsible for providing large initial transverse energies to 
the electrons produced using tunneling ionization.
4. Mechanisms of ionization injection
To understand how laser-ionized electrons can acquire large 
transverse energy necessary for DLA, we need to recall the 
specifics of ionizing an atom in a laser field that greatly 
exceeds the atomic electric field = !E e r/ 5.1a e
2  GV cm−1, 
where =r e m c/e e2 2 is the classical electron radius. According 
to the ADK tunneling ionization model [44–46], the ioniz-
ation rate is given by the following expression:
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where ω α= c r/a e2  is the atomic frequency unit, α = 1/137 
is the fine structure constant, and for the →+ +O O7 8  
oxygen ionization we estimate that ≈ ×C 8.4 104, ≈d 1 and 
≈ ×E 1.7 10ion 3 GV cm−1. ADK tunneling ionization model 
implemented in VLPL [45, 46] assumes that the ionization 
rate is given by equation (4).
From equation (4) we conclude that for the peak on-axis 
electric field of the laser ω=E mc e3.5 /0 L  and the pulse dura-
tion of τ = 20pump  fs, the pr duct ( )τ ≫W E 10 pump . This means 
that an O7+ ion located on the laser axis is ionized to its O8+ 
state with nearly 100% probability. This also implies that an 
atom experiencing a weak r instantaneous field ( )<E t EL 0 
can also lose an electron with significant probability. In the 
near-static tunneling limit of ω ω≪ aL  electron tun eling may 
occur according to the following scenarios: (a) at ≠z 0 (off-
axis tunneling), or (b) at z  =  0, but at the ele tric field’s phase 
φ that does not correspond to it’s maximum (off-peak phase 
ionization). Of course, all intermediate scenarios are also pos-
sible, so the (a) and (b) are the two limi ing cases that supply 
ionization-produced electr ns with finite transverse energy ⊥ε  
necessary for DLA acceleration. The scenarios (a) and (b) are 
illustrated by figures 5(a) and 6(a) respectively.
The motion of an ionized electron born at rest inside the 
pump pulse can be broken up into three stages: (i) ionization 
and direct interaction with the pump laser pulse, (ii) initial 
trapping in the bubble, and (iii) final acceleration by the com-
bination of LWFA and DLA mechanisms. The first two stages 
are very short and result in the electron’s energy gain of the 
order of γ m cb e 2. The third stage is the longest one; it results 
Figure 5. The evolution of ionization-injected electrons in the plasma bubble. (a) Trajectories of the representative DLA (red solid curve) 
and non-DLA (blue solid curve) electrons. Colored dott d curves: the labelled Ψ =e m c/ conste 2  contours of the wake’s potential. Black 
dashed curves: =E E/ 0.45z z
max  contour inside which 99% of ionization events t kes place. (b)–(e) The long-t rm evolution of the transverse 
momentum pz, relativistic factor γ, the work Aw done by the wake, and work AL done by the laser for the same representative electrons as in 
(a). Simulation parameters: same as in figure 2.
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Two more electron injection and acceleration scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 
2.6(b), where the trajectories of a non-DLA (brown-colored) and DLA (green-
colored) trapped electrons are shown in Figs. 2.11. The non-DLA electron is born 
near the trailing edge of the pump pulse deep inside the bubble at Ψ¦ ≈ 2.5𝑚T𝑐U/𝑒. 
The conservation of the MFH expressed by Eq. (2.1) implies that the electron does 
not reach the back of the bubble and, therefore, does not overlap with the DLA pulse. 
The direct laser energy gain 𝐴4 is, therefore, negligible, i.e. even smaller than for the 
non-DLA electron analyzed in Fig. 2.10. 
The DLA electron shown in Fig. 2.11 exemplify the electrons injected via the off-
peak phase tunneling [87]. Even though the electron is produced by laser ionization 
on-axis, its trajectory shown in Fig. 2.6(b) clearly indicates that it has a large 
transverse momentum after the first acceleration stage. The initial transverse 
momentum of the electron is estimated to be 𝑃+G ≈ 2.2	𝑚T𝑐. Because of its unusual 
trajectory that involves several bounces off the edge of the plasma bubble before 
overlapping with the DLA pulse and undergoing further acceleration, we refer to such 
particles as "ricochet" electrons. By following the long-term acceleration of the 
ricochet DLA electron shown in Figs. 2.11(a)-(d), we conclude that the efficiency of 
DLA is comparable for the electrons produced via off-axis and off-peak tunneling. 
Therefore, we conclude that the DLA electrons injected into the bubble via ionization 
injection roughly belong to two categories: the off-axis ionized and the off-peak 
phase ionized (ricochet) electrons. 
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in the final energy gain exceeding γ m c2 b e
2 2. Because the third 
stage of the electron acceleration in an LWDA was previously 
analyzed in some detail [20], below we concentrate mostly 
on the first and second acceleration stages, as well as on the 
earliest times of the third stage.
During the first stage of the duration τ τ∆ ∼1 pump the elec-
tron born at t  =  ti at ( )= =x x z z,i i  interacts primarily with 
the pump pulse. This interaction is best described using 
the (approximate) conservation of the transverse canonical 
momentum: ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( )− = −p t m c a z t t p t m c a z t/ , / ,z e z z i e z i i , 
where =a eA m c/z z e 2 is the normalized canonical momentum 
of the laser. This approximation is valid as long as the laser 
spot size satisfies ≫w zpump wiggle, where zwiggle is the wig-
gling amplitude of the newly-ionized electron in the laser 
field. Combining the az(t)  =  0 for τ> +t ti pump condition with 
( ) =p t 0z i , we obtain ( )= −p m c a z t/ ,z e z i i0  at the end of the first 
stage.
Assuming that ( ) ( )ω ω= −A cg z E t x vcos / /z 0 L ph L, where 
g(z) is the transverse laser profile normalized as g(z  =  0)  =  1, 
we obtain [40, 41]
( )
ω
φ= −p g z eE
mc
cos ,z i i0
0
L
 (5)
where ( )φ ω= −t x v/i i iL ph  is the laser phase at the moment of 
electron’s tunneling from an oxygen ion in the electric field 
of the magnitude ( ) φ| |= | |E E g z sini i i0 . By definition, the peak-
phase ionization corresponds to /2iφ π=±  and vanishing 
transverse momentum pz0 while the off-peak ionization cor-
responds to /2iφ π≠±  and ≠p 0z0 . Therefore, those electrons 
born far off-axis are likely to be produced by peak-phase 
ioniz ation and to have small pz0. On the other hand, the on-axis 
electrons can be ionized during the off-peak phase of the laser 
and have a relativistic ω∼p eE mc/z0 0 L. However, both off-axis 
and off-peak electrons can have a substantial initial transverse 
energy p m m z/2 /4z e e p0 0
2
0
2
0
2γ ω= +⊥ε  (where =z zi0 ) that is 
necessary for effective DLA.
The second stage involves electron’s motion toward the 
back of the bubble and its subsequent trapping. Because 
of the brevity of the first stage, we assume that the elec-
tron’s initial conditions established for the second stage 
are ( )=z p x p, , , 0z i x0 0 0 . Assuming that the bubble does not 
have sufficient time to evolve during the second stage, we 
can take advantage of the conservation of the moving frame 
Hamiltonian (MFH) [29, 34, 42] given by
γ= − − ΨH m c v p ee b x2 (6)
where Ψ = − ΦAv
c x
b  is the wake potential constructed from its 
vector potential and scalar potentials Ax and Φ, respectively. 
Using the results of the PIC simulations, we can approxi-
mately calculate ( )ζΨ z,  at any instance of time according to 
∫ ζΨ = ζ
ζ
E dx
min
max , where Ex is the longitudinal electric field, and 
the integration is carried out over the entire moving compu-
tational window that encompasses the plasma bubble. The 
contours of constant ( )ζΨe z m c, / e 2 calculated at x  =  120 µm 
inside the ionization region shown in figure 2 are presented in 
figures 5(a) and 6(a). For this particular case we have found 
that the maximum value of Ψ at the center of the bubble is 
Ψ ≈ m c e3.1 /emax 2  while its minimum value at the bottom of 
the bubble is Ψ ≈ m c e0.1 /emin 2 .
It is instructive to simplify the expression for the MFH 
in the two important limits: at the end of the first accel-
eration stage, when γ ∼≪p m c/ 1x e 0 , and at the end of the 
second stage, when ⩽γ γ γ≪b b0
2. In the former case we can 
assume that ( )γ ζ≈ − ΨH m c e z,e i i0 0 2  while in the latter case 
( )ζ≈− ΨH e z,f t t , where ( )ζ z,i t i t, ,  are the coordinates of elec-
trons birth/trapping inside the plasma bubble. From =H Hf0  
we derive the following trapping condition for the electrons:
Figure 6. Same as in figure 5, but for a different set of ionization-injected electrons: the untrapped (magenta line), the deeply trapped  
non-DLA (brown line), and the ricochet DLA (green line) electrons. (b)–(e): same as in figure 5, but for the deeply trapped non-DLA and 
the DLA ricochet electrons.
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in the final energy gain exceeding γ m c2 b e
2 2. Because the third 
stage of the electron acceleration in an LWDA was previously 
analyzed in some detail [20], below we concentrate mostly 
on the first and second acceleration stages, as well as on the 
earliest times of the third stage.
During the first stage of the duration τ τ∆ ∼1 pump the elec-
tron born at t  =  ti at ( )= =x x z z,i i  interacts pri arily with 
the pump pulse. This interaction is best described using 
the (approximate) conservation of the transverse canonical 
momentum: ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( )− = −p t m c a z t t p t m c a z t/ , / ,z e z z i e z i i , 
where =a eA m c/z z e 2 is the normalized canonical momentum 
of the laser. This approximation is valid as long as the laser 
spot size satisfies ≫w zpump wiggle, where zwiggle is the wig-
gling amplitude of the newly-ionized electron in the laser 
field. Combining the az(t)  =  0 for τ> +t ti pump condition with 
( ) =p t 0z i , we obtain ( )= −p m c a z t/ ,z e z i i0  at the end of the first 
stage.
Assuming that ( ) ( )ω ω= −A cg z E t x vcos / /z 0 L ph L, where 
g(z) is the transverse laser profile normalized as g(z  =  0)  =  1, 
we obtain [40, 41]
( )
ω
φ= −p g z eE
mc
cos ,z i i0
0
L
 (5)
where ( )φ ω= −t x v/i i iL ph  is the laser phase at the moment of 
electron’s tunneling from an oxygen ion in the electric field 
of the magnitude ( ) φ| |= | |E E g z sini i i0 . By definition, the peak-
phase ionization corresponds to /2iφ π=±  and vanishing 
transverse momentum pz0 while the off-peak ionization cor-
responds to /2iφ π≠±  and ≠p 0z0 . Therefore, those electrons 
born far off-axis are likely to be produced by peak-phase 
ioniz ation and to have small pz0. On the other hand, the on-axis 
electrons can be ionized during the off-peak phase of the laser 
and have a relativistic ω∼p eE mc/z0 0 L. However, both off-axis 
and off-peak electrons can have a substantial initial transverse 
energy p m m z/2 /4z e e p0 0
2
0
2
0
2γ ω= +⊥ε  (where =z zi0 ) that is 
necessary for effective DLA.
The second stage involves electron’s motion toward the 
back of the bubble and its subsequent trapping. Because 
of the brevity of the first stage, we assume that the elec-
tron’s initial conditions established for the second stage 
are ( )=z p x p, , , 0z i x0 0 0 . Assuming that the bubble does not 
have sufficient time to evolve during the second stage, we 
can take advantage of the conservation of the moving frame 
Hamiltonian (MFH) [29, 34, 42] given by
γ= − − ΨH m c v p ee b x2 (6)
where Ψ = − ΦAv
c x
b  is the wake potential constructed from its 
vector potential and scalar potentials Ax and Φ, respectively. 
Using the results of the PIC simulations, we can approxi-
mately calculate ( )ζΨ z, at any instance of time according to 
∫ ζΨ = ζ
ζ
E dx
min
max , where Ex is the longitudinal electric field, and 
the integration is carried out over the entire moving compu-
tational window that encompasses the plasma bubble. The 
contours of constant ( )ζΨe z m c, / e 2 calculated at x  =  120 µm 
inside the ionization region shown in figure 2 are presented in 
figures 5(a) and 6(a). For this particular case we have found 
that the maximum value of Ψ at the center of the bubble is 
Ψ ≈ m c e3.1 /emax 2  while its minimum value at the bottom of 
the bubble is Ψ ≈ m c e0.1 /emin 2 .
It is instructive to simplify the expression for the MFH 
in the two important limits: at the end of the first accel-
eration stage, when γ ∼≪p m c/ 1x e 0 , and at the end of the 
second stage, when ⩽γ γ γ≪b b0
2. In the former case we can 
assume that ( )γ ζ≈ − ΨH m c e z,e i i0 0 2  while in the latter case 
( )ζ≈− ΨH e z,f t t , where ( )ζ z,i t i t, ,  are the coordinates of elec-
trons birth/trapping inside the plasma bubble. From =H Hf0  
we derive the following trapping condition for the electrons:
Figure 6. Same as in figure 5, but for a different set of ionization-injected ele rons: the untrapped (magenta line), the deeply trapped  
non-DLA (brown line), and the ricochet DLA (green line) electrons. (b)–(e): same as in figure 5, but for the deeply trapped non-DLA and 
the DLA ricochet electrons.
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FIGURE 2.11: (a)-(d) The long-term evolution of the transverse momentum 𝑝G, 
relativistic factor 𝛾, the work 𝐴[ done by the wake, and work 𝐴4 done by the laser 
for the green and brown representative electrons as in Fig. 2.6(b).  
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in the final energy gain exceeding γ m c2 b e
2 2. Because the third 
stage of the electron acceleration in an LWDA was previously 
analyzed in some detail [20], below we concentrate mostly 
on the first and second acceleration stages, as well as on the 
earliest times of the third stage.
During the first stage of the duration τ τ∆ ∼1 pump the elec-
tron born at t  =  ti at ( )= =x x z z,i i  interacts primarily with 
the pump pulse. This interaction is best described using 
the (approximate) conservation of the transverse canonical 
momentum: ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( )− = −p t m c a z t t p t m c a z t/ , / ,z e z z i e z i i , 
where =a eA m c/z z e 2 is the normalized canonical momentum 
of the laser. This approximation is valid as long as the laser 
spot size satisfies ≫w zpump wiggle, where zwiggle is the wig-
gling amplitude of the newly-ionized electron in the laser 
field. Combining the az(t)  =  0 for τ> +t ti pump condition with 
( ) =p t 0z i , we obtain ( )= −p m c a z t/ ,z e z i i0  at the end of the first 
stage.
Assuming that ( ) ( )ω ω= −A cg z E t x vcos / /z 0 L ph L, where 
g(z) is the transverse laser profile normalized as g(z  =  0)  =  1, 
we obtain [40, 41]
( )
ω
φ= −p g z eE
mc
cos ,z i i0
0
L
 (5)
where ( )φ ω= −t x v/i i iL ph  is the laser phase at the moment of 
electron’s tunneling from an oxygen ion in the electric field 
of the magnitude ( ) φ| |= | |E E g z sini i i0 . By definition, the peak-
phase ionization corresponds to /2iφ π=±  and vanishing 
transverse momentum pz0 while the off-peak ionization cor-
responds to /2iφ π≠±  and ≠p 0z0 . Therefore, those electrons 
born far off-axis are likely to be produced by peak-phase 
ioniz ation and to have small pz0. On the other hand, the on-axis 
electrons can be ionized during the off-peak phase of the laser 
and have a relativistic ω∼p eE mc/z0 0 L. However, both off-axis 
and off-peak electrons can have a substantial initial transverse 
energy p m m z/2 /4z e e p0 0
2
0
2
0
2γ ω= +⊥ε  (where =z zi0 ) that is 
necessary for effective DLA.
The second stage involves electron’s motion toward the 
back of the bubble and its subsequent trapping. Because 
of the brevity of the first stage, we assume that the elec-
tron’s initial conditions established for the second stage 
are ( )=z p x p, , , 0z i x0 0 0 . Assu ing that the bubble does not 
have sufficient time to evolve during the second stage, we 
can take advantage of the conservation of the moving frame 
Hamiltonian (MFH) [29, 34, 42] given by
γ= − − ΨH m c v p ee b x2 (6)
where Ψ = − ΦAv
c x
b  is the wake potential constructed from its 
vector potential and scalar potentials Ax and Φ, respectively. 
Using the results of the PIC simulations, we can approxi-
mately calculate ( )ζΨ z,  at any instance of time according to 
∫ ζΨ = ζ
ζ
E dx
min
max , where Ex is the longitudinal electric field, and 
the integration is carried out over the entire moving compu-
tational window that encompasses the plasma bubble. The 
contours of constant ( )ζΨe z m c, / e 2 calculated at x  =  120 µm 
inside the ionization region shown in figure 2 are presented in 
figures 5(a) and 6(a). For this particular case we have found 
that the maximum value of Ψ at the center of the bubble is 
Ψ ≈ m c e3.1 /emax 2  while its minimum value at the bottom of 
the bubble is Ψ ≈ m c e0.1 /emin 2 .
It is instructive to simplify the expression for the MFH 
in the two important limits: at the end of the first accel-
eration stage, when γ ∼≪p m c/ 1x e 0 , and at the end of the 
second stage, when ⩽γ γ γ≪b b0
2. In the former case we can 
assume that ( )γ ζ≈ − ΨH m c e z,e i i0 0 2  while in the latter case 
( )ζ≈− ΨH e z,f t t , where ( )ζ z,i t i t, ,  are the coordinates of elec-
trons birth/trapping inside the plasma bubble. From =H Hf0  
we derive the following trapping condition for the electrons:
Figure 6. Same as in figure 5, but for a different set of ionization-injected electrons: the untrapped (magenta line), the deeply trapped  
non-DLA (brown line), and the ricochet DLA (green line) electrons. (b)–(e): same as in figure 5, but for the deeply trapped non-DLA and 
the DLA ricochet electrons.
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2.4 Summary 
In conclusion, we have proposed and theoretically demonstrated a new type of a 
plasma-based accelerator: a hybrid laser wakefield/direct laser accelerator. The 
synergistic nature of the LWFA/DLA mechanism manifests itself in compounding the 
distinct energy gains from the plasma wake and directly from the laser pulse while 
increasing the former because of the delayed dephasing caused by the latter. Phase 
space bifurcation of the self-injected electrons into two distinct groups of high-energy 
DLA and lower-energy non-DLA particles is demonstrated. We also demonstrate that 
ionization injection is suitable for a laser wakefield and direct accelerator (LWDA). 
We find that the electrons' phase space is similar to the density bump injection and 
the energy spectrum is split into two peaks corresponding to two sub-populations. By 
tracking several electrons with different initial condition, we demonstrate that DLA 
electrons born inside the plasma bubble must have significant transverse energy. Two 
ways of gaining such energy are discovered using PIC simulations: electrons must be 
generated either via off-axis of via off-peak phase tunneling. With the introduction of 
ionization injection, the hybrid laser wakefield and direct laser plasma accelerator 
may potentially become more stable and controllable. Future work will explore the 
possibility of developing incoherent and coherent (e.g., FELs) radiation sources based 
on DLA electrons. 
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Chapter 3 
The Effects of Laser Colors and Polarizations on Laser Wakefield 
and Direct Acceleration 
 
The LWDA needs two requirements: (i) the initial energy 𝜖"(𝑡 = 0) of Betatron 
motion of an injected plasma electron must be sufficiently high to overcome its rapid 
reduction due to electron acceleration by the longitudinal field of the plasma bubble, (ii) 
considerable overlap between the laser field and the injected electrons [27, 28]. The 
second requirement is met by time-delaying the second (DLA) laser pulse from the 
bubble-forming (pump) laser pulse [27, 28]. Even more significantly, once we allow the 
possibility of complex laser pulse formats, new opportunities for high-gradient LWDA 
open up. For example, one can envision the scenarios where the leading and the trailing 
laser pulses have different polarizations and/or different frequencies. Such laser pulse 
engineering can be designed to circumvent some of the limitations of the two-pulse 
LWDA as it was originally conceived [27], i.e. both pulses having the same frequency 
and polarization. These limitations are exacerbated for moderate-power laser pulses (i.e. 
in the 10 TW range) which is also widely used [46, 48, 54, 88, 89] because the relatively 
small size of the plasma bubble can result in undesirable interference between the two 
equal-frequency laser pulses. Such interference has two consequences. First, the shape of 
the plasma bubble can be considerably modified by the beat wave between the two 
pulses. As will be shown below, such modification can have a major effect on the total 
electron charge trapped inside the plasma bubble and subsequently accelerated by the 
combination of the LWFA and DLA mechanisms. Second, the peak laser field 
experienced by the injected electrons is also strongly modified by interference. This 
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would naturally influence the electrons' energy gain from the DLA mechanism, as well as 
the fraction of the injected electrons that experiences the DLA. The latter point will also 
be elaborated on below. 
The orthogonal polarization LWDA is promising to benefit both pitfalls and the 
two-color LWDA is able to work even better. The effectiveness of the combination of the 
low and high frequency pulse has been demonstrated in ionization injection [75, 76, 90]. 
The low frequency laser pulse with high ponderomotive force 𝐹% but low electric field 𝐸4 blows out the plasma bubble and the high frequency laser pulse with the opposite 
feature provides the ionization injection without disturbing the plasma bubble because 𝑎U ≈ 𝐼𝜆4U. In the part of this paper, we are exploring the similar combination in the 
LWDA for the different purposes. The 𝜆%]^% = 0.8𝜇𝑚 low frequency laser pulse blows 
out the plasma bubble and produces the ionization of the high Z gas and the 𝜆_4` =0.4𝜇𝑚 second time-delayed high frequency laser pulse serves as the DLA pulse. The 𝜆_4` = 0.4𝜇𝑚 DLA pulse can potentially increase the energy gain without disturbing 
the plasma bubble. In other words, the DLA electron beam energy and the charge yield 
can be enhanced. We also demonstrate the improved stability of the LWDA by using 𝜆_4` = 0.4𝜇𝑚 DLA pulse. 
The results of self-consistent 2D PIC simulations carried out using the VLPL code 
are presented in the remainder of the chapter. Three scenarios are presented: single color 
parallel polarization LWDA, single color orthogonal polarization LWDA and two color 
parallel polarization LWDA. The schematic of a proposed LWDA is shown in Fig. 3.1 
(see caption for simulations parameters). We consider the scheme that is composed of the 
short length injection stage and acceleration stage. This two-stage scheme has been 
experimentally verified [71, 91] and the sub-hundred micrometer gas nozzle has also 
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been achieved [92, 93]. Ten-terawatt pump pulse (𝑃%]^% = 12𝑇𝑊) and the time-delayed 
DLA pulse (𝑃_4` = 10𝑇𝑊) are assumed in the simulations. The laser parameters are 
consistent with the UT3 laser system [48, 54]. We keep the power and a0 the same when 
the 𝜆_4` = 𝜆4/2 DLA pulse is used. It means that the 𝜆_4` = 𝜆4/2 DLA pulse is 
tightly focused. The 100𝜇𝑚-long injection stage is formed by gas mixture of 80% He 
and 20% N2 shown as a dark area in the middle of Fig. 3.1(a). The injection is due to the 
ionization of high-Z nitrogen ions (N5+ and N6+) in the simulations. We have 
demonstrated that the ionization injection is able to produce electrons with large enough 𝜖"(𝑡 = 0) for the operation of the LWDA [28]. The background plasma is formed by the 
leading edge ionization of the neutral gas. The inner shell nitrogen's electrons (N5+ -> N6+ 
and N6+ -> N7+) are produced via ionization close to the peak of the pump pulse intensity 
and are injected and get trapped inside the plasma bubble [70, 78, 80]. The ionizations 
also happen for the DLA pulses but due to the relative position of the DLA pulses, the 
wake potential difference can not satisfied the trapping condition T∆Î^§o{ ≈ −1 [28, 70, 75, 
76]. Therefore, the pump pulse plays the roles of producing the plasma bubble and 
injecting the electrons into it. The ADK tunneling ionization model [68, 77, 81] is used to 
describe the release of the inner shell electrons from the nitrogen ions. Figs. 3.1(b-e) are 
the initial on axis 𝐸"U in the three schemes we consider. Figs. 3.1(b-d) are the single 
color cases. The single color parallel polarization LWDA has larger initial on axis 𝐸"U in 
the DLA pulse part than single color orthogonal polarization LWDA due to the 
constructive interference. The two color parallel polarization LWDA has the same a0 as 
single color LWDAs so the initial on axis 𝐸"U is much higher that is clear by looking at 
Fig. 3.1(e). The optimal time delay of the second DLA pulses are ∆𝜏 = 24𝑓𝑠 for the 
single color parallel polarization LWDA and the two color parallel LWDA and ∆𝜏 =
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21𝑓𝑠 for the single color orthogonal polarization LWDA regarding the peak DLA 
electron energy. 
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FIG. 2: (a) plasma density profile. It is divided into the in-
jection stage and acceleration stage. (b) Initial on axis E2⊥ for
the single color parallel polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL
and time delay ∆τ = 24fs. (c) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the
single color parallel polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL
and time delay ∆τ = 25.3fs, the destructive interference
appears.(d) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the single color orthog-
onal polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL and time de-
lay ∆τ = 21fs. (e) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the two color
parallel polarization case λpump = 2λDLA = λL time delay
∆τ = 24fs. E⊥ is normalized to mecωL/e. Plasma param-
eters: mixed gas length L1 = 100µm, L2 ≃ 1mm; n0 =
1.5×1019cm−3, nN5+ = 0.2n0, ionization potential forN
5+ →
N6+ Uion ≃ 552.1ev and N
6+ → N7+ Uion ≃ 667.0ev, λp =
2πc/ωp = 9µm. Laser parameters: wavelength λpump = λL,
Ipump = 7.0 × 10
18W/cm2, IDLA = 4.8 × 10
18W/cm2 for
λDLA = λL and IDLA = 1.9× 10
19W/cm2 for λDLA = 0.5λL,
pulse durations τpump = 20fs and τDLA = 10fs, spot size
wpump = 10µm, wDLA = 10.6µm for λDLA = λL DLA pulse
and wDLA = 5.3µm for λDLA = 0.5λL DLA, inter-pulse time
delay is changing ∆τ = 21.3 − 26.7fs. Simulation parame-
ters: numerical grids cell size ∆x ×∆z = λL/50 × λp/50 for
λDLA = λL DLA pulse and ∆x ×∆z = λL/100 × λp/50 for
λDLA = 0.5λL DLA pulse. λL = 0.8µm
pulses are ∆τ = 24fs for the single color parallel po-
larization LWDA and the two color parallel LWDA and
∆τ = 21fs for the single color orthogonal polarization
LWDA regarding the peak DLA electron energy.
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FIG. 3: (a) Nonlinear wake structure at the propapation dis-
tance x = 128µm for the SP-LWDA. (b) The bubble structure
at x = 640µm for the SP-LWDA. The density is normalized
to the initial density in both (a) and (b). (c) the energy
spectrum for electrons in (d). (d) Spatial distribution of the
trapped electrons and color-coded by their γ at x = 640µm
for the SP-LWDA.
a. Single Color Parallel Polarization LWDA
(SP-LWDA)
We first look into the details of the SP-LWDA. As
shown in Fig. 3(a), the plasma bubble has not formed
during the injection stage. The trapping of electrons hap-
pens in the nonlinear wake stage. With the self-focusing
of the pump pulse, the plasma bubble is formed at about
x = 200µm. Fig. 3(b) shows the bubble structure at the
end of the propagation. There are electrons that are ac-
celerated inside of the plasma bubble but they are not
dense. The zoom-in color-coded electron spatial distri-
bution is shown in Fig. 3(d). The DLA electrons ad-
vance slower than the non-DLA electrons. Detail dis-
cussions are in [17, 18]. The spectrum is in Fig. 3(c).
Two peaks are formed. The DLA electrons peaks at
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV and gain about 60MeV more
energy than non-DLA electrons. The vertical axis in
Fig. 3(c) is the number of macro-electrons. It is for the
later comparison with the other two cases. We observe
all the features of LWDA as mentioned in [17, 18] but in
this moderate power regime.
The time-delay of the second DLA pulse is one of the
crucial parameters. This parameter is from the synchro-
nization of the pump pulse and the DLA pulse. In the
moderate laser power regime (e.g. UT3 laser system),
the plasma bubble is smaller R ∼ √a0/kp [49] than the
cases in [17, 18] and the interference between the pump
pulse and the DLA pulse has to be taken into account.
The SP-LWDA is the most common setup but it relies on
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FIGURE 3.1: (a) plasma density profile. It is divided into the injection stage and 
acceleration stage. (b) Initial on axis 𝐸"U for the single color parallel polarization case 𝜆%]^% = 𝜆_4` = 𝜆4 and time delay ∆𝜏 = 24𝑓𝑠. (c) Initial on axis 𝐸"U for the single 
color parallel polarization case 𝜆%]^% = 𝜆_4` = 𝜆4 and time delay ∆𝜏 = 25.3𝑓𝑠, the 
destructive interference appears. (d) Initial on axis 𝐸"U for the single color orthogonal 
polarization case 𝜆%]^% = 𝜆_4` = 𝜆4 and time delay ∆𝜏 = 21𝑓𝑠. (e) Initial on axis 𝐸"U 
for the two color parallel polarization case 𝜆%]^% = 2𝜆_4` = 𝜆4 time delay ∆𝜏 = 24𝑓𝑠 
. 𝐸" is normalized to 𝑚T𝑐𝜔4/𝑒. Plasma parameters: mixed gas length 𝐿R = 100𝜇𝑚, 𝐿U = 1𝑚𝑚; 𝑛+ = 1.5×10R¹𝑐𝑚, 𝑛ÑÒ¼ = 0.2𝑛+, ionization potential for 𝑁=> → 𝑁@> 𝑈¦­i ≈ 552.1𝑒𝑣and 𝑁@> → 𝑁ª> 𝑈¦­i ≈ 667.0𝑒𝑣, 𝜆% = Uo¤ = 9𝜇𝑚. Laser parameters: 
wavelength 𝜆%]^% = 𝜆4 , 𝐼%]^% = 7.0×10R©𝑊/𝑐𝑚U , 𝐼_4` = 4.8×10R©𝑊/𝑐𝑚U  for 𝜆_4` = 𝜆4  and 𝐼_4` = 1.9×10R¹𝑊/𝑐𝑚U  for 𝜆_4` = 0.5𝜆4 , pulse durations 𝜏%]^% =20𝑓𝑠  and 𝜏_4` = 10𝑓𝑠 , 𝑤%]^% = 10𝜇𝑚 , 𝑤_4` = 10.6𝜇𝑚  for 𝜆%]^% = 𝜆4  DLA 
pulse and 𝑤_4` = 5.3𝜇𝑚 for 𝜆_4` = 0.5𝜆4, inter-pulse time delay is changing ∆𝜏 =21.3 − 26.7𝑓𝑠. Simulation parameters: numerical grid cell size ∆𝑥×∆𝑧 = 𝜆4/50×𝜆%/50 for 𝜆_4` = 𝜆4 DLA pulse and ∆𝑥×∆𝑧 = 𝜆4/100×𝜆%/50 for 𝜆_4` = 0.5𝜆4 DLA 
pulse. 𝜆4 = 0.8𝜇𝑚 
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3.1 Laser Polarization Effects on the Laser Wakefield and Direct Acceleration 
3.1.1 Single Color Parallel Polarization Laser Pulse (SP-LWDA) 
We first look into the details of the SP-LWDA. As shown in Fig. 3.2(a), the 
plasma bubble has not formed during the injection stage. The trapping of electrons 
happens in the nonlinear wake stage. With the self-focusing of the pump pulse, the 
plasma bubble is formed at about 𝑥 = 200𝜇𝑚. Fig. 3.2(b) shows the bubble structure at 
the end of the propagation. There are electrons that are accelerated inside of the plasma 
bubble but they are not dense. The zoom-in color-coded electron spatial distribution is 
shown in Fig. 3.2(d). The DLA electrons advance slower than the non-DLA electrons. 
Detail discussions are in [27, 28]. The spectrum is in Fig. 3.2(c). Two peaks are formed. 
The DLA electrons peaks at about 𝛾_4`𝑚T𝑐U ≈ 170	𝑀𝑒𝑉 and gain about 60 MeV more 
energy than non-DLA electrons. The vertical axis in Fig. 3.2(c) is the number of macro-
electrons. It is for the later comparison with the other two cases. We observe all the 
features of LWDA as mentioned in [27, 28] but in this moderate power regime. 
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FIGURE 3.2 
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FIG. 2: (a) plasma density profile. It is divided into the in-
jection stage and acceleration stage. (b) Initial on axis E2⊥ for
the single color parallel polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL
and time delay ∆τ = 24fs. (c) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the
single color parallel polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL
and time delay ∆τ = 25.3fs, the destructive interference
appears.(d) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the single color orthog-
onal polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL and time de-
lay ∆τ = 21fs. (e) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the two color
parallel polarization case λpump = 2λDLA = λL time delay
∆τ = 24fs. E⊥ is normalized to mecωL/e. Plasma param-
eters: mixed gas length L1 = 100µm, L2 ≃ 1mm; n0 =
1.5×1019cm−3, nN5+ = 0.2n0, ionization potential forN
5+ →
N6+ Uion ≃ 552.1ev and N
6+ → N7+ Uion ≃ 667.0ev, λp =
2πc/ωp = 9µm. Laser parameters: wavelength λpump = λL,
Ipump = 7.0 × 10
18W/cm2, IDLA = 4.8 × 10
18W/cm2 for
λDLA = λL and IDLA = 1.9× 10
19W/cm2 for λDLA = 0.5λL,
pulse durations τpump = 20fs and τDLA = 10fs, spot size
wpump = 10µm, wDLA = 10.6µm for λDLA = λL DLA pulse
and wDLA = 5.3µm for λDLA = 0.5λL DLA, inter-pulse time
delay is changing ∆τ = 21.3 − 26.7fs. Simulation parame-
ters: numerical grids cell size ∆x ×∆z = λL/50 × λp/50 for
λDLA = λL DLA pulse and ∆x ×∆z = λL/100 × λp/50 for
λDLA = 0.5λL DLA pulse. λL = 0.8µm
pulses are ∆τ = 24fs for the single color parallel po-
larization LWDA and the two color parallel LWDA and
∆τ = 21fs for the single color orthogonal polarization
LWDA regarding the peak DLA electron energy.
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FIG. 3: (a) Nonlinear wake structure at the propapation dis-
tance x = 128µm for the SP-LWDA. (b) The bubble structure
at x = 640µm for the SP-LWDA. The density is normalized
to the initial density in both (a) and (b). (c) the energy
spectrum for electrons in (d). (d) Spatial distribution of the
trapped electrons and color-coded by their γ at x = 640µm
for the SP-LWDA.
a. Single Color Parallel Polarization LWDA
(SP-LWDA)
We first look into the details of the SP-LWDA. As
shown in Fig. 3(a), the plasma bubble has not formed
during the injection stage. The trapping of electrons hap-
pens in the nonlinear wake stage. With the self-focusing
of the pump pulse, the plasma bubble is formed at about
x = 200µm. Fig. 3(b) shows the bubble structure at the
end of the propagation. There are electrons that are ac-
celerated inside of the plasma bubble but they are not
dense. The zoom-in color-coded electron spatial distri-
bution is shown in Fig. 3(d). The DLA electrons ad-
vance slower than the non-DLA electrons. Detail dis-
cussions are in [17, 18]. The spectrum is in Fig. 3(c).
Two peaks are formed. The DLA electrons peaks at
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV and gain about 60MeV more
energy than non-DLA electrons. The vertical axis in
Fig. 3(c) is the number of macro-electrons. It is for the
later comparison with the other two cases. We observe
all the features of LWDA as mentioned in [17, 18] but in
this moderate power regime.
The time-delay of the second DLA pulse is one of the
crucial parameters. This parameter is from the synchro-
nization of the pump pulse and the DLA pulse. In the
moderate laser power regime (e.g. UT3 laser system),
the plasma bubble is smaller R ∼ √a0/kp [49] than the
cases in [17, 18] and the interference between the pump
pulse and the DLA pulse has to be taken into account.
The SP-LWDA is the most common setup but it relies on
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jection stage and acceleration stage. (b) Initial on axis E2⊥ for
the single color parallel polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL
and time delay ∆τ = 24fs. (c) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the
single color parallel polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL
and time delay ∆τ = 25.3fs, the destructive interference
appears.(d) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the single color orthog-
onal polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL and time de-
lay ∆τ = 21fs. (e) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the two color
parallel polarization case λpump = 2λDLA = λL time delay
∆τ = 24fs. E⊥ is normalized to mecωL/e. Plasma param-
eters: mixed gas length L1 = 100µm, L2 ≃ 1mm; n0 =
1.5×1019cm−3, nN5+ = 0.2n0, ionization potential forN
5+ →
N6+ Uion ≃ 552.1ev and N
6+ → N7+ Uion ≃ 667.0ev, λp =
2πc/ωp = 9µm. Laser parameters: wavelength λpump = λL,
Ipump = 7.0 × 10
18W/cm2, IDLA = 4.8 × 10
18W/cm2 for
λDLA = λL and IDLA = 1.9× 10
19W/cm2 for λDLA = 0.5λL,
pulse durations τpump = 20fs and τDLA = 10fs, spot size
wpump = 10µm, wDLA = 10.6µm for λDLA = λL DLA pulse
and wDLA = 5.3µm for λDLA = 0.5λL DLA, inter-pulse time
delay is changing ∆τ = 21.3 − 26.7fs. Simulation parame-
ters: numerical grids cell size ∆x ×∆z = λL/50 × λp/50 for
λDLA = λL DLA pulse and ∆x ×∆z = λL/100 × λp/50 for
λDLA = 0.5λL DLA pulse. λL = 0.8µm
pulses are ∆τ = 24fs for the single color parallel po-
larization LWDA and the two color parallel LWDA and
∆τ = 21fs for the single color orthogonal polarization
LWDA regarding the peak DLA electron energy.
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FIG. 3: (a) Nonlinear wake structure at the propapation dis-
tance x = 128µm for the SP-LWDA. (b) The bubble structure
at x = 640µm for the SP-LWDA. The density is normalized
to the initial density in both (a) and (b). (c) the energy
spectrum for electrons in (d). (d) Spatial distribution of the
trapped electrons and color-coded by their γ at x = 640µm
for the SP-LWDA.
a. Single Color Parallel Polarization LWDA
(SP-LWDA)
We first look into the details of the SP-LWDA. As
shown in Fig. 3(a), the plasma bubble has not formed
during the injection stage. The trapping of electrons hap-
pens in the nonlinear wake stage. With the self-focusing
of the pump pulse, the plasma bubble is for ed at about
x = 200µm. Fig. 3(b) shows the bubble structure at the
end of the propagation. There are electrons that are ac-
celerated inside of the plasma bubble but they are not
dense. The zoom-in color-coded electron spatial distri-
bution is shown in Fig. 3(d). The DLA electrons ad-
vance slower than the non-DLA electrons. Detail dis-
cussions are in [17, 18]. The spectrum is in Fig. 3(c).
Two peaks are formed. The DLA electrons peaks at
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV and gain about 60MeV more
energy than non-DLA electrons. The vertical axis in
Fig. 3(c) is the number of macro-electrons. It is for the
later comparison with the other two cases. We observe
all the features of LWDA as mentioned in [17, 18] but in
this moderate power regime.
The time-delay of the second DLA pulse is one of the
crucial parameters. This parameter is from the synchro-
nization of the pump pulse and the DLA pulse. In the
moderate laser power regime (e.g. UT3 laser system),
the plasma bubble is smaller R ∼ √a0/kp [49] than the
cases in [17, 18] and the interference between the pump
pulse and the DLA pulse has to be taken into account.
The SP-LWDA is the most common setup but it relies on
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jection stage and acceleration stage. (b) Initial on axis E2⊥ for
the single color parallel polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL
and time delay ∆τ = 24fs. (c) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the
single color parallel polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL
and time delay ∆τ = 25.3fs, the destructive interference
appears.(d) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the single color orthog-
onal polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL and time de-
lay ∆τ = 21fs. (e) Initial on axis E2⊥ for the two color
parallel polarization case λpump = 2λDLA = λL time delay
∆τ = 24fs. E⊥ is normalized to mecωL/e. Plasma param-
eters: mixed gas length L1 = 100µm, L2 ≃ 1mm; n0 =
1.5×1019cm−3, nN5+ = 0.2n0, ionization potential forN
5+ →
N6+ Uion ≃ 552.1ev and N
6+ → N7+ Uion ≃ 667.0ev, λp =
2πc/ωp = 9µm. Laser parameters: wavelength λpump = λL,
Ipump = 7.0 × 10
18W/cm2, IDLA = 4.8 × 10
18W/cm2 for
λDLA = λL and IDLA = 1.9× 10
19W/cm2 for λDLA = 0.5λL,
pulse durations τpump = 20fs and τDLA = 10fs, spot size
wpump = 10µm, wDLA = 10.6µm for λDLA = λL DLA pulse
and wDLA = 5.3µm for λDLA = 0.5λL DLA, inter-pulse time
delay is changing ∆τ = 21.3 − 26.7fs. Simulation parame-
ters: numerical grids cell size ∆x ×∆z = λL/50 × λp/50 for
λDLA = λL DLA pulse and ∆x ×∆z = λL/100 × λp/50 for
λDLA = 0.5λL DLA pulse. λL = 0.8µm
pulses are ∆τ = 24fs for the single color parallel po-
larization LWDA and the two color parallel LWDA and
∆τ = 21fs for the single color orthogonal polarization
LWDA regarding the peak DLA electron energy.
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FIG. 3: (a) Nonlinear wake structure at the propapation dis-
tance x = 128µm for the SP-LWDA. (b) The bubble structure
at x = 640µm for the SP-LWDA. The density is normalized
to the initial density in both (a) and (b). (c) the energy
spectrum for electrons in (d). (d) Spatial distribution of the
trapped electrons and color-coded by their γ at x = 640µm
for the SP-LWDA.
a. Single Color Parallel Polarization LWDA
(SP-LWDA)
We first look into the details of the SP-LWDA. As
sh wn n Fig. 3(a), the plasma bubble has not formed
during the injection stage. The trapping of electrons hap-
pens in the nonlinear wake stage. With the self-focusing
of the pump pulse, the plasma bubble is formed at about
x = 200µm. Fig. 3(b) shows the bubble structure at the
end of the propagation. There are electrons that are ac-
celerated inside of the plasma bubble but they are not
dense. The zoom-in color-coded electron spatial distri-
bution is shown in Fig. 3(d). The DLA electrons ad-
vance slower than the non-DLA electrons. Detail dis-
cussions are in [17, 18]. The spectrum is in Fig. 3(c).
Two peaks are formed. The DLA electrons peaks at
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV and gain about 60MeV more
energy than non-DLA electrons. The vertical axis in
Fig. 3(c) is the number of macro-electrons. It is for the
later comparison with the other two cases. We observe
all the features of LWDA as mentioned in [17, 18] but in
this moderate power regime.
The time-delay of the second DLA pulse is one of the
crucial parameters. This parameter is from the synchro-
nization of the pump pulse and the DLA pulse. In the
moderate laser power regime (e.g. UT3 laser system),
the plasma bubble is smaller R ∼ √a0/kp [49] than the
cases in [17, 18] and the interference between the pump
pulse and the DLA pulse has to be taken into account.
The SP-LWDA is the most common setup but it relies on
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jection stage and acceleration stage. (b) Initial on axis E2⊥ for
the single color parallel polarization case λpump = λDLA = λL
and time delay ∆τ = 24fs. (c) Initial on axis E⊥ for the
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2πc/ωp = 9µm. Laser parameters: wavelength λpump = λL,
Ipump = 7.0 × 10
18W/cm2, IDLA = 4.8 × 10
18W/cm2 for
λDLA = λL and IDLA = 1.9× 10
19W/cm2 for λDLA = 0.5λL,
pulse durations τpump = 20fs and τDLA = 10fs, spot size
wpump = 10µm, wDLA = 10.6µm for λDLA = λL DLA pulse
and wDLA = 5.3µm for λDLA = 0.5λL DLA, inter-pulse time
delay is changing ∆τ = 21.3 − 26.7fs. Simulation parame-
ters: numerical grids cell size ∆x ×∆z = λL/50 × λp/50 for
λDLA = λL DLA pulse and ∆x ×∆z = λL/100 × λp/50 for
λDLA = 0.5λL DLA pulse. λL = 0.8µm
pulses are ∆τ = 24fs for the single color parallel po-
larization LWDA and the two color parallel LWDA and
∆τ = 21fs for the single color orthogonal polarization
LWDA regarding the peak DLA electron energy.
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FIG. 3: (a) Nonlinear wake structure at the propapation dis-
tance x = 128µm for the SP-LWDA. (b) The bubble structure
at x = 640µm for the SP-LWDA. The density is normalized
to the initial density in both (a) and (b). (c) the energy
spectrum for electrons in (d). (d) Spatial distribution of the
trapped electrons and color-coded by their γ at x = 640µm
for the SP-LWDA.
a. Single Color Parallel Polarization LWDA
(SP-LWDA)
We first look into the details of the SP-LWDA. As
shown n Fig. 3(a), the plasm bubble has not formed
during the injection stage. The trapping of electrons hap-
pens in the nonlinear wake stage. With the self-fo usi g
of the pump pulse, the plasma bubble is form d at about
x = 200µm. Fig. 3(b) shows the bubble structur a the
end of the propagation. There are electrons that are ac-
celerated inside of the plas a bubble but they are not
dense. The zoom-in color-coded electron spatial distri-
bution is shown in Fig. 3(d). The DLA electrons ad-
vance slower than the non-DLA electrons. Detail dis-
cussions are in [17, 18]. The spectrum is in Fig. 3(c).
Two peaks are formed. The DLA electrons peaks at
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV and gain about 60MeV more
energy than non-DLA electrons. The vertical axis in
Fig. 3(c) is the number of macro-electrons. It is for the
later comparison with the other two cases. We observe
all the features of LWDA as mentioned in [17, 18] but in
this moderate power regime.
The time-delay of the second DLA pulse is one of the
crucial parameters. This parameter is from the synchro-
nization of the pump pulse and the DLA pulse. In the
moderate laser power regime (e.g. UT3 laser system),
the plasma bubble is smaller R ∼ √a0/kp [49] than the
cases in [17, 18] and the interference between the pump
pulse and the DLA pulse has to be taken into account.
The SP-LWDA is the most common setup but it relies on
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The time-delay of the second DLA pulse is one of the crucial parameters. This 
parameter is from the synchronization of the pump pulse and the DLA pulse. In the 
moderate laser power regime (e.g. UT3 laser system), the plasma bubble is smaller 𝑅 ≈𝑎+/𝑘% [94] than the cases in [27, 28] and the interference between the pump pulse and 
the DLA pulse has to be taken into account. The SP-LWDA is the most common setup 
but it relies on the extremely accurate timing of the time-delay ∆𝜏. To understand how 
the time-delayed of the DLA pulse affect the LWDA, we need to consider different cases 
that the time delay of the DLA pulse is slightly shifted from the position in Figs. 3.2. 
Figs. 3.3 shows several cases with both forward shifted 𝛿𝜏 = 0.25𝜆4, 0.5𝜆4 and the 
backward shifted 𝛿𝜏 = −0.25𝜆4, −0.5𝜆4 in the SP-LWDA. 
We have already seen the on axis 𝐸"U for the case 𝛿𝜏 = −0.5𝜆4, 0𝜆4 in Fig. 
3.1(b, c). Fig. 3.1(b) is the constructive interference and the destructive interference 
appears by only shifting the DLA pulse 0.5𝜆4backward as shown in Fig. 3.1(c). The 𝐸"U 
at the bottom of the bubble are changed significantly. These cases are only slight shifts 
but the SP-LWDAs produce the drastically different results. Since the number of the 
DLA electrons may become very small, we roughly separate the energy spectrum to the 
DLA spectrum and the non-DLA spectrum by the empirical criteria that the electrons 
gain 𝐴4 ≥ 75	𝑀𝑒𝑉 directly from the laser field 𝐸4 belong to the DLA group. The DLA 
and non-DLA spectra for all five cases are shown in Fig. 3.1(a) and Fig. 3.1(b) 
respectively. The magenta curves in Fig. 3.3(a, b) are the DLA spectrum and the non-
DLA spectrum for 𝛿𝜏 = 0𝜆4, corresponding to ∆𝜏 = 24𝑓𝑠. From the point of view of 
the DLA energy gain, it is clear that ∆𝜏 = 24𝑓𝑠 is the optimal case. The peak energy of 
the DLA spectra changes from about 𝛾_4`𝑚T𝑐U ≈ 120	𝑀𝑒𝑉  to 𝛾_4`𝑚T𝑐U ≈170	𝑀𝑒𝑉. The number of the accelerated macro-electrons has about 6 times different 
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from the best case (the magenta curve) to the worst case (the blue curve). Only slightly 
shifts of the 𝜆_4` = 𝜆4 DLA pulse deteriorate the final results. We observe that the 
number of DLA electrons increase in the constructive interference although the total 
number of the trapped electrons drop. The ratio of DLA electrons increases with the DLA 
pulse peak electric field and the constructive interference broadens the high laser electric 
field region. 
Note that the non-DLA spectra in Fig. 3.3(b) also exhibit the differences in the 
peak energy and the number of the accelerated macro-electrons. The differences in the 
number of the accelerated macro-electrons are due to the perturbation of the laser wake 
induced by the 𝜆_4` = 𝜆4 DLA pulses in the injection stage. The differences in the peak 
energy are from the beam loading effect [27, 95, 96] which influences the plasma bubble 
accelerating field. We have to mention that the differences in the DLA spectra are 
influenced by both the energy gain from laser and the energy gain from wake. It is 
convincing that the time delay of the 𝜆_4` = 𝜆4 DLA pulse has to be carefully selected 
and the SP-LWDA is not very stable in the moderate laser power regime. Therefore, we 
have to turn to the other directions to avoid the time jittering of LWDA. 
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FIGURE 3.3: (a) The spectra for the DLA electrons 𝐴4 ≥ 75	𝑀𝑒𝑉 in different cases. (b) 
The spectra for the non-DLA electrons 𝐴4 < 75	𝑀𝑒𝑉 in different cases 
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FIG. 4: (a) The spectra for the DLA electrons AL >= 75MeV
in diﬀerent cases. (b) The spectra for the non-DLA electrons
AL < 75MeV in diﬀerent cases
the extremely accurate timing of the time-delay ∆τ . To
understand how the time-delayed of the DLA pulse aﬀect
the LWDA, we need to consider diﬀerent cases that the
time delay of the DLA pulse is slightly shifted from the
position in Figs. 3. Fig4. 4 shows several cases with both
forward shifted ∆τ = 0.25λL, 0.5λL and the backward
shifted ∆τ = −0.25λL,−0.5λL in the SP-LWDA.
We have already seen the on axis E2
⊥
for the case
δτ = −0.5λL, 0λL in Fig.2(b,c). Fig. 2(b) is the con-
structive interference and the destructive interference ap-
pears by only shifting the DLA pulse 0.5λL backward
as shown in Fig. 2(c). The E2
⊥
at the bottom of the
bubble are changed significantly. These cases are only
slight shifts but the SP-LWDAs produce the drasticly
diﬀerent results. Since the number of the DLA electrons
may become very small, we roughly seperate the energy
spectrum to the DLA spectrum and the non-DLA spec-
trum by the empirical criteria that the electrons gain
AL >= 75MeV directly from the laser field EL belong
to the DLA group. The DLA and non-DLA spectra for all
five cases are shown in Fig.4(c) and Fig. 4(d) repectively.
The magenta curves in Fig. 4(a,b) are the DLA spectrum
and the non-DLA spectrum for δτ = 0λ, correspond-
ing to ∆τ = 24fs. From the point of view of the DLA
energy gain, it is clear that ∆τ = 24fs is the optimal
case. The peak energy of the DLA spectra changes from
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 120MeV to γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV.
The number of the accelerated macro-electrons has about
6 times diﬀerent from the best case (the magenta curve)
to the worst case ( the blue curve). Only sightly shifts of
the λDLA = λL DLA pulse deteriorate the final results.
We observe that the number of DLA electrons increase
in the constructive interference although the total num-
ber of the trapped electrons drop. This phenomenon can
be explained by Fig.??. The ratio of DLA electrons in-
creases with the DLA pulse peak electric field and the
constructive interference broadens the high laser electric
field region.
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FIG. 5: (a) The bubble structure at x = 640µm for the SO-
LWDA. The density is normalized to the initial density. (b)
the energy spectrum for electrons trapped in the bubble.
Note that the non-DLA spectra in Fig.4(b) also exhibit
the diﬀerences in the peak energy and the number of
the accelerated macro-electrons. The diﬀerences in the
number of the accelerated macro-electrons are due to the
perturbation of the laser wake induced by the λDLA = λL
DLA pulses in the injection stage. The diﬀerences in
the peak energy are from the beam loading eﬀect [17,
50, 51] which influences the plasma bubble accelerating
field. We have to mention that the diﬀerences in the DLA
spectra are influenced by both the energy gain from laser
and the energy gain from wake. It is convincing that
the time delay of the λDLA = λL DLA pulse has to be
carefully selected and the SP-LWDA is not very stable in
the moderate laser power regime. Therefore, we have to
turn to the other directions to avoid the time jittering of
LWDA.
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FIG. 4: (a) The spectra for the DLA electrons AL >= 75MeV
in diﬀerent cases. (b) The spectra for the non-DLA electro s
AL < 75MeV in diﬀe e t cases
the extremely accurate timing of the time-delay ∆τ . To
understand how the time-delayed of the DLA pulse aﬀect
the LWDA, we need to consider diﬀerent cases that the
time delay of the DLA pulse is slightly shifted from the
position in Figs. 3. Fig4. 4 shows several cases with both
forward shifted ∆τ = 0.25λL, 0.5λL and the backward
shifted ∆τ = −0.25λL,−0.5λL i the SP-LWDA.
We have already seen the on axis E2
⊥
for the case
δτ = −0.5λL, 0λL in Fig.2(b,c). Fig. 2(b) is the con-
structive interference and the destructive interference ap-
pears by only shifting the DLA pulse 0.5λL backward
as shown in Fig. 2(c). The E2
⊥
at the bottom of the
bubble are changed significantly. These cases are only
slight shifts but the SP-LWDAs produce the drasticly
diﬀerent results. Since the number of the DLA electrons
may becom very small, we roug ly seperate the energy
spectrum to the DLA spectrum and the non-DLA spec-
trum by the empirical criteria that the el ons gain
AL >= 75MeV directly from the laser field EL belong
to the DLA group. The DLA nd non-DLA spectra for all
five cases are shown in Fig.4(c) and Fig. 4(d) repectively.
The magenta curves in Fig. 4(a,b) are th DLA spectrum
and the non-DLA spectrum for δτ = 0λ, correspond-
ing to ∆τ = 24fs. Fr m the point of view of the DLA
energy gain, it is clear that ∆τ = 24fs is the optimal
case. The peak energy of he DLA spectra changes from
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 120MeV to γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV.
The number of the accelerated macro-electrons has ab ut
6 times diﬀerent from the best case (the magenta c rve)
to the worst case ( the blue curve). Only sightly shifts of
the λDLA = λL DLA pulse deteriorate the final results.
We observe that the number of DLA electrons increase
in the constructive interference although the total num-
ber of the trapped electrons drop. This phenomenon can
be explained by Fig.??. The ratio of DLA electrons in-
creases with the DLA pulse peak electric field and the
constructive interference broadens the high laser electric
field region.
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FIG. 5: (a) The bubble structure at x = 640µm for the SO-
LWDA. The density is normalized to the initial density. (b)
the energy spectrum for electrons trapped in the bubble.
Note that the non-DLA spectra in Fig.4(b) also exhibit
the diﬀerences in the peak energy and the number of
the accelerated macro-electrons. The diﬀerences in the
number of the accelerated macro-electrons are due to the
perturbation of the laser wake induced by the λDLA = λL
DLA pulses in the injection stage. The diﬀerences in
the peak energy are from the beam loading eﬀect [17,
50, 51] which influences the plasma bubble accelerating
field. We have to mention that the diﬀerences in the DLA
spectra are influenced by both the energy gain from laser
and the energy gain from wake. It is convincing that
the time delay of the λDLA = λL DLA pulse has to be
carefully selected and the SP-LWDA is not very stable in
the moderate laser power regime. Therefore, we have to
turn to the other directions to avoid the time jittering of
LWDA.
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3.1.2 Single Color Orthogonal Polarization Laser Pulse (SO-LWDA) 
The interference between the pump pulse and the DLA pulse is the main resource 
of the time jittering of SP-LWDA. The natural way to avoid this time jittering is to rotate 
the pump pulse so that the DLA pulse and the pump pulse are orthogonal to each other. 
We investigate this situation by making the pump pulse polarize in the Y direction. Other 
laser and plasma parameters are exactly the same as shown in the SP-LWDA. 
As shown in Fig. 3.4(a), the plasma bubble structure does not have observable 
difference compared with Fig. 3.2(b). But the numbers of trapped electrons are different 
between SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA. This leads to the different accelerating field due to 
the beam loading effect. We have to mention that the optimal time-delays of the DLA 
pulse have a small difference (see caption of Fig. 3.1) between the SP-LWDA and SO-
LWDA because of the evolution of the DLA pulse. The spectra in the optimal cases of 
the SP-LWDA and the SO-LWDA are in general similar. Non-DLA electrons peaks at 
about 𝛾i­i_4`𝑚T𝑐U ≈ 110	𝑀𝑒𝑉  and DLA electrons peaks at about 𝛾_4`𝑚T𝑐U ≈170	𝑀𝑒𝑉. The number of the macro-electrons are different. The difference in the trapped 
electrons is from the perturbation to the nonlinear wake in the injection stage. We will 
discuss it in detail later. There is also difference in the number of the DLA electrons. The 
high energy peak in the spectrum of Fig. 3.2(c) is higher than in Fig. 3.4(b) although the 
total number of the trapped electrons is smaller. The reasons are two-fold: one is that the 
constructive interference increases the DLA pulse electric field so the electrons 
experience stronger laser field in the optimal case of the SP-LWDA; the other is that 
there are more ricochet electrons in parallel polarization LWDA [28]. 
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FIGURE 3.4: (a) The bubble structure at 𝑥 = 640𝜇𝑚 for the SO-LWDA. The density is 
normalized to the initial density. (b) the energy spectrum for electrons trapped in the 
bubble.  
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FIG. 4: (a) The spectra for the DLA electrons AL >= 75MeV
in diﬀerent cases. (b) The spectra for the non-DLA electrons
AL < 75MeV in diﬀerent cases
the extremely accurate timing of the time-delay ∆τ . To
understand how the time-delayed of the DLA pulse aﬀect
the LWDA, we need to consider diﬀerent cases that the
time delay of the DLA pulse is slightly shifted from the
position in Figs. 3. Fig4. 4 shows several cases with both
forward shifted ∆τ = 0.25λL, 0.5λL and the backward
shifted ∆τ = −0.25λL,−0.5λL in the SP-LWDA.
We have already seen the on axis E2
⊥
for the case
δτ = −0.5λL, 0λL in Fig.2(b,c). Fig. 2(b) is the con-
structive interference and the destructive interference ap-
pears by only shifting the DLA pulse 0.5λL backward
as shown in Fig. 2(c). The E2
⊥
at the bottom of the
bubble are changed significantly. These cases are only
slight shifts but the SP-LWDAs produce the drasticly
diﬀerent results. Since the number of the DLA electrons
may become very small, we roughly seperate the energy
spectrum to the DLA spectrum and the non-DLA spec-
trum by the empirical criteria that the electrons gain
AL >= 75MeV directly from the laser field EL belong
to the DLA group. The DLA and non-DLA spectra for all
five cases are shown in Fig.4(c) and Fig. 4(d) repectively.
The magenta curves in Fig. 4(a,b) are the DLA spectrum
and the non-DLA spectrum for δτ = 0λ, correspond-
ing to ∆τ = 24fs. From the point of view of the DLA
energy gain, it is clear that ∆τ = 24fs is the optimal
case. The peak energy of the DLA spectra changes from
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 120MeV to γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV.
The number of the accelerated macro-electrons has about
6 times diﬀerent from the best case (the magenta curve)
to the worst case ( the blue curve). Only sightly shifts of
the λDLA = λL DLA pulse deteriorate the final results.
We observe that the number of DLA electrons increase
in the constructive interference although the total num-
ber of the trapped electrons drop. This phenomenon can
be explained by Fig.??. The ratio of DLA electrons in-
creases with the DLA pulse peak electric field and the
constructive interference broadens the high laser electric
field region.
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FIG. 5: (a) The bubble structure at x = 640µm for the SO-
LWDA. The density is normalized to the initial density. (b)
the energy spectrum for electrons trapped in the bubble.
Note that the non-DLA spectra in Fig.4(b) also exhibit
the diﬀerences in the peak energy and the number of
the accelerated macro-electrons. The diﬀerences in the
number of the accelerated macro-electrons are due to the
perturbation of the laser wake induced by the λDLA = λL
DLA pulses in the injection stage. The diﬀerences in
t e p ak energy are rom the beam loading eﬀect [17,
50, 51] which influences the plasma bubble accelerating
field. We have to mention that the diﬀerences in the DLA
spectra are influenced by both the energy gain from laser
and the energy gain from wake. It is convincing that
the time delay of the λDLA = λL DLA pulse has to be
carefully selected and the SP-LWDA is not very stable in
the moderate laser power regime. Therefore, we have to
turn to the other directions to avoid the time jittering of
LWDA.
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FIG. 4: (a) The spectra for the DLA electrons AL >= 75MeV
in diﬀerent cases. (b) The spectra for the non-DLA electrons
AL < 75MeV in diﬀerent cases
the extremely accurat timing f the time-delay ∆τ . To
understand how the time-delayed of the DLA pulse aﬀect
the LWDA, we need to consider diﬀerent cases that the
time delay of the DLA pulse is slightly shifted from the
position in Figs. 3. Fig4. 4 shows several cases with both
forward shifted ∆τ = 0.25λL, 0.5λL and the backward
shifted ∆τ = −0.25λL,−0.5λL in the SP-LWDA.
We have already seen the on axis E2
⊥
for the case
δτ = −0.5λL, 0λL in Fig.2(b,c). Fig. 2(b) is the con-
structive interference and the destructive interference ap-
pears by only shifting the DLA pulse 0.5λL backward
as shown in Fig. 2(c). The E2
⊥
at the bottom of the
bubble are changed significantly. These cases are only
slight shifts but the SP-LWDAs produce the drasticly
diﬀerent results. Since the number of the DLA electrons
may become very small, we roughly seperate the energy
spectrum to the DLA spectrum and the non-DLA spec-
trum by the empirical criteria that the electrons gain
AL >= 75MeV directly from the laser field EL belong
to the DLA group. The DLA and non-DLA spectra fo all
five cases are shown in Fig.4(c) and Fig. 4(d) repectively.
The magenta curves in Fig. 4( ,b) are t e DLA spectrum
and the non-DLA spectrum for δτ = 0λ, correspond-
ing to ∆τ = 24fs. From the point of view of the DLA
energy gain, it is clear that ∆τ = 24fs is the optimal
case. The peak energy of the DLA spectra changes from
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 120MeV to γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV.
The number of the accelerated macro-electrons has about
6 times diﬀerent from the best case (the magenta curve)
to the worst case ( the blue curve). Only sightly shifts of
the λDLA = λL DLA pulse deteriorate the final results.
We observe that the number of DLA electrons increase
in the constructive interference although the total num-
ber of the trapped electrons drop. This phenomenon can
be explained by Fig.??. The ratio of DLA electrons in-
creases with the DLA pulse peak electric field and the
constructive interference broadens the high laser electric
field region.
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FIG. 5: (a) The bubble structure at x = 640µm for the SO-
LWDA. The density is normalized to the initial density. (b)
the energy spectrum for electrons trapped in the bubbl .
Note that the non-DLA spectra in Fig.4(b) also exhibit
the diﬀerences in the peak energy and the number of
the accelerated macro-electrons. The diﬀerences in the
number of the accelerated macro-electrons re due to the
perturbation of the laser wake induced by t λDLA = λL
DLA pulses in the injection stage. The diﬀerences in
the peak energy are from the beam loading eﬀect [17,
50, 51] which influences the plasma bubble accelerating
field. We have to mention that the diﬀerences in the DLA
spectra are influenced by both the energy gain from laser
and the energy gain from wake. It is convincing that
the time delay of the λDLA = λL DLA pulse has to be
carefully selected and the SP-LWDA is not very stable in
the moderate laser power regime. Therefore, we have to
turn to the other directions to avoid the time jittering of
LWDA.
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The time jittering is improved in the SO-LWDA. The variations in the DLA and 
the non-DLA spectra are smaller in Figs. 3.5 than in Figs. 3.3. Fig. 3.5(a) are the DLA 
spectra for the both backward shift case and the forward shift case. The variations in the 
peak energy and the number of electrons are better but there are still some fluctuations. 
Since there is no interference between the pump pulse and the DLA pulse, the overlap 
between the DLA pulse and the trapped electrons plays the major role in the spectra 
fluctuations. For non-DLA spectra as shown in Fig. 3.5(b), the fluctuations in the spectra 
are from the perturbations to the nonlinear wake in the injection stage as mentioned 
above. We have seen that the time-jittering of the final spectra are getting better by 
rotating the pump pulse to orthogonal direction with respect to the DLA pulse. 
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FIGURE 3.5: (a) The spectra for the DLA electrons 𝐴4 ≥ 75	𝑀𝑒𝑉 in different cases. (b) 
The spectra for the non-DLA electrons 𝐴4 < 75	𝑀𝑒𝑉 in different cases  
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FIG. 6: Electron energy spectra in the SO-LWDA. (a) The
energy spectra for the DLA electrons AL >= 75MeV in both
forward shift and backward shift cases. (b) The energy spec-
tra for the non-DLA electrons AL < 75MeV in both back-
ward shift and forward shift cases.
b. Single Color Orthogonal Polarization LWDA
(SO-LWDA)
The interference between the pump pulse and the DLA
pulse is the main resource of the time jittering of SP-
LWDA. The natural way to avoid this time jittering is
to rotate the pump pulse so that the DLA pulse and the
pump pulse are orthogonal to each other. We investigate
this situation by making the pump pulse polarize in the Y
direction. Other laser and plasma parameters are exactly
the same as shown in the SP-LWDA.
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the plasma bubble struc-
ture does not have observable diﬀerence compared with
Fig. 3(b). But the numbers of trapped electrons are dif-
ferent between SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA. This leads to
the diﬀerent accelerating field due to the beam loading
eﬀect. We have to mention that the optimal time-delays
of the DLA pulse have a small diﬀerence (see caption of
Fig. 2) between the SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA because
of the evolution of the DLA pulse. The spectra in the
optimal cases of the SP-LWDA and the SO-LWDA are
in general similar. Non-DLA electrons peaks at about
γnon−DLAmec2 ≈ 110MeV and DLA electrons peaks at
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV. The number of the macro-
electrons are diﬀerent. The diﬀerence in the trapped elec-
trons is from the perturbation to the nonlinear wake in
the injection stage. We will discuss it in detail later.
There is also diﬀerence in the number of the DLA elec-
trons. The high energy peak in the spectrum of Fig. 3(c)
is higher than in Fig. 5(b) although the total number of
the trapped electrons is smaller. The reasons are two-
fold: one is that the constructive interference increases
the DLA pulse electric field so the electrons experience
stronger laser field in the optimal case of the SP-LWDA;
the other is that there are more ricochet electrons in par-
allel polarization LWDA[18].
The time jittering is improved in the SO-LWDA. The
variations in the DLA and the non-DLA spectra are
smaller in Fig. 6 than in Fig. 4. Fig. 6(a) are the DLA
spectra for the both backward shift case and the forward
shift case. The variations in the peak energy and the
number of electrons are better but there are still some
fluctuations. Since there is no interference between the
pump pulse and the DLA pulse, the overlap between the
DLA pulse and the trapped electrons plays the major
role in the spectra fluctuations. For non-DLA spectra as
shown in Fig. 6(b), the fluctuations in the spectra are
from the perturbations to the nonlnear wake in the in-
jection stage as mentioned above. We have seen that
the time-jitterings of the final spectra are getting better
by rotating the pump pulse to orthogonal direction with
respect to the DLA pulse.
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FIG. 7: (a) The bubble structure at x = 640µm for the TP-
LWDA. The density is normalized to the initial density. (b)
the energy spectrum for electrons trapped in the bubble.
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FIG. 6: Electron energy spectra in the SO-LWDA. (a) The
energy sp ctra for the DLA electrons AL >= 75MeV in oth
fo ward shift and b ckward shift cases. (b) The energy spec-
tra for the non-DLA electrons AL < 75MeV in both back-
ward shift and forward shift cases.
b. Single Color Orthogonal Polarization LWDA
(SO-LWDA)
The interference between the pump pulse and the DLA
pulse is the main resource of the time jittering of SP-
LWDA. The natural way to avoid this time jittering is
to rotate the pump pulse so that the DLA pulse and the
pump pulse are orthogonal to each other. We investigate
this situation by making the pump pulse polarize in the Y
direction. Other laser and plasma parameters are exactly
the same as shown in the SP-LWDA.
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the plasma bubble struc-
ture does not have observable diﬀerence compared with
Fig. 3(b). But the numbers of trapped electrons are dif-
ferent between SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA. This leads to
the diﬀerent accelerating field due to the beam loading
eﬀect. We have to mention that the optimal time-delays
of the DLA pulse have a small diﬀerence (see caption of
Fig. 2) between the SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA because
of the evolution of the DLA pulse. The spectra in the
optimal cases of the SP-LWDA and the SO-LWDA are
in general similar. Non-DLA electrons peaks at about
γnon−DLAmec2 ≈ 110MeV and DLA electrons peaks at
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV. The number of the macro-
electrons are diﬀerent. The diﬀerence in the trapped elec-
trons is from the perturbation to the nonlinear wake in
the injection stage. We will discuss it in detail later.
There is also diﬀerence in the number of the DLA elec-
trons. The high energy peak in the spectrum of Fig. 3(c)
is higher than in Fig. 5(b) although the total number of
the trapped electrons is smaller. The reasons are two-
fold: one is that the constructive interference increases
the DLA pulse electric field so the electrons experience
stronger laser field in the optimal case of the SP-LWDA;
the other is that there are more ricochet electrons in par-
allel polarization LWDA[18].
The time jittering is improved in the SO-LWDA. The
variations in the DLA and the non-DLA spectra are
smaller in Fig. 6 than in Fig. 4. Fig. 6(a) are the DLA
spectra for the both backward shift case and the forward
shift c se. The variations in the peak ergy and the
number of lectrons are better but ther re still some
fluctuations. Since the e is no interference betwe n the
pump puls and he DLA pulse, the overlap between the
DLA pulse and the trapped elec ro s plays the major
role in the spect a fluctua ions. For non-DLA spectra as
shown in Fig. 6(b), the fluctuations in the spectra are
from the perturbati ns to the nonlnear wake in the in-
jection sta e as mentioned above. We have seen that
the time-jit erings of the final spectra are getting better
by rotating the pump pulse to orthogonal direction with
respect to the DLA pulse.
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FIG. 7: (a) The bubble structure at x = 640µm for the TP-
LWDA. The density is normalized to the initial density. (b)
the energy spectrum for electrons trapped in the bubble.
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3.2 Laser Color Effects on the Laser Wakefield and Direct Acceleration 
3.2.1 Two Color Parallel Polarization (TP-LWDA) 
By rotating the polarization direction of the pump pulse, we improve the 
performance of the LWDA. It is possible that the performance can be further improved 
by introducing the 𝜆_4` = 0.5𝜆4 DLA pulse. The wake structure is mainly determined 
by the a0. We keep the initial a0 of the DLA pulse the same as in SP-LWDA and SO-
LWDA. Since 𝑎+~ 𝐼𝜆4, the laser electric field can be higher without changing the wake 
structure. The energy gain from the laser is 𝐴4~ − 𝑒 𝐸4𝑣"𝑑𝑡. So the electrons are able 
to gain higher energy from the laser in TP-LWDA. The other interesting point of the TP-
LWDA is that the interference between the pump pulse and the DLA pulse does not have 
strong influence because of the different frequencies. 
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FIGURE 3.6: (a) The bubble structure at 𝑥 = 640𝜇𝑚 for the TP-LWDA. The density is 
normalized to the initial density. (b) the energy spectrum for electrons trapped in the 
bubble. 
The bubble structure is shown in Fig. 3.6(a). It looks similar with Fig. 3.2(b) and 
in Fig. 3.4(a). The DLA pulses do not influence the plasma bubble but they do have 
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FIG. 6: Electron energy spectra in the SO-LWDA. (a) The
energy spectra for the DLA electrons AL >= 75MeV in both
forward shift and backward shift cases. (b) The energy spec-
tra for the non-DLA electrons AL < 75MeV in both back-
ward shift and forward shift cases.
b. Single Color Orthogonal Polarization LWDA
(SO-LWDA)
The interference between the pump pulse and the DLA
pulse is the main resource of the time jittering of SP-
LWDA. The natural way to avoid this time jittering is
to rotate the pump pulse so that the DLA pulse and the
pump pulse are orthogonal to each other. We investigate
this situation by making the pump pulse polarize in the Y
direction. Other laser and plasma parameters are exactly
the same as shown in the SP-LWDA.
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the plasma bubble struc-
ture does not have observable diﬀerence compared with
Fig. 3(b). But the numbers of trapped electrons are dif-
ferent between SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA. This leads to
the diﬀerent accelerating field due to the beam loading
eﬀect. We have to mention that the optimal time-delays
of the DLA pulse have a small diﬀerence (see caption of
Fig. 2) between the SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA because
of the evolution of the DLA pulse. The spectra in the
optimal cases of the SP-LWDA and the SO-LWDA are
in general similar. Non-DLA electrons peaks at about
γnon−DLAmec2 ≈ 110MeV and DLA electrons peaks at
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV. The number of the macro-
electrons are diﬀerent. The diﬀerence in the trapped elec-
trons is from the perturbation to the nonlinear wake in
the injection stage. We will discuss it in detail later.
There is also diﬀerence in the number of the DLA elec-
trons. The high energy peak in the spectrum of Fig. 3(c)
is higher than in Fig. 5(b) although the total number of
the trapped electrons is smaller. The reasons are two-
fold: one is that the constructive interference increases
the DLA pulse electric field so the electrons experience
stronger laser field in the optimal case of the SP-LWDA;
the other is that there are more ricochet electrons in par-
allel polarization LWDA[18].
The time jittering is improved in the SO-LWDA. The
variations in the DLA and the non-DLA spectra are
smaller in Fig. 6 than in Fig. 4. Fig. 6(a) are the DLA
spectra for the both backward shift case and the forward
shift case. The variations in the peak energy and the
number of electrons are better but there are still some
fluctuations. Since there is no interference between the
pump pulse and the DLA pulse, the overlap between the
DLA pulse and the trapped electrons plays the major
role in the spectra fluctuations. For non-DLA spectra as
shown in Fig. 6(b), the fluctuations in the spectra are
from the perturbations to the nonlnear wake in the in-
jection stage as mentioned above. We have seen that
the time-jitterings of the final spectra are getting better
by rotating the pump pulse to orthogonal direction with
respect to the DLA pulse.
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FIG. 7: (a) The bubble structure at x = 640µm for the TP-
LWDA. The density is normalized to the initial density. (b)
the energy spectrum for electrons trapped in the bubble.
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FIG. 6: Electron energy spectra in the SO-LWDA. (a) The
energy spectra for the DLA electrons AL >= 75MeV in both
forward shift and backward shift cases. (b) The energy spec-
tra for the non-DLA electrons AL < 75MeV in both back-
ward shift and forward shift cases.
b. Single Color Orthogonal Polarizat on LWDA
(SO-LWDA)
The interference between the pump pulse and the DLA
pulse is the main resource of the time jittering of SP-
LWDA. The natural way to avoid this time jittering is
to rotate the pump pulse so that the DLA pulse and the
pump pulse are orthogonal to each other. We investigate
this situation by making the pump pulse polarize in the Y
direction. Other laser and plasma parameters are exactly
the same as shown in the SP-LWDA.
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the plasma bubble struc-
ture does not have observable diﬀerence compared with
Fig. 3(b). But the numbers of trapped electrons are dif-
ferent between SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA. This leads to
the diﬀerent accelerating field du to the beam loading
eﬀect. We have to mention that the optimal time-delays
of the DLA pulse have a small diﬀerence (see caption of
Fig. 2) between the SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA because
of the evolution of the DLA pulse. The spectra in the
optimal cases of the SP-LWDA and the SO-LWDA are
in general similar. Non-DLA electrons peaks at about
γnon−DLAmec2 ≈ 110MeV and DLA electrons peaks at
about γDLAmec2 ≈ 170MeV. The number of the macro-
electrons are diﬀerent. The diﬀerence in the trapped elec-
trons is from the perturbation to the nonlinear wake in
the injection stage. We will discuss it in detail later.
There is also diﬀerence in the number of the DLA elec-
trons. The high energy peak in the spectrum of Fig. 3(c)
is higher than in Fig. 5(b) although the total number of
the trapped electrons is smaller. The reasons ar two-
fold: one is that the constr ctive int rference increases
the DLA pulse electric field so the electrons experience
stronger laser field in the optimal case of the SP-LWDA;
the other is that there are more ricochet electrons in par-
allel polarization LWDA[18].
The time jittering is improved in the SO-LWDA. The
variations in the DLA and the non-DLA spectra are
smaller in Fig. 6 than in Fig. 4. Fig. 6(a) are the DLA
spectra for the both backward shift case and the forward
shift case. The variations in the peak energy and the
number of electrons are better but there are still some
fluctuations. Since there is no interference between the
pump pulse and the DLA pulse, the overlap between the
DLA pulse and the trapped electrons plays the major
role in he spectra fluctuations. For non-DLA spectra as
shown in Fig. 6(b), the fluctuations in the spectra are
from the perturbations to the nonlnear wake in the in-
jection stage as mentioned above. We have seen that
the time-jitterings of the final spectra are getting better
by rotating the pump pulse to orthogonal direction with
respect to the DLA pulse.
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FIG. 7: (a) The bubble structure at x = 640µm for the TP-
LWDA. The density is normalized to the initial density. (b)
the energy spectrum for electrons trapped in the bubble.
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effects on the evolution of the nonlinear wake in the injection stage. The trapped 
electrons are denser in Fig. 3.6(a). Without the perturbation to the non-linear wake from 
the constructive interference, there are more electrons that are trapped. Note that the 
trapped electrons are smaller in in SO-LWDA than TP-LWDA although both of them do 
not have constructive interference. The reason is that the optimal position of the DLA 
pulse is shifted in SO-LWDA and it has the effects on the nonlinear wake evolution. To 
get a clear picture of the trapping dynamics in the injection stage, we look into the on axis 
wake potential Ψ as shown in Figs. 3.7. Due to the pump pulse and the DLA pulse, 
more than 95% of the ionization happens in the gray colored region as shown in Figs. 3.7. 
The trapping condition is 𝑒∆Ψ𝑚T𝑐U ≈ −1 [28, 70, 97]. In Fig. 3.7(a), the TP-LWDA 
(red curve) is the highest and close to 𝑒Ψ𝑚T𝑐U ≈ 0.2 at the bottom part of the nonlinear 
wake. The trapping condition is satisfied for TP-LWDA (red curve) in a widest region. In 
the contrary, the trapping condition cannot be satisfied for SP-LWDA (blue curve) at 
propagation distance 𝑥 = 64𝜇𝑚. As the nonlinear wake evolved, all three scenarios can 
satisfy the trapping condition as shown in Fig. 3.7(b). The region for TP-LWDA is still 
the widest. Therefore, we understand that the charge yield for TP-LWDA is the highest. 
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FIGURE 3.7: (a) On axis wake potential Ψ at propagation distance 𝑥 = 64𝜇𝑚 for SP-
LWDA(blue), SO-LWDA(green) and TP-LWDA(red). (b) On axis wake potential Ψ at 
propagation distance 𝑥 = 128𝜇𝑚  for SP-LWDA(blue), SO-LWDA(green) and TP-
LWDA(red). More than 95% of ionization happen in the gray region 
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c. Two Color Parallel Polarization LWDA
(TP-LWDA)
By rotating the polarization direction of the pump
pulse, we improve the performance of the LWDA. It is
possible that the performance can be further improved
by introducing the λDLA = 0.5λL DLA pulse. The wake
structure is mainly determined by the a0. We keep the
initial a0 of the DLA pulse the same as in SP-LWDA
and SO-LWDA. Since a0 ∝
√
IλL, the laser electric field
can be higher without changing the wake structure. The
energy gain from the laser is AL ∝
∫
ELv⊥dt. So the
electrons are able to gain higher energy from the laser in
TP-LWDA. The other interesting point of the TP-LWDA
is that the interference between the pump pulse and the
DLA pulse does not have strong influence because of the
diﬀerent frequenies.
The bubble structure is shown in Fig. 7(a). It looks
similar with Fig.3(b) and in Fig.5(a). The DLA pulses do
not influence the plasma bubble but they do have eﬀects
on the evolution of the nonlinear wake in the injection
stage. The trapped electrons are denser in Fig. 7(a).
Without the perturbation to the non-linear wake from
the constructive interference, there are more electrons
that are trapped. Note that the trapped electrons are
smaller in in SO-LWDA than TP-LWDA although both
of them do not have constructive interference. The reason
is that the optimal position of the DLA pulse is shifted in
SO-LWDA and it has the eﬀects on the nonlinear wake
evolution. To get a clear picture of the trapping dynam-
ics in the injection stage, we look into the on axis wake
potential ψ as shown in Fig.8. Due to the pump pulse
and the DLA pulse, more than 95% of the ionization hap-
pens in the gray colored region as shown in Fig.8. The
trapping condition is e∆ψ/mec2 ≃ −1 [18, 22, 23]. In
Fig.8(a), the TP-LWDA (red curve) is the highest and
close to eψ/mec2 ≃ 0.2 at the bottom part of the non-
linear wake. The trapping condition is satisfied for TP-
LWDA (red curve) in a widest region. In the contrary,
the trapping condition can not be satisfied for SP-LWDA
(blue curve) at propagation distance x = 64µm. As the
nonlinear wake evolved, all three scenarios can satisfy the
trapping condition as shown in Fig.8(b). The region for
TP-LWDA is still the widest. Therefore, we understand
that the charge yield for TP-LWDA is the highest.
Not only the number of the trapped electrons, the
energy of the DLA electrons are also higher in TP-
LWDA. As shown in Fig.7, the DLA peak is at about
γDLAmec2 ≈ 210MeV. It almost doubles the energy peak
of the non-DLA electrons and is close to 50MeV higher
than SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA without brodening the
beam’s energy spread. The other interesting eﬀect is the
number of the DLA electrons. The number of DLA elec-
trons in optimal TP-LWDA counts for about 35% of the
number of the non-DLA electrons while this ratio is about
20% for optimal SP-LWDA and about 12% for optimal
SO-LWDA. The increase of the total number of trapped
electrons is one reason. The other reason is that the laser
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FIG. 8: (a) On axis wake potential ψ at propagation distance
x = 64µm for SP-LWDA(blue), SO-LWDA(green) and TP-
LWDA(red). (b) On axis wake potential ψ at propagation
distance x = 128µm for SP-LWDA(blue), SO-LWDA(green)
and TP-LWDA(red). More than 95% of ionization happen in
the gray region
intensity is higher in TP-LWDA, which has the connec-
tion to the number of the DLA electrons as indicated in
Fig.1(b).
Higher energy gain and higher charge yield are first
two-folds advantages. The stability is also important.
A few cases with he slightly diﬀerent time delay of the
λDLA = 0.5λL DLA pulse are considered. It is boring
to see the m re or less th same plots as in Fig.2(d)
for both the backward shift case and the forward shift
case. So we directly show the final spectra for the DLA
electrons and the non-DLA electrons. The rough seper-
ation criteria is still the electrons gain AL >= 75MeV
directly from the laser field. On the side of the final elec-
tron energy, no matter how to shift the λDLA = 0.5λL
DLA pulse, the DLA spectra consistently peak at about
γDLAmec2 = 200MeV ∼ 210MeV as shown in Fig.9(a).
On the other side of the number of the accelerated macro-
electrons, there are fluctuations but not as drastic as in
the single color cases. The worst case is δτ = 0.5λL for-
ward from the initial time delay ∆τ = 24fs as indicated
by the red line in Fig.9(a). The number of the DLA elec-
trons is still about two times higher than the optimal
case in the SP-LWDA in Fig.4(a) and three times higher
than the optimal case in SO-LWDA as shown by the ma-
genta curve in Fig.6(a). The ratio between the number of
the DLA electrons to the non-DLA electrons are between
20% to 35% for all the cases. This is significantly bet-
ter than the most of cases in the SP-LWDA and in the
SO-LWDA in which the ratios drasticaly change from
20% to about 1%. We find that the non-DLA spectra
in the forward shift cases and the backward shift cases
are also slightly diﬀerent in the number of the trapped
electrons and the peak energy. The explanation for this
phenomenon is similar with the SO-LWDA. It is due to
the perturbation of the laser wake induced by the posi-
tion variation of the λDLA = 0.5λL DLA pulse. From the
investigation of the TP-LWDA, the high frequency DLA
pulse is optimistic to the stable operation of the LWDA.
The DLA electrons are able to produce more copious
7
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FIG. 8: (a) On axis wake po ential ψ at propagation distance
x = 64µm for SP-LWDA(blue), SO-LWDA(green) and TP-
L DA(red). (b) On axis wake potential ψ at propagation
distance x = 128µm for SP-LWDA(blue), SO-LWDA(green)
and TP-LWDA(red). More than 95% of ionization happen in
the gray region
intensity is higher in TP-LWDA, which has the connec-
tion to the number of the DLA electrons as indicated in
Fig.1(b).
Higher energy gai and higher charge yield are first
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λDLA = 0.5λL DLA pulse are considered. It is boring
to see the more or less the same plots as in Fig.2(d)
for both the backward shift case and the forward shift
case. So we directly show the final spectra for the DLA
electr ns and he non-DLA electrons. The rough seper-
ation criteria is still the electrons gain AL >= 75MeV
directly from the l ser field. On the side of the final elec-
tron energy, no matter how to shift the λDLA = 0.5λL
DLA puls , the DLA spectra consistently peak at about
γDLAmec2 = 200MeV ∼ 210MeV as shown in Fig.9(a).
On the other side of the number of the accelerated macro-
electrons, th e ar fluctuations but not as drastic as in
the single color cases. The worst case is δτ = 0.5λL for-
ward from the itial time del y ∆τ = 24fs as indicated
by the red line in Fig.9(a). The number of the DLA elec-
trons is still about two times higher than the optimal
case in the SP-LWDA in Fig.4(a) and three times higher
t an the optimal case in SO-LWDA as shown by the ma-
genta curve in Fig.6( ). The ratio between the number of
he DLA electrons to the non-DLA electrons are between
20% to 35% for all the cases. This is significantly bet-
ter than the most of cases in the SP-LWDA and in the
SO-LWDA in which the ratios drasticaly change from
20% to about 1%. We find that the non-DLA spectra
in the forward shift cases and the backward shift cases
are also slightly diﬀerent in the number of the trapped
electrons and the peak energy. The explanation for this
phenomenon is similar with the SO-LWDA. It is due to
the perturbation of the laser wake induced by the posi-
tion variation of the λDLA = 0.5λL DLA pulse. From the
investigation of the TP-LWDA, the high frequency DLA
pulse is optimistic to the stable operation of the LWDA.
The DLA electrons are able to produce more copious
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Not only the number of the trapped electrons, the energy of the DLA electrons are 
also higher in TP-LWDA. As shown in Fig. 3.6(b), the DLA peak is at about 𝛾_4`𝑚T𝑐U ≈ 210	𝑀𝑒𝑉. It almost doubles the energy peak of the non-DLA electrons and 
is close to 50 MeV higher than SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA without broadening the 
beam's energy spread. The other interesting effect is the number of the DLA electrons. 
The number of DLA electrons in optimal TP-LWDA counts for about 35% of the number 
of the non-DLA electrons while this ratio is about 20% for optimal SP-LWDA and about 
12% for optimal SO-LWDA. The increase of the total number of trapped electrons is one 
reason. The other reason is that the laser intensity is higher in TP-LWDA, which has the 
connection to the number of the DLA electrons. 
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FIGURE 3.8: Electron energy spectra in TP-LWDA. (a) The energy spectra for the DLA 
electrons 𝐴4 ≥ 75𝑀𝑒𝑉 in both backward shift and forward shift cases. (b) The energy 
spectra for the non-DLA electrons 𝐴4 ≤ 75𝑀𝑒𝑉 in both backward shift and forward 
shift cases. 
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FIG. 9: Electron energy spectra in TP-LWDA. (a) The energy
spectra for the DLA electrons AL >= 75MeV in both back-
ward shift and forward shift cases. (b) The energy spectra for
the non-DLA electrons AL < 75MeV in both backward shift
and forward shift cases.
X-rays than the non-DLA electrons. We select two rep-
resentative electrons from the simulation of TP-LWDA.
The DLA electron has larger pz and γ than non-DLA
electron as shown in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(c). The X-ray
spectra are calculated by integrating over the electrons’
trajectories based on the synchrotron radiation formula
in [52]. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the DLA electron has
much higher and wider X-ray spectrum than the non-
DLA electron. The DLA electron has γmax ≃ 450mec2
and pmaxz ≃ 35mec and the non-DLA electron has γmax ≃
250mec2 and pmaxz ≃ 8mec. We can estimate the maxi-
mum X-ray critical frequency ωc = 1.5γ3c/ρ [52] for the
DLA electron is ωDLAc ∼ 45KeV and for the non-DLA
electron is ωnDLAc ∼ 5KeV. The DLA and non-DLA X-
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FIG. 10: (a) X-ray spectra for the representative DLA elec-
tron (red) and non-DLA electron (blue) in TP-LWDA. (b)
the evolution of γ for the representative DLA electron (red)
and non-DLA electron (blue). (c) the transverse momentum
pz for the representative DLA electron (red) and non-DLA
electron (blue).
ray spectra roughly peak at about ωDLApeak ∼ 7KeV and
ωnDLApeak ∼ 0.6KeV respectively. Therefore, the DLA elec-
trons could be the excellent radiation source.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have investigated the three pos-
sible scenarios of laser wakefield and direct accelera-
tion (LWDA) in a moderate power regime: SP-LWDA,
SO-LWDA and TP- LWDA. SP-LWDA has huge time-
jittering in the final electron spectrum because of the
interference between the pump pulse and the DLA pulse.
SO-LWDA has relatively better performance than the
SP-LWDA since it eliminats the interference and im-
proves the time jittering. But the DLA charge yield
is not improved. TP-LWDA combines the benefits of
the λpump = λL pump pulse and the λDLA = 0.5λL
DLA pulse. It is demonstrated that TP-LWDA achieves
higher energy and higher charge DLA electrons compared
with the SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA. Furthermore, the
TP-LWDA increases the stability by lowering the require-
ment of synchronization between the pump pulse and the
DLA pulse. With the introduction of the frequency up-
shift DLA pulse, the hybrid laser wakefield and direct
laser plasma accelerator may become even more valuable
for future experiment realization.
This work was supported by DOE grants DE-
SC0007889 and DE-SC0010622, and by an AFOSR grant
FA9550-14-1-0045. The authors thank the Texas Ad-
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spectra for the DLA electrons AL >= 75MeV in both back-
ward shift and forward shift cases. (b) The energy spectra for
the non-DLA electrons AL < 75MeV in both backward shift
and forward shift cases.
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Higher energy gain and higher charge yield are first two-folds advantages. The 
stability is also important. A few cases with the slightly different time delay of the 𝜆_4` = 0.5𝜆4 DLA pulse are considered. It is boring to see the more or less the same 
plots as in Fig. 3.1(e) for both the backward shift case and the forward shift case. So we 
directly show the final spectra for the DLA electrons and the non-DLA electrons. The 
rough separation criteria is still the electrons gain 𝐴4 ≥ 75𝑀𝑒𝑉 directly from the laser 
field. On the side of the final electron energy, no matter how to shift the 𝜆_4` = 0.5𝜆4 
DLA pulse, the DLA spectra consistently peak at about 𝛾_4`𝑚T𝑐U =200𝑀𝑒𝑉~210	𝑀𝑒𝑉 as shown in Fig. 3.8(a). On the other side of the number of the 
accelerated macro-electrons, there are fluctuations but not as drastic as in the single color 
cases. The worst case is 𝛿𝜏 = 0.5𝜆4 forward from the initial time delay ∆𝜏 = 24𝑓𝑠 as 
indicated by the red line in Fig. 3.8(a). The number of the DLA electrons is still about 
two times higher than the optimal case in the SP-LWDA in Fig. 3.3(a) and three times 
higher than the optimal case in SO-LWDA as shown by the magenta curve in Fig. 3.5(a). 
The ratio between the number of the DLA electrons to the non-DLA electrons are 
between 20% to 35% for all the cases. This is significantly better than the most of cases 
in the SP-LWDA and in the SO-LWDA in which the ratios drastically change from 20% 
to about 1%. We find that the non-DLA spectra in the forward shift cases and the 
backward shift cases are also slightly different in the number of the trapped electrons and 
the peak energy. The explanation for this phenomenon is similar with the SO-LWDA. It 
is due to the perturbation of the laser wake induced by the position variation of the 𝜆_4` = 0.5𝜆4 DLA pulse. From the investigation of the TP-LWDA, the high frequency 
DLA pulse is optimistic to the stable operation of the LWDA. 
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3.2.2 Radiation Generation of Electrons 
The DLA electrons are able to produce more copious X-rays than the non-DLA 
electrons. We select two representative electrons from the simulation of TP-LWDA. The 
DLA electron has larger 𝑝G and 𝛾 than non-DLA electron as shown in Fig. 3.9(b) and 
Fig. 3.9(c). The X-ray spectra are calculated by integrating over the electrons' trajectories 
based on the synchrotron radiation formula in [35]. As shown in Fig. 3.9(a), the DLA 
electron has much higher and wider X-ray spectrum than the non-DLA electron. The 
DLA electron has 𝛾 «6 ≈ 450𝑚T𝑐U and 𝑝G ≈ 35𝑚T𝑐 and the non-DLA electron has 𝛾 «6 ≈ 250𝑚T𝑐U  and 𝑝G ≈ 8𝑚T𝑐 . We can estimate the maximum X-ray critical 
frequency 𝜔o = 1.5𝛾𝑐/𝜌 [35] for the DLA electron is 𝜔o_4` ≈ 45𝐾𝑒𝑉 and for the 
non-DLA electron is 𝜔oi_4` ≈ 5𝐾𝑒𝑉. The DLA and non-DLA X-ray spectra roughly 
peak at about 𝜔%T«Ö_4` ≈ 7𝐾𝑒𝑉 and 𝜔%T«Öi_4` ≈ 0.6𝐾𝑒𝑉 respectively. Therefore, the DLA 
electrons could be the excellent radiation source. 
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the non-DLA electrons AL < 75MeV in both backward shift
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The DLA electron has larger pz and γ than non-DLA
electron as shown in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(c). The X-ray
spectra are calculated by integrating over the electrons’
trajectories based on the synchrotron radiation formula
in [52]. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the DLA electron has
much higher and wider X-ray spectrum than the non-
DLA electron. The DLA electron has γmax ≃ 450mec2
and pmaxz ≃ 35mec and the non-DLA electron has γmax ≃
250mec2 and pmaxz ≃ 8mec. We can estimate the maxi-
mum X-ray critical frequency ωc = 1.5γ3c/ρ [52] for the
DLA electron is ωDLAc ∼ 45KeV and for the non-DLA
electron is ωnDLAc ∼ 5KeV. The DLA and non-DLA X-
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ray spectra roughly peak at about ωDLApeak ∼ 7KeV and
ωnDLApeak ∼ 0.6KeV respectively. Therefore, the DLA elec-
trons could be the excellent radiation source.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have investigated the three pos-
sible scenarios of laser wakefield and direct accelera-
tion (LWDA) in a moderate power regime: SP-LWDA,
SO-LWDA and TP- LWDA. SP-LWDA has huge time-
jittering in the final electron spectrum because of the
interference between the pump pulse and the DLA pulse.
SO-LWDA has relatively better performance than the
SP-LWDA since it eliminats the interference and im-
proves the time jittering. But the DLA charge yield
is not improved. TP-LWDA combines the benefits of
the λpump = λL pump pulse and the λDLA = 0.5λL
DLA pulse. It is demonstrated that TP-LWDA achieves
higher energy and higher charge DLA electrons compared
with the SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA. Furthermore, the
TP-LWDA increases the stability by lowering the require-
ment of synchronization between the pump pulse and the
DLA pulse. With the introduction of the frequency up-
shift DLA pulse, the hybrid laser wakefield and direct
laser plasma accelerator may become even more valuable
for future experiment realization.
This work was supported by DOE grants DE-
SC0007889 and DE-SC0010622, and by an AFOSR grant
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3.3 Summary 
In conclusion, we have investigated the three possible scenarios of laser 
wakefield and direct acceleration (LWDA) in a moderate power regime: SP-LWDA, 
SO-LWDA and TP-LWDA. SP-LWDA has huge time-jittering in the final electron 
spectrum because of the interference between the pump pulse and the DLA pulse. 
SO-LWDA has relatively better performance than the SP-LWDA since it eliminates 
the interference and improves the time jittering. But the DLA charge yield is not 
improved. TP-LWDA combines the benefits of the 𝜆%]^% = 𝜆4 pump pulse and the 𝜆_4` = 0.5𝜆4 DLA pulse. It is demonstrated that TP-LWDA achieves higher energy 
and higher charge DLA electrons compared with the SP-LWDA and SO-LWDA. 
Furthermore, the TP-LWDA increases the stability by lowering the requirement of 
synchronization between the pump pulse and the DLA pulse. With the introduction of 
the frequency upshift DLA pulse, the hybrid laser wakefield and direct laser plasma 
accelerator may become even more valuable for future experiment realization. 
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Chapter 4 
Basic Characters of Laser Wakefield and Direct Acceleration 
 
4.1 Effects of the Laser Phase Velocity1 
For an electromagnetic wave, two kinds of velocity are very important: group 
velocity and phase velocity. The group velocity 𝑣Æ = 𝜕𝜔/𝜕𝑘  is related to the 
envelope of the wave and represents the propagation of the wave energy. The phase 
velocity 𝑣% = 𝜔/𝑘 is related to the phase of the wave and represents the changing 
rate of the wave phase. In the LWDA system, the electron interacts with the 
electromagnetic wave in the fast time-scale compared with the pulse duration. The 
phase velocity 𝑣%  plays an very important role. The phase velocity 𝑣%  can be 
derived from the dispersion relation of the wave matter interaction. For the 
electromagnetic wave propagating in the under-dense plasma, the phase velocity 𝑣% 
under the linear approximation has the expression 
 𝑣% = 𝑐 1 + 𝜔%U𝜔4U, (4.1) 
Eq. (4.1) states that the phase velocity of the electromagnetic wave in the under-dense 
plasma is larger than the speed of light 𝑐. It is also the more realistic situation. This is 
the reason that we take the phase velocity of the laser wave 𝑣% larger than the speed 
of light 𝑐 in our single particle model in chapter 2.  
 However, the direct energy transfer from the electromagnetic wave to the electron 
should not be restricted in system with the wave phase velocity 𝑣% ≥ 𝑐. Some other 
systems such as cluster plasmas [98], residual non-neutral gas [99], or corrugated 
                                                
1X. Zhang, V. N. Khudik, G. Shvets, Physical Review Letters 114 (18), 184801, 2015. Contribution: studied the DLA in the plasma bubble regime; carried out the single particle 
simulations, PIC simulations and analyzed the results; wrote the paper draft. 
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plasma waveguides [100] are able to reach the condition 𝑣% < 𝑐. The subluminal 
laser wave leads to the significantly different case in the Betatron resonance. The 
resonance condition may become 𝜔H = −< 𝜔J >  where 𝜔J = (1 − ¡Ì¡) . The 
Doppler shifted laser frequency 𝜔J  can be smaller than zero 𝜔J < 0 for ultra-
relativistic electrons.  
We explore the subluminal laser wave interaction with the electron under the 
same single particle model as Eqs. (2.3, 2.4). We first consider the case of a 
subluminal laser pulse with 𝑣% = 0.9985𝑐 [101] and briefly analyze the subluminal 
case below because it provides a stark illustration of the delayed dephasing via direct 
laser-electron interaction. Test electrons are injected at 𝑡 = 0 near the back of the 
bubble at 𝑥 = 2.65𝜆4  with a constant value of 𝛾 = 25 . The initial transverse 
positions z and momenta 𝑝G were chosen to span a wide range 0 < ×Ø^§o{ < 1 of 
transverse energies [26, 102] 𝜖" = %µ{U¶^§ + ¶^§¤·{G{U . 
The bifurcated (𝛾, 𝜖"/𝑚T𝑐U) phase space of the injected test electrons after the 
propagation distance of 𝑥 = 𝑐𝑡 = 1.3𝑐𝑚 is shown in Fig. 4.1(a): one group of 
electrons (blue) gains considerable transverse energy 𝜖" from the laser while the 
other group (red) experiences considerable reduction in 𝜖" . By following two 
representative electrons (one from each group, see inset), the following properties of 
the two groups are observed. 
 First, Direct Laser Deceleration (DLD): the work 𝐴4 = − 𝑒 𝐸G4𝑣G𝑑𝑡 done by 
the laser field on the first group of electrons (blue lines in Figs. 4.1) is negative as 
shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4.1(c). The non-DLD electrons do not exchange 
energy with the laser pulse. The physics of the DLD is related to the anomalous 
Doppler effect (i.e. −𝜔J = 𝜔H) that has been investigated in dielectric-loaded or 
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periodically loaded waveguides [103, 104]. Qualitatively, if an ultra-relativistic (𝛾 ≈𝑝6/𝑚T𝑐 ≫ 1) electron interacts with the laser alone, a simple relationship between 
the changes in 𝜖" and 𝛾 can be derived: ∆𝛾 1 − o¡± = ∆𝜖"/𝑚T𝑐U, thus implying 
that DLD (∆𝛾 < 0) is necessary for the resonant excitation of betatron oscillations 
(∆𝜖" > 0) whenever 𝑣%& < 𝑐. The above relation holds under the near-relativistic 
assumption for the laser pulse: 1 − 𝑣%&/𝑐 ≪ 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 4.1 
population relative to the non-DLA group is shown to be
caused by the former experiencing delayed dephasing from
the wake.
Before presenting the results of self-consistent PIC
simulations that model all aspects of the laser evolution,
electron injection, acceleration, and separation into DLA
and non-DLA populations, we first develop a qualitative
understanding of hybrid DLA and LWFA using test-particle
simulations of electron dynamics in the combined wake-
field and laser fields. We adopt a simplified description
[27,33,34] of the electromagnetic fields in the 2D (x-z)
geometry. The accelerating and focusing wakes inside a
spherical bubble with radius rb propagating with relativistic
velocity vb ≈ cð1 − 1=2γ2bÞ are approximated as Wx ¼
mω2pðx − rb − vbtÞ=2e and Wz ¼ mω2pz=2e, respectively,
where ωp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4πe2n=me
p
is the plasma frequency, n is the
plasma density, and me is the electron mass. Note that
(a) the wake fields are the combinations of the electric and
magnetic forces [38], and (b) the accelerating wake changes
sign at the bubble’s center ζ≡ x − vbt ¼ rb.
For simplicity, the linearly polarized laser fields
were assumed to be planar and given by EðLÞz ¼
−E0 sinωLðt − x=vphÞ and BðLÞy ¼ B0 sinωLðt − x=vphÞ,
where B0 ¼ cE0=vph. The equations of electron motion
are then given by
dpx
dt
¼ −e
"
Wx −
vz
c
BðLÞy
#
;
dpz
dt
¼ −e
"
Wz þ EðLÞz þ vxc B
ðLÞ
y
#
; ð1Þ
and the following laser and plasma parameters scaled to the
laser wavelength λL ¼ 2πc=ωL ¼ 0.8 μm were chosen for
the simulations below: ωp=ωL ¼ 0.032 (corresponding to
plasma density n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3), rb ¼ 22λL, γb ¼ 18,
and E0 ≈ 2.5mecωL=e. For these parameters the peak
accelerating gradient EðWÞmax at the back of the bubble
(x ¼ vbt) is EðWÞmax ≈ E0=40 ≈ 2 GV=cm. These parameters
were chosen to approximately mimic the parameters of PIC
simulations presented below. From Eq. (1), the natural
betatron frequency of an electron with relativistic factor γ
is ωβ ¼ ωp=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2γ
p
.
We first consider the case of a subluminal laser pulsewith
vph ¼ 0.9985c [27]. Although the proposed approaches to
achieving vph < c such as using cluster plasmas [35],
residual non-neutral gas [36], or corrugated plasma wave-
guides [37] are challenging to implement in the context of
ultraintense laser pulses, we briefly analyze the subluminal
case below because it provides a stark illustration of the
delayed dephasing via direct laser-electron interaction. Test
electrons are injected at t ¼ 0 near the back of the bubble at
x ¼ 2.65λL with a constant value of γ ¼ 25. The initial
transverse positions z andmomentapzwere chosen to span a
wide range 0 < ϵ⊥0=mec2 < 1 of transverse energies
[38,39] ϵ⊥ ¼ p2z=2γme þ γmeω2βz2=2.
The bifurcated (γ; ϵ⊥=mec2) phase space of the injected
test electrons after the propagation distance of x ¼ ct ¼
1.3 cm is shown in Fig. 1(a): one group of electrons (blue)
gains considerable transverse energy ϵ⊥ from the laser while
the other group (red) experiences considerable reduction in
ϵ⊥.By following two representativeelectrons [one fromeach
group, see Fig. 1(b) for the initial phase space color coded by
the final energy gain, and Fig. 1(c) for the electrons’
trajectories], the following properties of the two groups
are observed. (i) Direct laser deceleration (DLD): the work
AL ¼ −
R
eEðLÞz vzdt done by the laser field on the first group
of electrons (blue lines in Fig. 1) is negative as shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 1(d). The non-DLD electrons do not
exchange energywith the laser pulse. The physics of DLD is
related to the anomalousDoppler effect (i.e.,−ωd ¼ ωβ) that
has been investigated in dielectric-loaded or periodically
loaded waveguides [40,41]. Qualitatively, if an ultrarelativ-
istic (γ ≈ px=mec≫ 1) electron interacts with the laser
alone, a simple relationship between the changes in ϵ⊥
and γ can be derived: Δγð1 − c=vphÞ ¼ Δϵ⊥=mc2, thus
implying that DLD (Δγ < 0) is necessary for the resonant
excitation of betatron oscillations (Δϵ⊥ > 0) whenever
vph < c. The above relation holds under the near-relativistic
assumption for the laser pulse: j1 − vph=cj ≪ 1.
FIG. 1 (color online). Single-particle dynamics in combined
wake and laser fields with vph < c. (a) Fragmentation of the
(γ; ϵ⊥) phase into DLD (blue) and non-DLD (red) electron
populations at x ¼ 1.3 cm. (b) Color-coded laser energy gain
AL as a function of the initial conditions in the (z0; pz0) phase
space. Elliptical curves: ϵ⊥ ¼ const. (c) Betatron trajectories of
two representative electrons from the DLD (blue line) and non-
DLD (red line) groups. (d) Energy gain by the same represen-
tative electrons from the wake (AW , solid lines) and from the laser
(AL, dashed lines).
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simulations of electron dynamics in the combined wake-
field and laser fields. We adopt a simplified description
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the simulations below: ωp=ωL ¼ 0.032 (corresponding to
plasma density n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3), rb ¼ 22λL, γb ¼ 18,
and E0 ≈ 2.5mecωL=e. For these parameters the peak
accelerating gradient EðWÞmax at the back of the bubble
(x ¼ vbt) is EðWÞmax ≈ E0=40 ≈ 2 GV=cm. These parameters
were chosen to approximately mimic the parameters of PIC
simulations presented below. From Eq. (1), the natural
betatron frequency of an electron with relativistic factor γ
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the final energy gain, and Fig. 1(c) for the electrons’
trajectories], the following properties of the two groups
are observed. (i) Direct laser deceleration (DLD): the work
AL ¼ −
R
eEðLÞz vzdt done by the laser field on the first group
of electrons (blue lines in Fig. 1) is negative as shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 1(d). The non-DLD electrons do not
exchange energywith the laser pulse. The physics of DLD is
related to the anomalousDoppler effect (i.e.,−ωd ¼ ωβ) that
has been investigated in dielectric-loaded or periodically
loaded waveguides [40,41]. Qualitatively, if an ultrarelativ-
istic (γ ≈ px=mec≫ 1) electron interacts with the laser
alone, a simple relationship between the changes in ϵ⊥
and γ can be derived: Δγð1 − c=vphÞ ¼ Δϵ⊥=mc2, thus
implying that DLD (Δγ < 0) is necessary for the resonant
excitation of betatron oscillations (Δϵ⊥ > 0) whenever
vph < c. The above relation holds under the near-relativistic
assumption for the laser pulse: j1 − vph=cj ≪ 1.
FIG. 1 (color online). Single-particle dynamics in combined
wake and laser fields with vph < c. (a) Fragmentation of the
(γ; ϵ⊥) phase into DLD (blue) and non-DLD (red) electron
populations at x ¼ 1.3 cm. (b) Color-coded laser energy gain
AL as a function of the initial conditions in the (z0; pz0) phase
space. Elliptical curves: ϵ⊥ ¼ const. (c) Betatron trajectories of
two representative electrons from the DLD (blue line) and non-
DLD (red line) groups. (d) Energy gain by the same represen-
tative electrons from the wake (AW , solid lines) and from the laser
(AL, dashed lines).
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FIGURE 4.1: Single-particle dynamics in combined wake/laser fields with 𝑣%& < 𝑐. 
(a) Fragmentation of the (𝜆, 𝜖") phase into DLD (blue) and non-DLD (red) electron 
populations at x=1.3 cm. (b) Color-coded laser energy gain 𝐴4 as a function of the 
initial conditions in the (𝑧+, 𝑝G+) phase space. Elliptical curves: 𝜖" = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. (c) 
Betatron trajectories of two representative electrons from the DLD (blue line) and 
population relative to the non-DLA group is shown to be
caused by the former experiencing delayed dephasing from
the wake.
Before presenting the results of self-consistent PIC
simulations that model all aspects of the laser evolution,
electron injection, acceleration, and separation into DLA
and non-DLA populations, we first develop a qualitative
understanding of hybrid DLA and LWFA using test-particle
simulations of electron dynamics in the combined wake-
field and laser fields. We adopt a simplified description
[27,33,34] of the electromagnetic fields in the 2D (x-z)
geometry. The accelerating and focusing wakes inside a
spherical bubble with radius rb propagating with relativistic
velocity vb ≈ cð1 − 1=2γ2bÞ are approximated as Wx ¼
mω2pðx − rb − vbtÞ=2e and Wz ¼ mω2pz=2e, respectively,
where ωp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4πe2n=me
p
is the plasma frequency, n is the
plasma density, and me is the electron mass. Note that
(a) the wake fields are the combinations of the electric and
magnetic forces [38], and (b) the accelerating wake changes
sign at the bubble’s center ζ≡ x − vbt ¼ rb.
For simplicity, the linearly polarized laser fields
were assumed to be planar and given by EðLÞz ¼
−E0 sinωLðt − x=vphÞ and BðLÞy ¼ B0 sinωLðt − x=vphÞ,
where B0 ¼ cE0=vph. The equations of electron motion
are then given by
dpx
dt
¼ −e
"
Wx −
vz
c
BðLÞy
#
;
dpz
dt
¼ −e
"
Wz þ EðLÞz þ vxc B
ðLÞ
y
#
; ð1Þ
and the following laser and plasma parameters scaled to the
laser wavelength λL ¼ 2πc=ωL ¼ 0.8 μm were chosen for
the simulations below: ωp=ωL ¼ 0.032 (corresponding to
plasma density n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3), rb ¼ 22λL, γb ¼ 18,
and E0 ≈ 2.5mecωL=e. For these parameters the peak
accelerating gradient EðWÞmax at the back of the bubble
(x ¼ vbt) is EðWÞmax ≈ E0=40 ≈ 2 GV=cm. These parameters
were chosen to approximately mimic the parameters of PIC
simulations presented below. From Eq. (1), the natural
betatron frequency of an electron with relativistic factor γ
is ωβ ¼ ωp=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2γ
p
.
We first consider the case of a subluminal laser pulsewith
vph ¼ 0.9985c [27]. Although the proposed approaches to
achieving vph < c such as using cluster plasmas [35],
residual non-neutral gas [36], or corrugated plasma wave-
guides [37] are challenging to implement in the context of
ultraintense laser pulses, we briefly analyze the subluminal
case below because it provides a stark illustration of the
delayed dephasing via direct laser-electron interaction. Test
electrons are injected at t ¼ 0 near the back of the bubble at
x ¼ 2.65λL with a constant value of γ ¼ 25. The initial
transverse positions z andmomentapzwere chosen to span a
wide range 0 < ϵ⊥0=mec2 < 1 of transverse energies
[38,39] ϵ⊥ ¼ p2z=2γme þ γmeω2βz2=2.
The bifurcated (γ; ϵ⊥=mec2) phase space of the injected
test electrons after the propagation distance of x ¼ ct ¼
1.3 cm is shown in Fig. 1(a): one group of electrons (blue)
gains considerable transverse energy ϵ⊥ from the laser while
the other group (red) experiences considerable reduction in
ϵ⊥.By following two representativeelectrons [one fromeach
group, see Fig. 1(b) for the initial phase space color coded by
the final energy gain, and Fig. 1(c) for the electrons’
trajectories], the following properties of the two groups
are observed. (i) Direct laser deceleration (DLD): the work
AL ¼ −
R
eEðLÞz vzdt done by the laser field on the first group
of electrons (blue lines in Fig. 1) is negative as shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 1(d). The non-DLD electrons do not
exchange energywith the laser pulse. The physics of DLD is
related to the anomalousDoppler effect (i.e.,−ωd ¼ ωβ) that
has been investigated in dielectric-loaded or periodically
loaded waveguides [40,41]. Qualitatively, if an ultrarelativ-
istic (γ ≈ px=mec≫ 1) electron interacts with the laser
alone, a simple relationship between the changes in ϵ⊥
and γ can be derived: Δγð1 − c=vphÞ ¼ Δϵ⊥=mc2, thus
implying that DLD (Δγ < 0) is necessary for the resonant
excitation of betatron oscillations (Δϵ⊥ > 0) whenever
vph < c. The above relation holds under the near-relativistic
assumption for the laser pulse: j1 − vph=cj ≪ 1.
FIG. 1 (color online). Single-particle dynamics in combined
wake and laser fields with vph < c. (a) Fragmentation of the
(γ; ϵ⊥) phase into DLD (blue) and non-DLD (red) electron
populations at x ¼ 1.3 cm. (b) Color-coded laser energy gain
AL as a function of the initial conditions in the (z0; pz0) phase
space. Elliptical curves: ϵ⊥ ¼ const. (c) Betatron trajectories of
two representative electrons from the DLD (blue line) and non-
DLD (red line) groups. (d) Energy gain by the same represen-
tative electrons from the wake (AW , solid lines) and from the laser
(AL, dashed lines).
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the wake.
Before presenting the resul s of self-consistent PIC
simulations that model all aspects of the laser evolution,
electron injection, acceleration, and separation into DLA
and non-DLA populations, we first develop a qualitative
understanding of hybrid DLA and LWFA using test-particle
simulations of electron dynamics in the combined wake-
field and laser fields. We adopt a simplified description
[27,33,34] of the electromagnetic fields in the 2D (x-z)
geometry. The accelerating and focusing wakes inside a
spherical bubble with radius rb propagating with r lativistic
velocity vb ≈ cð1 − 1=2γ2bÞ are approximated as Wx ¼
mω2pðx − rb − vbtÞ=2e and Wz ¼ mω2pz=2e, respectively,
where ωp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4πe2n=me
p
is the plasma frequency, n is the
plasma density, and me is the electron mass. Note that
(a) the wake fields are the combinations of the electric and
magnetic forces [38], and (b) the accelerating wake changes
sign at the bubble’s center ζ≡ x − vbt ¼ rb.
For simplicity, the linearly polarized laser fields
were assumed to be planar and given by EðLÞz ¼
−E0 sinωLðt − x=vphÞ and BðLÞy ¼ B0 sinωLðt − x=vphÞ,
where B0 ¼ cE0=vph. The equations of electron motion
are then given by
dpx
dt
¼ −e
"
Wx −
vz
c
BðLÞy
#
;
dpz
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¼ −e
"
Wz þ EðLÞz þ vxc B
ðLÞ
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and the following laser and plasma parameters scaled to the
laser wavelength λL ¼ 2πc= L 0.8 μm were chosen for
the simulations below: ωp=ωL ¼ 0.032 (corresponding to
plasma density n ¼ 1.8 × 1018 cm−3), rb ¼ 22λL, γb ¼ 18,
and E0 ≈ 2.5mecωL=e. For these parameters the peak
accelerating gradient EðWÞmax at the back of the bubble
(x ¼ vbt) is EðWÞmax ≈ E0=40 ≈ 2 GV=cm. These parameters
were chosen to approximately mimic the parameters of PIC
simulations presented below. From Eq. (1), the natural
betatron frequency of an electron wit relati istic fa or γ
is ωβ ¼ ωp=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2γ
p
.
We first consider the case of a subluminal laser pulsewith
vph ¼ 0.9985c [27]. Although the proposed approaches to
achieving vph < c such as using cluster plasmas [35],
residual non-neutral gas [36], or corrugated plasma wave-
guides [37] are challenging to implement in the context of
ultraintense laser pulses, we briefly analyze the subluminal
case below because it provides a stark illustration of the
delayed dephasing via direct laser-electron interaction. Test
electrons are injected at t ¼ 0 near the back of the bubble at
x ¼ 2.65λL with a constant value of γ ¼ 25. The initial
transverse positions z andmomentapzwere chosen to span a
wide range 0 < ϵ⊥0=mec2 < 1 of transverse energies
[38,39] ϵ⊥ ¼ p2z=2γme þ γmeω2βz2=2.
The bifurcated (γ; ϵ⊥=mec2) phase space of the injected
test electrons after the propagation distance of x ¼ ct ¼
1.3 cm is shown in Fig. 1(a): one group of electrons (blue)
gains considerable transverse energy ϵ⊥ from the laser while
the other group (red) experiences considerable reduction in
ϵ⊥.By following two representativeelectrons [one fromeach
group, see Fig. 1(b) for the initial phase space color coded by
the final energy gain, and Fig. 1(c) for the electrons’
trajectories], the following properties of the two groups
are observed. (i) Direct laser deceleration (DLD): the work
AL ¼ −
R
eEðLÞz vzd done by the laser field on the first group
of electrons (blue lin s in Fig. 1) is negative as shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 1(d). The non-DLD electrons do not
exchange energyw h the laser pulse. The physics of DLD is
related to th an malousDoppler effect (i.e.,−ωd ¼ ωβ) that
has been investigated in dielectric-loaded or periodically
loaded waveguides [40,41]. Qualitatively, if an ultrarelativ-
istic (γ ≈ px=mec≫ 1) electron interacts with the laser
alone, a simple relationship between the changes in ϵ⊥
and γ can be derived: Δγð1 − c=vphÞ ¼ Δϵ⊥=mc2, thus
implying that DLD (Δγ < 0) is necessary for the resonant
excitation of betatron oscillations (Δϵ⊥ > 0) whenever
vph < c. The above relation holds under the near-relativistic
assumption for the laser pulse: j1 − vph=cj ≪ 1.
FIG. 1 (color online). Single-particle dynamics in combi ed
wake and laser fields with vph < c. (a) Fragmentation of the
(γ; ϵ⊥) phase into DLD (blue) and non-DLD ( ed) electron
populations at x ¼ 1.3 cm. (b) Color-coded laser energy gain
AL as a function of the initial conditions in the (z0; pz0) phase
space. Elliptical curves: ϵ⊥ ¼ const. (c) Betatron trajectories of
two representative electrons from the DLD (blue line) and non-
DLD (red line) groups. (d) Energy gain by the same represen-
tative electrons from the wake (AW , solid lines) and from the laser
(AL, dashed lines).
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non-DLD (red line) groups. (d) Energy gain by the same representative electrons 
from the wake (𝐴[, solid lines) and from the laser (𝐴4, dashed lines) 
Second, Laser-delayed dephasing is apparent from Fig. 4.1(d), where the 
trajectory of the DLD electron is shown to cross the bubble's center much later than 
that of the non-DLD electron: 𝐿JU ≈ 2𝐿JR . The dephasing rate JJq = 𝑣6 − 𝑣  is 
suppressed by the resonant excitation of the Betatron oscillation according to Eq. 
(2.6). An important manifestation of the delayed dephasing for DLD electrons is that 
they experience much greater energy gain 𝐴[ = − 𝑒𝑊6𝑣6𝑑𝑡 from the wakefield 
(solid lines in Fig. 4.1(d)) compared with non-DLD electrons. Note, however, that the 
total energy gain 𝐴 = 𝐴[ + 𝐴4 is smaller for DLD electrons because they amplify 
the laser pulse at the expense of the energy gained from the wake. 
  
4.2 Effects of the Accelerating Field 
The main difference between the LWDA and the conventional DLA in the ion 
channel is the existence of the longitudinal accelerating field in the LWDA. We 
discuss the effects of the accelerating field in this section. 
The first obvious effect of the accelerating field is that it accelerates electrons to 
higher energy together with the laser electromagnetic field. As states in the above 
chapters, the wake accelerating field and the laser electromagnetic field 
synergistically accelerate electrons. The electrons’ final energy can be almost 
doubled. This is the big advantage of the accelerating field. 
The second effect of the accelerating field is that it restricts the electrons initial 
condition of entering into LWDA. The electrons must have large enough transverse 
energy 𝜀+" = %µ{U¶^§ + 𝑚T𝜔%U𝑧+U/4 to undergo the Betatron resonance as mentioned 
by Eqs. (2.5, 2.6). This effect of the accelerating field also limits the electron 
 89 
injection methods. However, there are more electrons that can be satisfied the 
Betatron resonance condition. The reason is that the rapid acceleration by the 
accelerating field is able to lower the Dopper shifted laser frequency 𝜔J so that the 
electrons with much large initial transverse energy 𝜖"+  are able to satisfy the 
Betatron resonance condition. To illustrate this effect of the accelerating field, we 
consider the constant accelerating field and the long interaction time. The simplified 
model is the same as Eqs. (2.3, 2.4) except 𝑊6 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡  or 𝑊6 = 0  in this 
discussion. Without losing generality, we consider the similar parameters in the 
moderate power regime as in chapter 3. The parameters are in caption of Fig. 4.2. 
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FIGURE 4.2: Single-particle dynamics governed by Eqs. (2.3, 2.4). (a) Color-coded 
energy gain 𝐴4 from the 0.8𝜇𝑚 laser plotted as a function of the initial conditions 
without longitudinal accelerating field. Rings: 𝜖" = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. (b) Color-coded energy 
gain 𝐴4 from the 0.8𝜇𝑚 laser plotted as a function of the initial conditions with 
longitudinal accelerating field. Rings: 𝜖" = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 . Simulation parameters: 𝐸+ ≈1.5𝑚T𝑐𝜔4/𝑒, 𝛾%& = 14.4 and 𝜔% 𝜔4 = 0.093, 𝑊6 = −0.08𝑚T𝑐𝜔4/𝑒. 
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in Sec. III. We then scan the time-delay of the second
pulse for both 0.8µm DLA pulse and 0.4µm DLA pulse
to confirm the stability of the dual frequency LWDA in
Sec. ??. Conclusion and the directions for future research
are outlined in Sec. IV.
II. TEST-PARTICLE SIMULATIONS
Before moving into the dual frequency LWDA, we first
illustrate the advantages of having longitudinal acceler-
ating field. Two cases are studied: DLA of the pre-
accelerated electrons I. without and II. with longitudinal
accelerating field.
The resulting equations of motion are given by [17, 30,
39, 43, 44]
dpx
dt
= −e
(
Wx − vz
c
B(L)y
)
dpz
dt
= −e
(
Wz + E
(L)
z +
vx
c
B(L)y
)
, (1)
For simplicity, we assume planar linearly polarized
laser fields in the form of E(L)z = −E0 sinnωL(t− x/vph)
and B(L)y = B0 sinnωL(t− x/vph), where B0 = cE0/vph
and ωL is DLA pulse frequency. The longitudinal acceler-
ating field is assumed to be constant Wx = −0.08mcω/e.
This field is equal to the average accelerating field in the
plasma bubble with radius rb = 6λL. The focusing field
has the form Wz = mω2pz/2e [47]. For the DLA without
longitudinal accelerating field, the meaning of Wz is the
transverse electrostatic field [48].
The initial conditions and the simulation parameters
in the caption of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 were chosen to be
consistent with PIC simulations presented in Sec. III for
the case II but we only consider the constant longitudinal
accelerating field here for illustration purpose. For case
I, we turn oﬀ the longitudinal electric field (Wx = 0)
and keep everything the same as case II. Initially (at
t = x = 0 ) electrons are assigned a constant longi-
tudinal momentum px ∼ γbmc that is the prerequisite
for trapping electrons in the plasma bubble. The trans-
verse initial conditions (z0, pz0) are chosen randomly in-
side the 0 < ϵ⊥ ≤ 2.1mec2 phase space ring as shown in
Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b). The transverse energy is defined
ϵ⊥ = p2⊥/2γme +meω
2
pz
2/4 [17, 30, 42, 47]. We also as-
sume that the electrons overlap with the DLA pulse all
the time in the simplified model.
From the comparison of Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), we
find that the DLA without longitudinal accelerating field
happens in a narrower region of ϵ⊥(t = 0) than the
DLA with longitudinal accelerating field. It means that
the presence of the longitudinal accelerating field relaxes
the requirement of the ϵ⊥(t = 0). In Fig. 1(a), the
DLA electrons (AL > 200mec2) are confined in a nar-
row ring with ϵ⊥(t = 0) ≃ 0.5mec2. However, the DLA
electrons (AL > 200mec2) occupy a wider band with
0.8mec2 < ϵ⊥(t = 0) < 2.1mec2 in Fig. 1(b). This is
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FIG. 1: Single-particle dynamics governed by Eqs.(1). (a)
Color-coded energy gain AL from the 0.8µm laser plotted as
a function of the initial conditions without longitudinal ac-
celerating field. Rings: ϵ⊥ = const. (b) Color-coded energy
gai AL from the 0.8µm laser plott d as a function of the
initial conditions with longitudinal accelerating field. Rings:
ϵ⊥ = const (c) AL for two representative electrons with initial
conditions marked in (a) (green) and (b) (black) by circles.
(d) Doppler shifted laser frequency ωd for case I (green) and
case II (black); betatron frequency ωβ for case I (magenta)
and case II (yellow). Simulation parameters for plots (a-d):
E0 ≈ 1.5mecωL/e, γph = 14.4, and ωp/ωL = 0.093.
good for generating more DLA electrons. To understand
this eﬀect, we take a look at The ultra-relativistic limits
of ⟨ωd⟩ and ωβ which has the expressions as follows:
⟨ωd⟩ ≃ ωL
(
1 + ⟨p2z⟩/m2ec2
2γ2
+
1
2γ2ph
)
, ωβ ≃ ωp√
2γ
, (2)
where γph ≡ 1/
√
v2ph − 1. Due to the absence of the lon-
gitudinal accelerating field, the electron γ factor in the
case without longitudinal accelerating field can only be
changed by the interaction with the laser field. The trans-
verse momentum pz is strongly correlated with the γ for
purely DLA. So the requirement of the initial transverse
energy ϵ⊥(t = 0) is more stringent. On the contrary, the
longitudinal accelerating field introduces one more degree
of freedom that can increase γ but without raisding pz.
Therefore, the requirement of ϵ⊥(t = 0) is relaxed and
more electrons have the chance to undergo DLA in the
case with longitudinal accelerating field.
The other eﬀect of the longitudinal electric field is that
it is capable to maintain the energy gain from the laser
field AL as shown in Fig. 1(c). Within the same propa-
gation distance, the DLA electron in the case I has the
2
in Sec. III. We then scan the time-delay f the second
pulse for both 0.8µm DLA pulse and 0.4µm DLA pulse
to confirm the stability of the dual frequency LWDA in
Sec. ??. Conclusion and the dir ctions for fut re research
are outlined in Sec. IV.
II. TEST-PARTICLE SIMULATIONS
Before moving into the dual frequency LWDA, we first
illustrate the advantages of having longitudinal acceler-
ating field. Two cases are studied: DLA of the pre-
accelerated electrons I. without and II. with longitudinal
accelerating field.
The resulting equations of motion are given by [17, 30,
39, 43, 44]
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= −e
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dpz
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= −e
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z +
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, (1)
For simplicity, we assume planar linearly polarized
laser fields in the form of E(L)z = −E0 sinnωL(t− x/vph)
and B(L)y = B0 sinnωL(t− x/vph), where B0 = cE0/vph
and ωL is DLA pulse frequency. The longitudinal acceler-
ating field is assumed to be constant Wx = −0.08mcω/e.
This field is equal to the average accelerating field in the
plasma bubble with radius rb = 6λL. The focusing field
has the form Wz = mω2pz/2e [47]. For the DLA without
longitudinal accelerating field, the meaning of Wz is the
transverse electrostatic field [48].
The initial conditions and the simulation parameters
in the caption of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 were chosen to be
consistent with PIC simulations presented in Sec. III for
the case II but we only consider the constant longitudinal
accelerating field here for illustration purpose. For case
I, we turn oﬀ the longitudinal electric field (Wx = 0)
and keep everything the same as case II. Initially (at
t = x = 0 ) electrons are assigned a constant longi-
tudinal momentum px ∼ γbmc that is the prerequisite
for trapping electrons in the plasma bubble. The trans-
verse initial conditions (z0, pz0) are chosen randomly in-
side the 0 < ϵ⊥ ≤ 2.1mec2 phase space ring as shown in
Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b). The transverse energy is defined
ϵ⊥ = p2⊥/2γme +meω
2
pz
2/4 [17, 30, 42, 47]. We also as-
sume that the electrons overlap with the DLA pulse all
the time in the simplified model.
From the comparison of Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), we
find that the DLA without longitudinal accelerating field
happens in a narrower region of ϵ⊥(t = 0) than the
DLA with longitudinal accelerating field. It means that
the presence of the longitudinal accelerating field relaxes
the requirement of the ϵ⊥(t = 0). In Fig. 1(a), the
DLA electrons (AL > 200mec2) are confined in a nar-
row ring with ϵ⊥(t = 0) ≃ 0.5mec2. However, the DLA
electrons (AL > 200mec2) occupy a wider band with
0.8mec2 < ϵ⊥(t = 0) < 2.1mec2 in Fig. 1(b). This is
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FIG. 1: Single-particle dynamics governed by Eqs.(1). (a)
Color-coded energy gain AL from the 0.8µm laser plotted as
a function of the initial conditions without longitudinal ac-
celera ing field. Rings: ϵ⊥ = const. (b) Color-coded energy
gain AL from the 0.8µm laser plotted as a fun tion of the
initial conditions with longitudinal accelerating field. Rings:
ϵ⊥ = const (c) AL for two representative electrons with initial
conditions marked in (a) (green) and (b) (black) by circles.
(d) Doppler shifted laser frequency ωd for case I (green) and
case II (black); betatron frequency ωβ for case I (magenta)
and case II (yellow). Simulation parameters for plots (a-d):
E0 ≈ 1.5mecωL/e, γph = 14.4, and ωp/ωL = 0.093.
good for generating more DLA electrons. To understand
this eﬀect, we take a look at The ultra-relativistic limits
of ⟨ωd⟩ and ωβ which has the expressions as follows:
⟨ωd⟩ ≃ ωL
(
1 + ⟨p2z⟩/m2ec2
2γ2
+
1
2γ2ph
)
, ωβ ≃ ωp√
2γ
, (2)
where γph ≡ /
√
v2ph − 1. Due to the absence of the lon-
gitudinal accelerating field, the electron γ factor in the
case without longitudinal accelerating field can only be
changed by the interaction with the laser field. The trans-
verse momentum pz is strongly correlated with the γ for
purely DLA. So the requirement of the initial transverse
energy ϵ⊥(t = 0) is more stringent. On the contrary, the
longitudinal accelerating field introduces one more degree
of freedom that can increase γ but without raisding pz.
Therefore, the requirement of ϵ⊥(t = 0) is relaxed and
more electrons have the chance to undergo DLA in the
case with longitudinal accelerating field.
The other eﬀect of the longitudinal electric field is that
it is capable to maintain the energy gain from the laser
field AL as shown in Fig. 1(c). Within the same propa-
gation distance, the DLA electron in the case I has the
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From the comparison of Fig. 4.2(a) and Fig. 4.2(b), we find that the DLA without 
longitudinal accelerating field happens in a narrower region of 𝜖"(𝑡 = 0) than the 
DLA with longitudinal accelerating field. It means that the presence of the 
longitudinal accelerating field relaxes the requirement of the 𝜖"(𝑡 = 0). In Fig. 
4.2(a), the DLA electrons (𝐴4 > 200𝑚T𝑐U) are confined in a narrow ring with 𝜖"(𝑡 = 0) ≈ 0.5𝑚T𝑐U . However, the DLA electrons (𝐴4 > 200𝑚T𝑐U ) occupy a 
wider band with 0.8𝑚T𝑐U < 𝜖"(𝑡 = 0) < 2.1𝑚T𝑐U in Fig. 4.2(b). This is good for 
generating more DLA electrons. To understand this effect, we take a look at The 
ultra-relativistic limits of 𝜔J  and 𝜔H ( Eqs. (2.5, 2.6) ). Due to the absence of the 
longitudinal accelerating field, the electron 𝛾 factor in the case without longitudinal 
accelerating field can only be changed by the interaction with the laser field. The 
transverse momentum 𝑝G is strongly correlated with the 𝛾 for purely DLA. So the 
requirement of the initial transverse energy 𝜖"(𝑡 = 0) is more stringent. On the 
contrary, the longitudinal accelerating field introduces one more degree of freedom 
that can increase 𝛾 but without raisding 𝑝G. Therefore, the requirement of 𝜖"(𝑡 =0) is relaxed and more electrons have the chance to undergo DLA in the case with 
longitudinal accelerating field. 
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FIGURE 4.3: (a) 𝐴4 for two representative electrons with initial conditions marked 
in Fig. 4.2(a) (green) and Fig. 4.2(b) (black) by circles. (b) Doppler shifted laser 
frequency 𝜔J for case I (green) and case II (black); betatron frequency 𝜔H for case 
I (magenta) and case II (yellow). 
2
in Sec. III. We then scan the time-delay of the second
pulse for both 0.8µm DLA pulse and 0.4µm DLA pulse
to confirm the stability of the dual frequency LWDA in
Sec. ??. Conclusion and the directions for future research
are outlined in Sec. IV.
II. TEST-PARTICLE SIMULATIONS
Before moving into the dual frequency LWDA, we first
illustrate the advantages of having longitudinal acceler-
ating field. Two cases are studied: DLA of the pre-
accelerated electrons I. without and II. with longitudinal
accelerating field.
The resulting equations of motion are given by [17, 30,
39, 43, 44]
dpx
dt
= −e
(
Wx − vz
c
B(L)y
)
dpz
dt
= −e
(
Wz + E
(L)
z +
vx
c
B(L)y
)
, (1)
For simplicity, we assume planar linearly polarized
laser fields in the form of E(L)z = −E0 sinnωL(t− x/vph)
and B(L)y = B0 sinnωL(t− x/vph), where B0 = cE0/vph
and ωL is DLA pulse frequency. The longitudinal acceler-
ating field is assumed to be constant Wx = −0.08mcω/e.
This field is equal to the average accelerating field in the
plasma bubble with radius rb = 6λL. The focusing field
has the form Wz = mω2pz/2e [47]. For the DLA without
longitudinal accelerating field, the meaning of Wz is the
transverse electrostatic field [48].
The initial conditions and the simulation parameters
in the caption of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 were chosen to be
consistent with PIC simulations presented in Sec. III for
the case II but we only consider the constant longitudinal
accelerating field here for illustration purpose. For case
I, we turn oﬀ the longitudinal electric field (Wx = 0)
and keep everything the same as case II. Initially (at
t = x = 0 ) electrons are assigned a constant longi-
tudinal momentum px ∼ γbmc that is the prerequisite
for trapping electrons in the plasma bubble. The trans-
verse initial conditions (z0, pz0) are chosen randomly in-
side the 0 < ϵ⊥ ≤ 2.1mec2 phase space ring as shown in
Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b). The transverse energy is defined
ϵ⊥ = p2⊥/2γme +meω
2
pz
2/4 [17, 30, 42, 47]. We also as-
sume that the electrons overlap with the DLA pulse all
the time in the simplified model.
From the comparison of Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), we
find that the DLA without longitudinal accelerating field
happens in a narrower region of ϵ⊥(t = 0) than the
DLA with longitudinal accelerating field. It means that
the presence of the longitudinal accelerating field relaxes
the requirement of the ϵ⊥(t = 0). In Fig. 1(a), the
DLA electrons (AL > 200mec2) are confined in a nar-
row ring with ϵ⊥(t = 0) ≃ 0.5mec2. However, the DLA
electrons (AL > 200mec2) occupy a wider band with
0.8mec2 < ϵ⊥(t = 0) < 2.1mec2 in Fig. 1(b). This is
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FIG. 1: Single-particle dynamics governed by Eqs.(1). (a)
Color-coded energy gain AL from the 0.8µm laser plotted as
a function of the initial conditions without longitudinal ac-
celerating field. Rings: ϵ⊥ = const. (b) Color-coded energy
gain AL from the 0.8µm laser plotted as a function of the
initial conditions with longitudinal accelerating field. Rings:
ϵ⊥ = const (c) AL for two representative electrons with initial
conditions marked in (a) (green) and (b) (black) by circles.
(d) Doppler shifted laser frequency ωd for case I (green) and
case II (black); betatron frequency ωβ for case I (magenta)
and case II (yellow). Simulation parameters for plots (a-d):
E0 ≈ 1.5mecωL/e, γph = 14.4, and ωp/ωL = 0.093.
good for generating more DLA electrons. To understand
this eﬀect, we take a look at The ultra-relativistic limits
of ⟨ωd⟩ and ωβ which has the expressions as follows:
⟨ωd⟩ ≃ ωL
(
1 + ⟨p2z⟩/m2ec2
2γ2
+
1
2γ2ph
)
, ωβ ≃ ωp√
2γ
, (2)
where γph ≡ 1/
√
v2ph − 1. Due to the absence of the lon-
gitudinal accelerating field, the electron γ factor in the
case without longitudinal accelerating field can only be
changed by the interaction with the laser field. The trans-
verse momentum pz is strongly correlated with the γ for
purely DLA. So the requirement of the initial transverse
energy ϵ⊥(t = 0) is more stringent. On the contrary, the
longitudinal accelerating field introduces one more degree
of freedom that can increase γ but without raisding pz.
Therefore, the requirement of ϵ⊥(t = 0) is relaxed and
more electrons have the chance to undergo DLA in the
case with longitudinal accelerating field.
The other eﬀect of the longitudinal electric field is that
it is capable to maintain the energy gain from the laser
field AL as shown in Fig. 1(c). Within the same propa-
gation distance, the DLA electron in the case I has the
a 	
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in Sec. III. We then scan the time-delay of the second
pulse for both 0.8µm DLA pulse and 0.4µm DLA pulse
to confirm the stability of the dual frequency LWDA in
Sec. ??. Conclusion and the directions for future research
are outlined in Sec. IV.
II. TEST-PARTICLE SIMULATIONS
Before moving into the dual frequency LWDA, we first
illustrate the advantages of having longitudinal acceler-
ating field. Two cases are studied: DLA of the pre-
accelerated electrons I. without and II. with longitudinal
accelerating field.
The resulting equations of motion are given by [17, 30,
39, 43, 44]
dpx
dt
= −e
(
Wx − vz
c
B(L)y
)
dpz
dt
= −e
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Wz + E
(L)
z +
vx
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B(L)y
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, (1)
For simplicity, we assume pl nar linearly pol rized
laser fields in the form of E(L)z = −E0 sinnωL(t− x/vph)
and B(L)y = B0 sinnωL(t− x/vph), where B0 = cE0/vph
and ωL is DLA pulse frequency. The longitudinal acceler-
ating field is assumed to be constant Wx = −0.08mcω/e.
This field is equal to the average accelerating field in the
plasma bubble with radius rb = 6λL. The focusing field
has the form Wz = mω2pz/2e [47]. For the DLA without
longitudinal accelerating field, the meaning of Wz is the
transverse electrostatic field [48].
The initial conditions and the simulation parameters
in the caption of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 were chosen to be
consistent with PIC simulations presented in Sec. III for
the case II but we only consider the constant l gitudin l
accelerating field here for illustration purpose. For cas
I, we turn oﬀ the longitudinal electric field (Wx = 0)
and keep everything the same as case II. Initially (at
t = x = 0 ) electrons are assigned a constant longi-
tudinal momentum px ∼ γbmc at is he prerequisite
for trapping electrons in the plasma bubble. The tra s-
verse initial conditions (z0, pz0) are chosen randomly in-
side the 0 < ϵ⊥ ≤ 2.1mec2 phas space ring as shown in
Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b). The transverse energy is defined
ϵ⊥ = p2⊥/2γme +meω
2
pz
2/4 [17, 30, 42, 47]. We also as-
sume that the electrons overlap with the DLA pulse all
the time in the simplified model.
From the comparison of Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), we
find that the DLA without longitudinal accelerating field
happens in a narrower region of ϵ⊥(t = 0) than the
DLA with longitudinal accelerating field. It means that
the presence of the longitudinal accelerating field relaxes
the requirement of the ϵ⊥(t = 0). In Fig. 1(a), the
DLA electrons (AL > 200mec2) are confined in a nar-
row ring with ϵ⊥(t = 0) ≃ 0.5mec2. However, the DLA
electrons (AL > 200mec2) occupy a wider band with
0.8mec2 < ϵ⊥(t = 0) < 2.1mec2 in Fig. 1(b). This is
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FIG. 1: Single-particle dynamics governed by Eqs.(1). (a)
Color-coded energy gain AL from the 0.8µm l ser plotted as
a functio of the initial conditions without longitudinal ac-
celerating field. Rings: ϵ⊥ = const. (b) Color-coded energy
gain AL from the 0.8µm laser plotted as a function of the
initial conditions with longitudinal accelerating field. Rings:
ϵ⊥ = const (c) AL for two representative electrons with initial
conditions marked in (a) (green) and (b) (black) by circles.
(d) Doppler shifted laser frequency ωd for case I (green) and
case II (black); betatron frequency ωβ for case I (magenta)
nd case II (yellow). Simulation parameters for plots (a-d):
E0 ≈ 1.5mecωL/e, γph = 14.4, and ωp/ωL = 0.093.
good for generating more DLA lectrons. To understand
t is eﬀect, we take a look at The ultra-relativistic limits
of ⟨ωd⟩ and ωβ which has the expressions as follows:
⟨ωd⟩ ≃ ωL
(
1 + ⟨p2z⟩/m2ec2
2γ2
+
1
2γ2ph
)
, ωβ ≃ ωp√
2γ
, (2)
where γph ≡ 1/
√
v2ph − 1. Due to the absence of the lon-
gitudinal accelerating field, t electron γ factor in the
case ithou longitudinal accelerating field can only be
changed by the interaction with the laser field. The trans-
verse momentum pz is strongly correlated with the γ for
purely DLA. So the requirement of the initial transverse
energy ϵ⊥(t = 0) is more stringent. On the contrary, the
longitudinal accelerating field introduces one more degree
of freedom that can increase γ but without raisding pz.
Therefore, the requirement of ϵ⊥(t = 0) is relaxed and
more electrons have the chance to undergo DLA in the
case with longitudinal accelerating field.
The other eﬀect of the longitudinal electric field is that
it is capable to maintain the energy gain from the laser
field AL as shown in Fig. 1(c). Within the same propa-
gation distance, the DLA electron in the case I has the
(b)	
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The third effect of the accelerating field is not so intuitive. By looking at the DLA 
in the ion channel, the electron energy has the wave-like fluctuation as in Fig. 1.2(a). 
After reaching the peak of the energy, the laser wave start decelerating electrons. For 
some specific time, the DLA electrons loss all their energy. However, the accelerating 
field changes this situation. The accelerating field is capable to maintain the energy 
gain from the laser field 𝐴4. We pick two representative DLA electrons marked by 
the green circle in Fig. 4.2(a) and the black circle in Fig. 4.2(b). As shown by the 
green curve in Fig. 4.3(a), the DLA electron in the ion channel case (𝑊6 = 0) has the 
oscillations in 𝐴4. The DLA electron can lose all its energy that was gained from the 
laser. The phase difference between the gaining stage and the losing stage is ∆𝜃 = 𝜋, 
where ∆𝜃 = 𝜓 + 𝜑, JÛJq = 𝜔H and JÜJq = 𝜔J. For detail discussion about the DLA in 
the ion channel, please see [20]. The DLA electron in case with accelerating field 
(𝑊6 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡) keeps the most of the energy gain from the laser field (black line). 
Whenever the electron is pushed out from the Betatron resonance, it never goes back 
to the resonance again. This is clear by looking at the frequency matching curves 
shown in Fig. 4.3(b). 
 
4.3 On the Number of DLA Electrons 
One of the basic and important questions is the number of DLA electrons in 
LWDA. This is related to the DLA electron charge yield of LWDA. We have already 
raise this issue in the chapter 3. The Two-Color LWDA can significant boost the 
number of the DLA electrons as shown in Fig. 3.6(b) and Fig. 3.8(a). One important 
signature of Two-Color LWDA is that it provides larger 𝐸4 when other laser plasma 
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parameters are fixed. In this section, we utilize our simplified model to clarify this 
problem more systematically.  
To make the close connection with the PIC simulations in chapter 3, we turn back 
to the plasma bubble accelerating field in our simplified model. The ratio between the 
maximum bubble field and the laser field 𝐸4 𝑊6^ is changing. We use our single 
particle simulations to investigate the relation of the ratio between the number of 
DLA electrons and the total number of trapped electrons with the 𝐸4 𝑊6^. Electrons 
are placed near the tail of the bubble and assigned a constant longitudinal momentum 𝑝6 ≈ 𝛾𝑚T𝑐. The amplitude of DLA pulse 𝐸+ is changing. As shown in Fig. 4.4, 𝑁_4` 𝑁q­q«Á is increasing with respect to 𝐸4 𝑊6^. Therefore, the large laser field is 
good to generate more DLA electrons. The issue raised in the chapter 3 is well 
solved. The high frequency DLA pulse with the same 𝑎+ that has larger 𝐸4 is able 
to increase the number of the DLA electrons and the charge yield. 
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FIGURE 4.4: The ratio between the number of DLA electrons and the number of 
trapped electrons. Empirical criteria for DLA electrons is `¥^§o{ > 0.3𝛾. The red circle 
corresponds to the conditions: 𝐸+ ≈ 1.5𝑚T𝑐𝜔4/𝑒 , 𝛾%& = 𝑣%&U − 1 = 14.4  and 𝜔% 𝜔4 = 0.093, 𝐸+ is changing in the figure. 𝑊6 = 𝑚𝜔%U 𝑥 − 𝑟 − 𝑣𝑡 /2𝑒, 𝛾 =10 and 𝑟 = 6𝜆4. 
4.4 Emittance of the Electron Beam 
Beam emittance is always an important topic in the particle accelerator [1]. In the 
field of the laser wakefield accelerator, people has paid a lot of attention and put 
much effort to reduce the emittance of the electron beam [3]. We have to face the 
issue of the emittance of the electron beam in our LWDA. 
Beam emittance is the measure of the area covered by the beam in the position-
momentum phase space. When the charged particle beam propagates in the wiggler or 
the undulator which do not have longitudinal acceleration, the beam emittance is 
conserved. However, the transverse beam size shrinks when the beam is accelerated. 
In the laser wakefield accelerator, we have the relation 𝑧~𝛾R/¸ and 𝑝G~𝛾R/U[11]. 
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FIG. 1: Single-particle dynamics governed by Eqs.(1). (a)
Schematic representation of single-particle simulation model.
(b) The ratio between the number of DLA electrons and
the number of trapped electrons. Empirical crite ia for
DLA electrons is AL/mec
2 > 0.3γ. The red circle cor-
responds to the conditions in (c) and (d). (c) Evolu-
tion of the normalized emittance ϵn for both DLA elec-
trons (red line) and non-DLA electrons (blue line). ϵn =
⟨px/mec⟩
√
⟨z2⟩⟨(pz/px)2⟩ − ⟨zpz/px⟩
2, ⟨⟩ is the ensemble av-
erage over electrons. (d) Color-coded energy gain AL from the
λ0 = 0.8µm laser plotted as a function of the initial conditions
with bubble accelerating field. Rings: ϵ⊥ = const.Simulation
parameters for plots: E0 ≈ 1.5mecωL/e, γph = 14.4, and
ωp/ωL = 0.093, E0 is changing in plot (b).
We also assume that the electrons overlap with the DLA
pulse all the time in the simplified model.
A LWDA relies on the large initial transverse energy
ϵ⊥(t = 0) [17, 18, 39, 44] and the spatio-temporal over-
lap between injected electrons and the laser field. It has
been demonstrated that the density bump injection [17]
and the ionization injection [18, 42] are able to produce
large enough ϵ⊥(t = 0). We analyze the case that is in-
dicated by the red circle in Fig. 1(b) and plot the initial
phase space of electrons color-coded by the energy gain
from laser in Fig. 1(d). The electrons have to have large
transverse energy ϵn(t = 0) to get significant DLA and
the DLA electrons (AL > 200mec2) occupy a wide band
with 1.0mec2 < ϵ⊥(t = 0) < 2.1mec2. This is good for
generating more DLA electrons. To understand this ef-
fect, we take a look at The ultra-relativistic limits of ⟨ωd⟩
and ωβ which has the expressions as follows:
⟨ωd⟩ ≃ ωL
(
1 + ⟨p2z⟩/m2ec2
2γ2
+
1
2γ2ph
)
, ωβ ≃ ωp√
2γ
, (2)
where γph ≡ 1/
√
v2ph − 1. The betatron resonance re-
quires ⟨ωd⟩ = ωβ . It is obvious that the large ϵn(t = 0) is
prerequisite based on Eq.2. But the large ϵn(t = 0) has
wide choice because the longitudinal accelerating field in-
troduces one more degree of freedom that can increase γ
but without raising pz. The requirement of ϵ⊥(t = 0)
is relaxed due to the longitudinal accelerating field and
more electrons with large ϵn(t = 0) have the chance to
undergo DLA in the bubble regime.
III. PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS
In this Section, we use first-principles self-consistent
relativistic 2D PIC code VLPL [45] to simulate the eﬀects
of laser polarization and color on LWDA. The schematic
of a proposed LWDA is shown in Fig. 2 (see caption for
simulations parameters). We consider the scheme that is
composed of the short length injection stage and acceler-
ation stage. This two-stage scheme has been experimen-
tally verified [28, 31] and the sub-hundred micrometer
gas nozzel has also been achieved [29, 30]. Ten-terawatt
pump pulse (Ppump = 12TW) and the time-delayed DLA
pulse (PDLA = 10TW) are assumed in the simulations.
The laser parameters are consistent with the UT3 laser
system [11, 19]. We keep the power and a0 the same
when the λDLA = λL/2 DLA pulse is used. It means
that the λDLA = λL/2 DLA pulse is tightly focused. The
100µm-long injection stage is formed by gas mixture of
80% He and 20% N2 shown as a dark area in the middle
of Fig. 2. The injection is due to the ionization of high-
Z nitrogen ions (N5+ and N6+) in the simulations. We
have demonstrated that the ionization injection is able
to produce electrons with large enough ϵ⊥(t = 0) for the
operation of the LWDA [18].
The background plasma is formed by the leading edge
ionization of the neutral gas. The inner shell nitrogen’s
electrons (N5+ → N6+ and N6+ → N7+) are produced
via ionization close to the peak of the pump pulse inten-
sity and are injected and get trapped inside the plasma
bubble [22, 24, 25]. The ionizations also happen for the
DLA pulses but due to the relative position of the DLA
pulses, the wake potential diﬀerence can not satisfied
the trapping condition e∆ψ/mec2 ≃ −1 [18, 22, 26, 27].
Therefore, the pump pulse plays the roles of producing
the plasma bubble and injecting the electrons into it.
The ADK tunneling ionization model [46–48] is used to
describe the release of the inner shell electrons from the
nitrogen ions.
Figs. 2(b-d) are the initial on axis E2
⊥
in three schemes
we consider. Figs.2(b) and (c) are the single color case.
The single color parallel polarization LWDA has larger
initial on axis E2
⊥
in the DLA pulse part than single color
orthogonal polarization LWDA due to the constructive
interference. The two color parallel polarization LWDA
has the same a0 as single color LWDAs so the initial
on axis E2
⊥
is much higher that is clear by looking at
Fig.2(c). The optimal time delay of the scecond DLA
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The beam emittance 𝜖 is not conserved with the longitudinal acceleration but the 
normalized emittance 𝜖i = 𝑝6𝜖  is a constant. The statistical definition of the 
normalized emittance has expression  
 𝜖i = 𝑝6𝑚T𝑐 𝑧U 𝑝G𝑝6 U − 𝑧 𝑝G𝑝6 U , (4.2) 
where ∙  is the ensemble average. We use Eq. (4.2) and the simplified model to 
study the emittance of the electron beam. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 4.5: Evolution of the normalized emittance 𝜖i for both DLA electrons (red 
line) and non-DLA electrons (blue line) for the case marked by the red circle in Fig. 
4.4. 
In our single particle simulations, the initial emittance is about 𝜖i ≈ 6𝑚𝑚 ∙𝑚𝑟𝑎𝑑. The emittance for non-DLA electrons does not change a lot during the whole 
acceleration process but the DLA electrons have about 6 times larger normalized 
emittance 𝜖i  than the initial emittance and continuously grows during the 
acceleration process as shown in Fig. 4.5. Therefore, LWDA produce the large 
emittance electron beam. It is a downside for purely accelerator but may be an 
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FIG. 1: Single-particl dynamics governed by Eqs.(1). (a)
Schematic representation of single-particle simulation model.
(b) The ratio between the number of DLA electrons and
the number of trapped electrons. Empirical criteria for
DLA electrons is AL/mec
2 > 0.3γ. The red circle cor-
responds to the conditions in (c) and (d). (c) Evolu-
tion of the normalized emittance ϵn for both DLA elec-
trons (red line) and non-DLA electrons (blue line). ϵn =
⟨px/mec⟩
√
⟨z2⟩⟨(pz/px)2⟩ − ⟨zpz/px⟩
2, ⟨⟩ is the ensemble av-
erage over electrons. (d) Color-coded energy gain AL from the
λ0 = 0.8µm laser plotted as a function of the initial conditions
with bubble accelerating field. Rings: ϵ⊥ = const.Simulation
parameters for plots: E0 ≈ 1.5mecωL/e, γph = 14.4, and
ωp/ωL = 0.093, E0 is changing in plot (b).
We also assume that the electrons overlap with the DLA
pulse all the time in the simplified model.
A LWDA relies on the large initial transverse energy
ϵ⊥(t = 0) [17, 18, 39, 44] and the spatio-temporal over-
lap between injected electrons and the laser field. It has
been demonstrated that the density bump injection [17]
and the ionization injection [18, 42] are able to produce
large enough ϵ⊥(t = 0). We analyze the case that is in-
dicated by the red circle in Fig. 1(b) and plot the initial
phase space of electrons color-coded by the energy gain
from laser in Fig. 1(d). The electrons have to have large
transverse energy ϵn(t = 0) to get significant DLA and
the DLA electrons (AL > 200mec2) occupy a wide band
with 1.0mec2 < ϵ⊥(t = 0) < 2.1mec2. This is good for
generating more DLA electrons. To understand this ef-
fect, we take a look at The ultra-relativistic limits of ⟨ωd⟩
and ωβ which has the expressions as follows:
⟨ωd⟩ ≃ ωL
(
1 + ⟨p2z⟩/m2ec2
2γ2
+
1
2γ2ph
)
, ωβ ≃ ωp√
2γ
, (2)
where γph ≡ 1/
√
v2ph − 1. The betatron resonance re-
quires ⟨ωd⟩ = ωβ . It is obvious that the large ϵn(t = 0) is
prerequisite based on Eq.2. But the large ϵn(t = 0) has
wide choice because the longitudinal accelerating field in-
troduces one more degree of freedom that can increase γ
but without raising pz. The requirement of ϵ⊥(t = 0)
is relaxed due to the longitudinal accelerating field and
more electrons with large ϵn(t = 0) have the chance to
undergo DLA in the bubble regime.
III. PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS
In this Section, we use first-principles self-consistent
relativistic 2D PIC code VLPL [45] to simulate the eﬀects
of laser polarization and color on LWDA. The schematic
of a proposed LWDA is shown in Fig. 2 (see caption for
simulations parameters). We consider the scheme that is
composed of the short length injection stage and acceler-
ation stage. This two-stage scheme has been experimen-
tally verified [28, 31] and the sub-hundred micrometer
gas nozzel has also been achieved [29, 30]. Ten-terawatt
pump pulse (Ppump = 12TW) and the time-delayed DLA
pulse (PDLA = 10TW) are assumed in the simulations.
The laser parameters are consistent with the UT3 laser
system [11, 19]. We keep the power and a0 the same
when the λDLA = λL/2 DLA pulse is used. It means
that the λDLA = λL/2 DLA pulse is tightly focused. The
100µm-long injection stage is formed by gas mixture of
80% He and 20% N2 shown as a dark area in the middle
of Fig. 2. The injection is due to the ionization of high-
Z nitrogen ions (N5+ and N6+) in the simulations. We
have demonstrated that the ionization injection is able
to produce electrons with large enough ϵ⊥(t = 0) for the
operation of the LWDA [18].
The background plasma is formed by the leading edge
ionization of the neutral gas. The inner shell nitrogen’s
electrons (N5+ → N6+ and N6+ → N7+) are produced
via ionization close to the peak of the pump pulse inten-
sity and are injected and get trapped inside the plasma
bubble [22, 24, 25]. The ionizations also happen for the
DLA pulses but due to the relative position of the DLA
pulses, the wake potential diﬀerence can not satisfied
the trapping condition e∆ψ/mec2 ≃ −1 [18, 22, 26, 27].
Therefore, the pump pulse plays the roles of producing
the plasma bubble and injecting the electrons into it.
The ADK tunneling ionization model [46–48] is used to
describe the release of the inner shell electrons from the
nitrogen ions.
Figs. 2(b-d) are the initial on axis E2
⊥
in three schemes
we consider. Figs.2(b) and (c) are the single color case.
The single color parallel polarization LWDA has larger
initial on axis E2
⊥
in the DLA pulse part than single color
orthogonal polarization LWDA due to the constructive
interference. The two color parallel polarization LWDA
has the same a0 as single color LWDAs so the initial
on axis E2
⊥
is much higher that is clear by looking at
Fig.2(c). The optimal time delay of the scecond DLA
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advantage for other applications. Usual ionization injection produces electrons with 
large initial emittance [75]. It is not good for LWFA but LWDA can utilize it.  
 
4.5 Summary 
This chapter summarizes some basic and important characters of LWDA. The 
laser phase velocity 𝑣%& has an effect on the LWDA. The DLA of the subluminal 
laser wave is apparently different from the superluminal laser wave. The longitudinal 
accelerating field distinguishes the LWDA from the DLA in the ion channel. It 
increases the electron energy, broadens the electron initial condition and maintains 
the electron energy gain from the laser field. The number of the DLA electrons in 
LWDA has strong relation with the ratio between the laser field 𝐸4  and the 
maximum wakefield 𝑊6^. It increases with the 𝐸4/𝑊6^. The LWDA generated 
electron beams have large normalized emittance 𝜖i and the normalized emittance 𝜖i continuously grows during the acceleration process. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Conclusion and Outlook 
 
5.1 Conclusion 
This chapter summarizes the dissertation and makes the outlook of the laser 
wakefield and direct acceleration of the electrons. This dissertation focuses on the 
computational laser plasma electron acceleration. It provides the comprehensive 
computational researches on the hybrid laser wakefield and direct acceleration of 
electrons in the plasma bubble regime. 
Laser plasma electron acceleration is a fruitful and complex area. Computational 
research and experimental research becomes more and more important nowadays and 
are pushing each other forward. The computational research plays a very important 
role on the laser plasma electron acceleration. Among all the simulation techniques, 
Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulation is the most commonly used. The major parts of this 
dissertation are done through the PIC simulations. 
The first question is always about the electron injection in all kinds of laser 
plasma electron acceleration including the LWDA. The prerequisite of choosing the 
electron injection method is to identify the requirements of the electron initial 
conditions. We establish the single particle model based on the assumption of the 
non-evolving plasma bubble and the uniform plane electromagnetic wave. Through 
the single particle simulations, it is found that electrons must have large enough 
transverse energy 𝜖"(𝑡 = 0) in order to undergo LWDA. In general, both of the 
density-based electron injection mechanism and the laser-based electron injection 
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mechanism can be utilized in LWDA. For the density-based electron injection 
mechanism, the sub-hundred micro-meter density-bump injection is able to produce 
electrons with a large initial transverse energy. For the laser-based electron injection 
mechanism, the ionization induced injection can generate electrons with large initial 
transverse energy. The in-depth studies of the electron dynamics during the ionization 
injection unveil several types of the ionization released electrons in the plasma bubble 
regime. The off-axis ionization released electron and the “ricochet” electron are 
responsible for the DLA electrons in LWDA. Especially, the “ricochet” electron gains 
large initial transverse energy 𝜖"(𝑡 = 0) due to the off peak phase ionization. 
Both of the density-bump injection and the ionization injection generate the 
similar LWDA electron beams. There is another crucial requirement of the LWDA. 
The injected electrons must overlap with the intensive laser pulse during all the 
acceleration process. This requirement is fulfilled by introducing a second less 
intensive time-delayed co-propagating laser pulse. With these setups, we are able to 
operate the LWDA. The LWDA electron beam has several unique features. First, the 
LWDA electron beam is spatially separated. The high energy DLA electrons have the 
large transverse oscillation amplitude 𝑧 and the large transverse momentum 𝑝G so 
that they have smaller dephaing rate compared with the non-DLA electrons. The 
DLA electrons fall behind with the non-DLA electrons in the plasma bubble. Second, 
the transverse energy 𝜖" of the DLA electrons is strongly correlated with the DLA 
electrons’ relativistic factor 𝛾 . The high energy DLA electrons have the large 
transverse energy 𝜖" and vice versa. Third, the LWDA electron beam exhibits the 
double-peak energy spectrum that is particular useful for the experimental 
measurements. The DLA electron gains significantly higher energy than the non-
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DLA electron. The DLA peak is almost doubled compared with the non-DLA peak. 
The electron dynamics in the LWDA is investigated. The DLA electron experiences 
the synergistic acceleration by the laser field and the plasma bubble accelerating field. 
The DLA electron gains energy from the laser field through the Betatron resonance. 
The reduced dephasing rate of the DLA electron leads to the more energy gain from 
the plasma bubble accelerating field than the non-DLA electron. The synergistic 
acceleration is the signature of the electron dynamics in the LWDA.  
The polarization direction and the color of the DLA laser pulse are studied in the 
moderate power (10 TW) regime. Due to the restriction of the laser power, the plasma 
bubble size is smaller than the 100 TW regime. The interference between the pump 
pulse and the DLA pulse has strong effects on the LWDA. It is found that the final 
spectra of both the DLA electron and the non-DLA electrons have the huge time-
jittering of the energy and the charge yield in the single color parallel polarization 
LWDA because of the intensity fluctuation in the bottom of the plasma bubble. By 
rotating the pump to the orthogonal direction with respect to the DLA pulse, the time-
jittering is reduced by avoiding the interference between the pump pulse and the DLA 
pulse. The high frequency DLA pulse upgrades the performance of LWDA further. 
With the same 𝑎+, it has the higher electric field 𝐸4 than the low frequency DLA 
pulse. The fluctuation of the final spectra, the energy gain and the charge yield are 
significantly improved in the two color parallel polarization LWDA. Since the DLA 
electrons in the LWDA have the high energy and the large oscillation amplitude, they 
have the potential application as an excellent radiation source. 
The dissertation discusses some basic characters of the LWDA. The subluminal 
laser phase velocity has a big effect on the DLA process through the anomalous 
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Doppler effect. It is called direct laser deceleration. The longitudinal accelerating 
field in the LWDA benefits the acceleration from three aspects. First, it works 
together with the DLA and increases the DLA electron energy. Second, it broadens 
the range of the initial transverse energy 𝜖"(𝑡 = 0) in which the electrons can 
undergo DLA. Third, it is able to maintain the electron energy gain from the laser 
field since the electron would lose all the energy in the ion channel DLA. The number 
of the DLA electrons in the LWDA is strongly correlated with the ratio between the 
laser field and the maximum wakefield 𝐸4 𝑊6^. The DLA electrons in the LWDA 
has a big normalized emittance 𝜖i that is increasing during all the acceleration 
process. 
 
5.2 Outlook 
The concept of the LWDA has been recently experimentally demonstrated [105]. 
This phenomenon does exist in the nature. The DLA electron beam has a large 
normalized emittance which possibly prevents it from the application as an advanced 
accelerator. However, it can serve as an excellent radiation source. The current 
researches of the LWDA concentrate on the plasma bubble accelerating regime. But 
the laser field can also accelerate electrons in the plasma bubble decelerating regime 
[33]. This kind of acceleration has more unique features and is worth investigating 
more. The electron beam driven plasma wakefield accelerator [106] is limited by the 
transformer ratio 𝐸> 𝐸 . With the help from the DLA in the plasma bubble 
decelerating regime, the plasma wakefield accelerator may achieve high energy and 
high quality electron beams. Besides the above theoretical and computational 
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prospective researches, it is promising to boost the performance of the LWDA by 
introducing high frequency DLA pulse in the future experiments.  
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